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C H A P T E R 1

1. Introduction

1.1. General

In the last two decades electron spectroscopy has contributed

considerably to the knowledge of molecular structure. In this

thesis two relatively new methods for investigating the spectros-

copy and dynamics of neutral and ionised gaseous molecules have

been employed which both became feasible das to recent advances in

technology, in particular coincidence detection and laser techni-

ques.

The first method makes use of electron impact ionisation, in

which the scattered and the ejected electron are detected in coin-

cidence. In this so-called "(e,2e)-experiment" the kinematics of

the two participating electrons is fully determined. The main pur-

pose of these experiments is to get information on the momentum

distributions of the electrons in their various molecular eigen-

states. In order to use the (e,2e) technique as a general tool to

measure such momentum distributions, the collision process itself

should be fully understood. Recent (e,2e) experiments have shown

that there are still some problems in describing the collision

process at large recoil energies [1]. In order to investigate

these aspects without being bothered by the complexity of the

target, the (e,2e) experiments described in chapter 2 are perfor-

med with atomic helium. The present investigation removes a final j'-

point of uncertainty in the (e,2e', analysis and further defines •-•'

the range of collision parameters under which a proper momentum •-'

distribution can be obtained for any target, in particular mole-

cules.
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The second method is multiphoton ionisation (MPI); in the expe-

riments described in chapter 3 the information on molecular struc-

ture is obtained by determining the yield and the energies of the

ejected electrons after step-wise ionisation of the molecular tar-

get, including processes via intermediate or auto-ionising molecu-

lar states. The different electron energies correspond to differ-

ent decay channels. In this way it is, for instance, possible to

distinguish between direct ionisation and auto-ionisation proces-

ses. The central theme of this investigation is to study the ex-

change of energy and angular momentum between the outgoing elec-

tron and the vibrational and rotational motion of the nuclei in

the remaining ion. The (multi)-photon ionisation process (1) can

also be considered as a half-collision process of an electron

-:|j scattering (2) on a molecular ion M+:

n . hu + Mfv'.J1) +e~ +M*(v,J) (1)

e" +M+(v\J1)+e~+M'(v,J) (2)

The two processes have the right-hand side of the reaction in com-

mon. In terms of a "half-collision" an auto-ionisation process be-

comes a resonance in electron-ion scattering In a particular de-

cay channel (v,J). In the case of photo-excitation of the auto-

ionising state it becomes possible to control the electron energy

in the half collision with the high spectroscopical resolution of

the photons. The interaction of molecular ions with low-energy

S| electrons plays a central role in processes as dielectric re-
f?
%', combination, dissociative recombination and chemi-ionisation.
- r.

Besides, the high spectroscopical resolution allows a production

J of ions in particular (v.J)-states which is of importance for ad-

vanced, state-to-state collision experiments.
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1.2. (e,2e) Spectroscopy

The study of (e,2e) collisions has attracted a rapidly growing

interest since the first coincidence measurements of the two out-

going electrons in the low energy electron impact ionisation of

helium by Erhardt et al. [2]. His group concentrated on the inves-

tigation of the reaction mechanism under very asymmetric kinematic

conditions for the outgoing electrons. In their experiment the

scattered high energy electrons are detected under small angles

corresponding to a small momentum transfer. Amaldi et al. [3] and

later Camilloni et ai. [4] were the first to study the (e,2e)

reaction at high incoming and outgoing electron energies with the

aim to investigate the momentum distribution of the target (ejec-

ted) electron. When highly energetic electrons are scattered under

large scattering angles the momentum transfer is large. In that

case the collision process can be seen as a direct "knock-out" of

one of the target electrons. The interaction of the incoming elec-

tron with the core is small and the core only acts as a spectator.

Since in that case hardly any momentum will be transferred to the

heavy core the recoil momentum has to be supplied by the-momentum

of the target electron before the collision. By determining the

momenta of the incoming and outgoing electrons it is possible to

perform collision experiments at selected momenta of the target

electrons. The cross section for these processes describes the

probability that an incoming electron with a certain impact ener-

gy will cause an ionisation event, resulting in two outgoing elec-

trons with specified energies and directions:

-.J-J^e" +M+(v,J) + e" (3)

This cross section is differential with respect to three variables,

namely to the electron energy transfer and to the two solid angles

\
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in which the electrons leave the ion. Van Wingerden et al. [5] pu-

blished the first experimental (e,2e) cross sections on an accura-

te absolute scale. The accurate experimental cross sections allow-

ed a more stringent test of various theories [61. In some theories

it turns out to be possible to factorise the scattering amplitude.

In all variants of these so-called factorisation approximations

the amplitudes contain a "collision term" which describes the elec-

tron-electron collision and a "structure term" which describes the

probability for the target electron to have a specific momentum

before the collision.

In chapter 2 of this thesis results are described for "energy-

sharing" kinematics which means that the total energy is divided

(shared) over the two outgoing electrons in an asymmetric way. In

this experiment the angles under which the outgoing electrons are

detected remain fixed at 45°. Such an experiment forms a critical

test for the factorisation approximations because the "collision

term" and the "structure term" are varied simultaneously. However,

the triple differential (e,2e) cross sections for "energy-sharing"

kinematics become very small at very asymmetric conditions. Expe-

riments in which only one of the outgoing electrons is detected

have much larger cross sections. The probability of such a process

is described in terms of double differential cross sections. In

order to investigate the influence of the core in the scattering

process, double differential cross sections under extremely asym-

metric kinematics have been obtained. It turns out that these

double differential cross sections contain direct information on

the electron-core scattering.
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1.3. Photoionisation

1.3.1. Multiphoton electron spectroscopy

Though the possibi l i ty of simultaneous two-photon absorption or

emission by atoms and molecules was already pointed out in 1929

by Maria GSppert-Mayer [ 7 ] , experimental observation of two-photon

absorption in the optical region was made possible only af ter

lasers were developed, especially af ter the late 1960's when tuna-

ble dye-lasers appeared. Fig. 1 i l lust ra tes resonant and non-reso-

nant two-photon transitions in an energy level diagram. In this

Fig. 1. Schematic energy diagram showing resonant and non-
resonant two-photon transitions probed by a third photon which
lead to ionisation.

energy level diagram the first step can be considered as represen-

ting a transition to a virtual state. These virtual states have a

finite lifetime 'because it takes some time for the electron to

solve Schrödinger's equation'. Typical lifetimes of virtual states

are given by Heisenberg's uncertainty relation. For states reached

by 1 eV photons this implies lifetimes of 1Q~15 s. Thus, a typical

decay rate of such a virtual state will be 1015 s. In order to
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achieve non-resonant two-photon transitions a photon flux is need-

ed high enough to give an excitation rate which is comparable to

the decay rate. If we assume that cross sections for single-photon

excitation are of the order of 10"16 cm2, a photon flux of 10

photons/s.cm2 is needed which is identical to a laser power of

1012 w/cm2 in this case. In that case the first excitation process

is saturated. Thus, at somewhat lower laser powers observable sig-

nals can still be expected. In the case of a transition to an

eigenstate (resonance), the lifetime is of the order of nanose-

conds which differs by about 6 orders of magnitude from the non-

resonant case. In that case laser powers needed to achieve a two-

photon excitation will be of the order of 10 W/cm2. Modern pulsed

dye-lasers easily achieve 20 mJ output per pulse of 10 ns which

12
corresponds to a laser power of 2 . 10 W/cm2 when the beam is

focused down to a spot of 10 ]im in diameter.

The first two-photon absorption experiment was performed in

1961 by Kaiser and Garret [8] who observed the emission of blue

light after shining radiation from a Ruby-laser (694.3 nm) into a

crystal. The first two-photon fluorescence experiment on gases

was performed in 1974 by Hochstrasser et ai. 191 and on nitric-

oxide (NO) in particular by Bray et al. [10] in the sans :ear.

The first multiphoton ionisation experiment on molecules with the

aim to get information about excited states was performed in 1975

by Johnson et al. [11] who detected the total electron signal af-

ter multiphotün ionisation of NO. The first multiphoton electron

spectrum of spectroscopical interest was published in 1980 by

Meek et ai. [12] who analysed the electron energies of the photo-

electrons due to non-resonant multiphoton ionisation of the ben-

zene molecule. The first resonant multiphoton ionisation experi-

ment on atoms (xenon) in which the photoeiectrons were analysed

was published by Compton et al. [13] in 1980 and on molecules (NO)
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by Miller and Compton [14] in 1981.

The application of modern laser techniques in physics and che-

mistry will enrich the knowledge on molecular spectroscopy and

will open new fields like laser induced chemistry and single mole-

cule detection. The possibility of single molecule detection would

lead to the ultimate "smelling" device. The multiphoton technique

in particular is developing into a suitable technique to recog-

nise small concentrations of any arbitrary molecule in polluted air.

With respect to pure molecular spectroscopy the relevance of

the new multiphoton technique is that it provides a new tool for

investigating the structure and dynamics of gaseous molecules.

Etymologically, spectroscopy means "a look (Greek: oKoireu) at a

phenomenon (Latin: spectrum)" which symbolises the curiosity in-

trinsic in such an investigation. Multiphoton techniques facilitate

extension of the spectroscopicaT study into regions of excitation

energy which until very recently were exclusively the domain of

relatively low power and resolution single photon techniques using

laboratory continuum discharge light sources or, more recently,

synchrotron radiation together with inefficient monochromators.

The resolution obtained in absorption spectroscopy is not matched

yet but the resolution for single-rparticle experiments like photo-

ionisation and photoelectron spectroscopy is already surpassed by

the resolution in multiphoton experiments. Besides, single photon

selection rules can be circumvented which can lead to information

on one-photon forbidden states. While the older techniques have

certain advantages in some areas and will by no means be replaced

completely by laser techniques, the latter enable entirely new

classes of experiments which have been until now very difficult

if not impossible. Of these we mention:

1) selection of ro-vibrational states (v.J) without cooling. Free

selection of rotational levels over the whole thermal distri-
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bution.

2) Very high resolution molecular spectroscopy in the VUV by op-

tical-optical double resonance (OODR) techniques, which allow

a great simplification of the spectra.

3) Time evolution studies of excited states by two-colour delay

techniques and line shape analysis.

i 4) Photoelectron spectroscopy of laser-prepared species like ions

i.| and radicals in specific (v.J) states.

,- 5) Laser preparation of ions in specific (v,0) states for state-

to-state scattering experiments.

:'• Multiphoton ionisation in combination with photoelectron ana-

; if! lysis has the great advantage that one can distinguish between

j several decay channels. In contrast to e.g. photon fluorescence

U.i experiments, in multiphoton ionisation it is possible to distin-

; j guish decay channels above the ionisation limit. In multiphoton

-;" electron spectroscopy it is possible to distinguish between dif-

| ferent ionisation channels, which correspond to different decay

channels. The decay channel is recognised in terms of the vibra-

tional state of the ion formed. The absolute electron energies in

the electron spectra equal an integer number of photon energies

minus the energy corresponding to the vibrational ionisation limit

of the ionic state involved. Recently, Pratt et al. [15] and Wil-

son et al. [16] have been able to resolve the rotational energies

in the multiphoton electron spectrum of H 2 and NO respectively.

The (v.J)-recognition in the ionisation channel opens the possibi-

lity to concentrate on the decay dynamics of highly excited states.

The peak heights in the photoelectron spectrum contain informa-

tion on the character of unknown states, like e.g. the vibrational

overlap of the unknown state with the excited intermediate state

or the ground state.
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Until very recently the state of knowledge of the multiphoton

technique was still one of understanding the character of the mul-

tiphoton process itself. Many papers have contributed to clarify-
" i -

{••• ing disturbing effects. Disturbing effects which have to be consi-

dered are e.g. AC-Stark shift, additional photon absorption above

the threshold and accidental (double) resonances. AC-Stark shift

and above threshold ionisation have been studied in great detail

for the atomic case by Kruit et al. [17], [18]. Accidental double

•• resonances in four-photon ionisation of NO have been studied by

Ualies and Innes [19] and Ebata et ai. [20]. In the experiments

described in chapter 3 it is attempted to choose the experimental

conditions such that the multiphoton technique can be used as a

. ; pure spectroscopie tool. In chapter 3A of this thesis resonantly

enhanced high resolution four-photon electron spectra of NO are
r' described [21]. In this chapter we are faced with some unexpected

::- ("non Franck-Condon") results which could be only partially unra-

veled due to disturbing effects. In the next chapters those

effects are avoided by using UV-photons (3B) or by using two-

colour techniques (3C,D).

' As regards to the choice of NO, it is a very simple molecule

.. i with its closed shell core and its unique one-electron Rydberg

! states. NO is the stable diatomic molecule with the lowest elec-

; tronically excited state of the neutral. The electronic configu-

.rj ration in the X n ground state of NO can be written as:

Ü K K(a2s)2(a*2s)2(a2p)2U2p)4(/2p)1 (4)

H electrons are in closed shells and the 15th is in the anti-
t

bonding orbital ir . Excitation of this electron into a higher or- i
* •"';

bital: u +nlx, leads to Rydberg states. Excitation of an electron -

out of the closed shells into the anti-bonding orbital: •!
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n*it* -»Tt3n*2, leads to Zn non-Rydberg (valence) states. Using the

relatively well known spectroscopy of NO, it becomes possible to

study Rydberg-valence interaction, which is one of the central

themes of this investigation. In chapter 3B an example will be

given of a multiphoton electron spectroscopy study of the 66000

cm region in NO, in which strong mixing of Rydberg and valence

states occurs. A further study on Rydberg-valence interaction will

be given in the chapters 3C and 3D in which the auto-ionising de-

cay of Rydberg states coupled to a valence dissociation continuum

above the ionisation threshold is investigated. In chapter 3C and

3D some results on line profiles, branching ratios and coupling

phenomena will be given which form a direct test of the Multi-

channel Quantum Defect Theory (MQDT). Apart from Hg, NO is at the

moment the model system for the MQDT. Recently a MQDT analysis of

the region of Rydberg states above the ionisation threshold has

been published by Giusti-Suzor and Jungen [22]. In that paper the

authors stress the need for new experimental information concer-

ning the higher Rydberg states in NO. MQDT is the only theory

which is able to give a detailed description of the auto-ionisa-

tion of simple molecules, in which rotational and vibrational

transitions between bound states and between bound states and re-

pulsive states occur. MQDT forms a nice synthesis between physical

information from pure spectroscopy and from collision processes;

it treats the discrete and the continuous part of the spectrum on

an equal footing.

h

1.3.2. Theoretical background: multi-channel quantum defect

theory

In this section some of the basic principles of the multi-

channel quantum detect theory are given in order to show the role
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of Rydberg series and phase shifts in this treatment. It is shown

how the simple hydrogenic Rydberg equation in the quantum defect

frame is transferred into a modified Rydberg equation containing

the quantum defect parameters. Finally, it is shown which parame-

ters are necessary for a MQDT treatment of vibrational auto-ionisa-

tion and electronic predissociation.

The original QDT [23] and MQDT [24] of Seaton were based on an

extrapolation of the properties of atomic Rydberg series to elec-

tron-ion collisions. The regularity in the properties of Rydberg

series is induced by the near Coulomb field experienced by the

excited electron [25], [26], Partly, this regularity extends to

above the ionisation limit, e.g. the oscillator strength density

per unit of energy changes only gradually across the ionisation

limit. This suggests a connection with the electron-ion scatter-

ing problem. The basic concept of QDT is the distinction between

short- and long-range interactions, which results in the division

of configuration space into two regions. The inner region, or

"reaction zone", is characterized by strong many-particle inter-

action, whereas in the external zone, departing particles only

experienca long range potential fields (often Couiombic). The QDT

studies the net effect of the inner zone interactions on the wave

functions in the external zone. Determining the total wave func- l

tions reduces to finding the right boundary conditions at the

bound of the reaction zone and at infinity. The concept of an

ionisation channel is extended to include the entire Rydberg se-

ries which converges to that ionisation threshold. In this way a

unified treatment of bound and continuum states in terms of the

same parameters is provided. The information on the system, which

is implicit in deviations from the hydrogenic behaviour, is re-

duced to a small number of parameters. In hydrogen the Coulomb

potential goes like 1/r and since the radius of a Rydberg orbital
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is proportional to n the energy of Rydberg states with principal

quantum number n converging to the ionisation limit IP is given by:

(5)

where Ryd is the well-known Rydberg constant. In other atoms than

hydrogen n is replaced by a real number n due to electron core in-

teractions (shielding). If we define R(r) to be a solution of the

hydrogen radial Schrödinper equation it can be expressed in terms

of regular and irregular Coulomb functions f (finite at r = 0 ) and

g (diverging at r = 0):

R(r) =c .f(n*. l;r) -d . g(n*. 1 ;r) (6)

2 2From normalisation considerations follows c +d =1 and hence we

can write:

c = cos (TTU) (7a)

d = sin (TIU) (7b)

The parameter u is determined by the boundary conditions at the

interaction zone (r = r Q ) , which represents the influence of the •'{

non-Coulomb electron-core interaction for r< rQ on the outer part

of the wave function of the excited (Rydberg) electron. For con-

tinuum states, using (7) and the asymptotic expression for f and

•_1 g, it can be shown that:
t

p ^ ^ - / ^ sin(kr+e+TTu) (8)

in which 6 is a function of 1 and k (see e.g. [26]). Thus, itu re-
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presents the phase shift of the radial wave function at large r

with respect to the hydrogenic radial function f. This phase shift

completely describes the elastic electron-ion scattering problem.

The expression for bound states has to fulfil an additional boun-

dary condition, namely that R(r) remains finite for r + ». The

asymptotic behaviour of R(r) for bound states, derived from the

asymptotic expressions for f and g, then becomes:

- v(n*,l;r) . e
iir(n*+lJ> (9)

Finiteness of R(r) for r-*« requires, that the coefficient of the

rising exponential function u(n*,l;r) vanishes:

sin ir(n + y) = 0

or

*
n = n -

(10)

(11)

with n integer. Thus the energy of the bound state is given by:

Equation (12) is the well-known Rydberg equation containing the

quantum defect u which will be applied in chapter 3C. From the

expressions given above follows that the quantum defect u becomes

the phase shift (in units of ir) of the scattered electron wave

function at positive energies. The quantum defect treatment was

extended to molecular Rydberg series by Fano [271, Jungen and Ata-

bek [28] and Jungen and Dill [29]. Recently, it has been generali-

zed [30] to long range potentials other than Coulomb potentials,

that is to "collision partners" other than electron ion. This ex-
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tension allows to include molecular dissociation and predissocia-

tion channels [31].

In chapter 3C and 3D of this thesis experimental results are

compared to results of HQDT calculations [22] in which vibrational

auto-ionisation and electronic predissociation are treated simul-

taneously. The basic parameters necessary for a MQDT treatment of

vibrational auto-ionisation and electronic predissociation, are

the following:

1) Vibrational auto-ionisation concerns a set of Rydberg series

converging to the same electronic state of the ion, in different

vibrational levels. Each series defines an 'ionisation channel'

characterised by its threshold. Since they correspond to the

same electronic core, they all have a common quantum defect

u(R) which may vary strongly with the internuclear distance R.

2) Electronic predissociation appears when a dissociative valence

state, defining an open 'dissociation channel', interacts with

the Rydberg series. The corresponding inner zone parameters are

the electrostatic couplings, resulting from the Rydberg-valence

configuration interaction.

if

In the external region the total wave function is expressed as

a linear superposition of long range potential functions. Boundary

conditions applied at infinity yield linear relations from which

the coefficient of the superposition are determined, and then

cross sections or spectral features are obtained. It is only at

this stage that bound and continuum states are distinguished.
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2. Experimental

2.1. (e,2e)-spectrometer

The experimental set-up in the (e,2e) experiment has been des-

cribed in great detail elsewhere [6]. In this section we reproduce

the main points which are necessary to get a better understanding

of the experiment which is described in chapter 2.

The experimental set-up is shown schematically in a top view in

Fig. 2. After collitnation a beam of electrons with energies be-

tween 200 and 2800 eV enters a collision chamber filled with tar-

get gas. The electron gun, collision chamber and analysers are si-

tuated together in a high vacuum chamber which is not shown in the

figure. The target gas density inside the collision chamber is

accurately measured by means of a membrane manometer (Baratron).

The primary beam is detected in a system of two concentric Faraday

collision
chamber •

gun coUimato\ s' / //

faraday cage

baratron

needle
valve

. x-v Heddle lens

start

stop

AMP

ADC

| PDP-11/70 CAMAC CRATE

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the set-up far the (e,2e) experi-

ment. The nomenclature is explained in section 2.1.
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cages. The scattered or ejected electrons are focused by means of

five-element lenses of the Heddle type [32] and selected on energy

by means of two hemispherical analysers. Finally, the angular and

energy selected electrons are detected using a channeltron elec-

tron multiplier. Via an amplifying and discriminating system the

signals from both channeltrons are counted in two separate counters

(C) and at the same tine fed into a time-to-amplitude converter

(TAC), coupled to a multichannel analyser (MCA). The entire sys-

tem is linked with a PDP 11/70 computer via a CAMAC crate, contain-

ing the MCA unit. During the measurements the pressure is monitor-

ed via an analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) and kept constant.

The primary electron beam is measured via a Keithley electrometer,

which is also read out via an ADC. The voltages on the Heddle lens

system can also be set via the CAMAC system in order to enable

automatic variation of the selected electron energy. This is done

via a read-write module (RW) connected to a number of digital-to-

analogue converters (DAC) driving power supplies.

2.2. Multiphoton electron spectrometer

A block diagram for the total set-up of the multiphoton elec-

tron spectroscopy experiment is shown in Fig. 3. As indicated the

set-up consists of three main parts:

1) the lasers,

2) the electron spectrometer,

3) the scan control and data acquisition system.

Briefly, the frequency doubled output of a Nd-YAG laser pumps a

commercial dye-laser. The output of the dye laser is frequency

doubled and sent into an electron spectrometer containing the tar-

get gas. The photoelectrons spiral around the field lines of the

h
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Fig. 3. Bloc* diagram of the set-up in the multiphoton icnisa-

tion experiment. The nomenclature is explained in section 2.2.
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Fig. 4. Electron spectrometer. (1) laser focus, (2) and (3)

electron detectors, (4) iron magnetic circuit giving 1-T

field, (5) water-cooled current loops, (6) coil to provide

10~3 T field in the flight tube, (7) grids to change elec-

tron velocities, (8) movable lens to focus the laser beam

(a similar lens is present at the opposite side) , (9) la-

ser beam.

spectrometer's magnetic f i e ld (see below) and are detected using

double channel plates. The analogue signal from the detector is

amplified and for a short time stored in a d ig i t i ser . This d i g i t i -

ser i s triggered by the l ight pulse and stores a tirae-of-flight

spectrum. The photomultiplier is used to monitor the laser intensi-

ty during a measurement. The data are analysed by a LSI 11/23 mini-

computer and sent to a main computer (VAX).

The electron spectrometer displayed in Fig. 4 has been develo-

ped by Kruit and Read [ 3 3 ] . The photoelectrons ejected within a

sol id angle of 2n sr , corresponding to 50* of the total electron

y i e l d , reach the detector. The principle of the spectrometer i s

I
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that of an inverted 'magnetic bottle', which is illustrated in

Fig. 5: the electrons are created in the focus in a region of a

strong magnetic field B^ and move to the flight tube in a region

of a weak magnetic field B^. If the variation of the magnetic

field is small over one complete turn in the helical motion of the

electron, the orbital momentum is a conserved quantity. This im-

plies that the angle 9f has to decrease with respect to 6^ in the

decreasing field. The transverse component of the velocity is

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram showing the helical motion of an

el< ••. :on moving in a nagnetic field that changes gradually

from a strong field B. to a weaker field Bf.

therefore reduced. Since the total velocity is conserved, the lon-

gitudinal component will increase: the electron trajectories will

be parallel!isad. Since the parallellisation occurs in the first

5 mm of their flight, the electrons having equal energies but

ejected under different angles will have a small difference in the

time when they arrive at 5 mm from the focus. This time difference

is less than IX (= 5 ns) of their total flight time, which is less

than the duration of the laser pulse (10 ns). The use of this new
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spectrometer in multiphoton electron spectroscooy studies has

three considerable advantages compared to conventional spectrome-

ters:

1) The high collection efficiency; makes measurements possible at

low ionisation rates, which limits the number of ions created

in the focus and so the amount of space charge, which forms a

problem, especially for small foci.

2) The long flight tube together with the pulsed character of the

laser allows high resolution time-of-f1ight (TOF) measurements.

This implies that all electrons with different electron ener-

gies are collected after every laser shot.

0 .25 0 5 0 Q 7 5 1.00 1 2 5 , 1 . 5 0 1.75 2 . 0 0 125
ELECTRON E N E R G Y [ e V ]

Fig. 6. Electron energy spectrum arising from (3 + 2)-photon
ionisation of Xe at X = 440.5 nm. Three photons are resonant
with the 6s level. The two electron peaks are due to the
Pl/2 a n d tne P3/2 confc*nua vhich are about 1.3 eV separated
in Xe.
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3) Since the electrons follow the magnetic field lines, and do

not leave the photoelectron spectrometer near slits or surfa-

ces, they are not influenced by stray or space charge electric

fields, which allows electron detection down to several meV's.

The energy resolution of 15 meV is shown in Fig. 6 in which the

electron signal is due to five-photon ionisation of Xe [18]. The

two peaks correspond to the two ionisation limits Pj,z and P3-2

in Xe. The spectrum in Fig. 6 is also shown because this experi-

ment is often used to calibrate the energy scale in the molecular

experiments described in chapter 3.

For the two-colour experiments, which are described in chapter

3C and 3D. In that case we use an additional home-built dye-laser.

This second dye laser is of novel design [34]. The main difference

compared to conventional dye lasers is that it contains a beam

splitter inside the cavity (see Fig. 7). This configuration has

y.-j
; 'T

I

I

Fig. 7. Schematical set-up of the novel dye laser. G = gra-

ting, BE = beam expander, B = beam splitter, D = dye cell and

M = mirror.
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the advantage that only light via the grating is coupled out to

the amplifier, which means that no broadband fluorescence from the

dye cell of the oscillator can reach the amplifier. Another advan-

tage is that the outcoupling device (beam splitter) and the ampli-

fier cell cannot act as an extra cavity because the beam splitter

is not perpendicular to the output beam. The only disadvantage is

that a part of the oscillator output is lost at the dump.
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C H A P T E R 2

Triple and double differential cross sections for electron

impact ionisation of helium for 'energy-sharing' kinematics

Abstract
r

The triple differential cross sections for electron impact ionisation of tf.
helium are investigated for 'energy-sharing' kinematics. A comparison is made f

with results of the simplified eikonal impulse approximation (EIA). Over the
electron impact energy range from 200-2000 eV we also present absolute double
differential cross sections for electron impact ionisation, in which only one
existing electron is detected. It is shown that these cross sections are close-
ly related to triple differential cross sections, in which two electrons are
detected, for some scattering geometries. A model, which includes Rutherford
scattering by the nucleus, is suggested, in order to explain the large dis-
crepancy between the integrated EIA and the experimental data for very asymme-
tric energy disposition between the outgoing electrons.

1. Introduction

A comparison of theoretical and experimental articles on (e,2e)

scattering over the last ten years shows that (e,2e) experiments

can be a very useful tool for the investigation of electronic mo-

mentum distributions of atoms and molecules, as can be seen for

example, in the work of Camiiioni et ai. (1978), McCarthy and

Weigold (1976), van Wingerden et al. (1981) and Fuss et al. (1978).

In an (e,2e) experiment the scattered and the ejected, electron are

Measured in coincidence, and for the purpose of measuring target

electronic momentum distributions one generally restricts atten-

tion to collisions with large momentum transfer. To a first appro- if

xiaation one can speak of a direct knock-out of the target elec- j'

tron; the nuclei only act as spectators. According to the law of

conservation of momentum one finds that in this picture of direct
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knock-out the recoil momentum of the nuclei should be equal and

opposite in sign to the momentua of the ejected target electrons,

q, before the collision.

Very good agreement between theory and absolute experimental

data 1s obtained for electron impact energies higher then 1000 eV,

a region in which a factorisation of the theoretical amplitude

holds as van Wingerden et al. (1981) have shown. Agreement between

theory and experiment for impact energies below 1000 eV is only

obtained when. Instead of plane waves, eikonai waves or distorted

waves are used to describe the electrons. The so-called factorisa-

tion-approximation mentioned above splits the amplitude into an

electron-electron collision term (Nott-scattering) and a form fac-

tor (structure term) which is the Fourier-transform of the overlap

between the ground state and the ionic state of the target system. -

This factorisation is obtained when plane waves or modified plane

waves (elkonal waves) are used for the description of the elec-

trons Involved 1n the collision, and the contribution of exchange

is treated in the high e.«ergy limit so that the Mott-scattering

cross section follows.

To explain discrepancies between theory and experiments at low

Impact energies, McCarthy and Heigold (1976) substituted more

accurate distorted wave functions Into the already factorised ex-

pression (distorted wave impulse approximation). However, 1t Is

doubtful whether it makes sense to use more accurate wave functions

in so rough an approximation as the factorisation-approximation.

The only non-factorised approximation for the triple-differential

(e.Ze) cross section available is due to Geltman (1974), but un-

fortunately he used screened hydrogenic wave functions which un-

derestimate the cross sections compared with the better Hartree-

Fock wave functions (see van Wingerden et ai. (1981)).

The two geometries considered previously in the region of high

momentum transfer are the coplanar one (all momentum vectors lying
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in the same plane) and the non-coplanar one, both symmetric in

energy for the two outgoing electrons. Varying the out-of-plane

angle in a non-coplanar configuration gives the q-dependence of

the form-factor directly, because the magnitudes of incident and

final momenta stay unchanged and so the collision term (Mott-

scattering term) remains constant (see McCarthy and Weigold 1976,

and references therein).

We conclude from the considerations given above that the use of

(e,2e) experiments to measure momentum distributions is entirely

predicated on the factorisation approximation. In this article we

present a new critical test for the factorisation approximation by

the method of 'energy-sharinq'. In an 'energy-sharing' experiment

one varies the energies of the two outgoing electrons while keep-

ing their sum constant. In this way the collision term and the

structure term (form factor) are simultaneously changed. Apart

from the fact that this method forms a critical test for theory,

'energy-sharing' has more advantages: exchange effects, which are

hidden in the symmetrical case, come to light again and distortion

effects can be enhanced for the slower electrons. The only availa-

ble data on triple differential cross sections for 'energy-sharing'

until now are due to Camilloni and Stefani (1981).

In a coplanar symmetrical set-up one often chooses both scat-

tering angles 45" to minimise q. For S-shell electrons the form

factor is maximal at small q values. When the energy of the out-

going electrons is unequally shared the q values will increase

rapidly as can be seen in fig. 1. As a consequence under 'energy-

sharing' conditions the form factor, and therefore the triple

differential cross sections, will become very small. In practice

this means that we are confronted with coincidence count rates in

the order of one count per minute.

8-
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the kinematics in an 'energy-
sharing' set-up compared to the more common coplanar symme-

trical set-up.

In this paper we shall present a few of those 'difficult to

measure' triple differential cross sections for the 'energy-

sharing' case. In addition we shall give results of absolute mea-

surements of double differential cross sections for electron im-

pact ionisation (integrated over the direction of one of the out-

going electrons) which will turn out to be closely related to the

triple differential cross sections for 'energy-sharing'. These

double differential cross sections can be obtained by measuring

the electron signal in only one analyser. For both types of cross

sections we restrict this investigation to scattering angles close

to 45°. The triple differential cross sections for 'energy-sharing'

will be compared with theoretical calculations in the simplified

eikonal impulse approximation as given by McCarthy and Weigoid

(1976) and van Wingerden et ai. (1981). The measured double dif-

ferential cross sections for electron impact ionisation as a

function of energy loss at one specific scattering angle will be

compared with the same theoretical expression, which includes ex-

change, integrated over all possible scattering angles for one

of the outgoing electrons. We shall show that deviations of the

experimental double differential cross sections from the integra-

ted eikonal impulse approximation arise at high final energies of

one electron when that electron is scattered through 45 degrees.
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An explanation will be given involving electron scattering from

the nucleus. Ue shall argue that this effect is included in the

second 8orn approximation. To test this we evaluate an 'on the

energy shell' approximation to the second Born term, which can be

compared quantitatively with the experimental results.

2. Apparatus and procedure

The experimental set-up we used for this experiment is similar

to that described by van Wingerden et ai. (1981). A beam of elec-

trons with energies between 200 and 2800 eV enters a static gas

cell. The primary beam is detected in a system of two concentric

Faraday cages. The target gas density inside the gas cell is mea-

sured by a membrane manometer. Typical gas pressures are around

0.5 Pa. The collision chamber contains two exit channels'at 45°

with respect to the Faraday cages. Electrons scattered or ejected

through these channels enter the analysers, consisting of a colli-

mator followed by a five-element lens of the Heddle type (Heddle,

1971), operated in a decelerating mode. Energy selection is

carried out between two hemispheres with a mean radius of 25 mm.

Finally the angular and energy-selected electrons are focused on

an exit slit by a second identical Heddle lens operated in the

accelerating mode and detected on a channeltron electron multi-

plier.

The measured signal can be brought on an absolute scale if the

efficiency and energy resolution of the analysers are known. The

efficiencies are obtained by comparing the measured signal for

elastic scattering from helium in both analysers with the signal

one would expect from accurate cross sections given by Bromberg

(1976) and Jansen et al. (1976). By varying the primary energy

around the analysing energy Es> for elastic scattering, while the
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selected energy of the analyser remains fixed at Eg, we determine

the energy resolution functions and their halfwidths AE^^. In our

case this means that the entrance slit is scanned over the exit

slit in front of the channeltron. Typical halfwidths are of the

order of 4-5 eV. Of course those halfwidths can be improved by

increasing the deceleration in front of the hemispheres but that

will also lower count rates and thus accuracy. The width will not

influence the final result, as long as the cross section can be

approximated by a linear function of energy within the region of

the halfwidth. Before and after each (e,2e) measurement we perform

an elastic scattering experiment. For that experiment we only

change the voltage on the cathode of the electron gun, the pres-

sure in the gas cell (to avoid multiple collisions) and the volt-

age which lifts the voltages of the analyser with respect to the

voltage on the cathode.

The formulas for putting the cross sections on an absolute

scale have been published by van Wingerden et ai. (1981). As van

Wingerden et al. pointed out, another quantity of importance is

the effective scattering length determined by two apertures in the

collimatitig system of each analyser. Here we add that even without

knowing the effective scattering length and the efficiency of the

analyser one is able to obtain fairly accurate double differential

cross sections, in which the overall error is mainly determined by

the error in the elastic cross section do/dft and the error in the

electron signal divided by the current in the primary beam S/I:

(S/I)d2a .
dfidE " IS/I)

elastic 1 ,da«
inelastic

(1)

The procedure for obtaining absolute cross sections is based

on the constancy of the effective scattering length as a function

of electron energy. This is established in our case by two aper-
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tures in a field-free collimator which define the solid angle sub-

tended by the analyser.

Triple differential (e,2e) cross sections are determined by

integrating the peak in the coincidence spectrum, recorded in a

multi-channel-analyser (MCA) after time-to-amplitude convertion

which receives the pulsed signal from both channeltrons as a start

and a step instruction. The apparatus was designed to be suitable

for 'energy-sharing' measurements. Two separate (computer steered)

power supplies for the electrostatic lenses in the two analysers

are available, so the analysing energies can be set separately.

When we scan the analysing energy E$ of one analyser, while

keeping the primary energy, EQ, fixed and measure double differen-

tial cross sections, those cross sections peak at one specific

1000
Secondary electron energy (eVl

1200

i
L.'

Fig. 2. Theoretical result from the integrated eikonal impulse
approximation fitted by varying the scattering angle ( ; at
EQ = 2000 eV, as a function of the energy of one of the outgoing
electrons, together with the experimental data points in order
to obtain the real mechanical angles under which the analysers
are positioned within 0.1" accuracy (Q1=45.1° (o), 8, = 43.5"
(o)).



energy Es which depends only on the scattering angle. In fact

double differential cross sections for electron impact ionisation

change very rapidly with scattering angle. Even though the ana-

lysers were positioned (within the alignment error of 0.3°) as

close as possible to 45°, when we compare double differential

cross sections for the left and the right analyser we get an in-

creasing discrepancy for energies increasingly far away from the

symmetrical energy (Es = EQ/2). To determine the scattering angles

with an accuracy better than 0.3° we positioned the analysers at

arbitrary angles close to 45°, and obtained the real scattering

angle by applying a least squares method in a fit of a theoretical

expression for the integrated simplified eikonal impulse approxi-

mation and the experimental data of d o v.s. Eg, shown in fig. 2.

Using the scattering angles as parameters we obtained 8j =45.1°

and 82 =43.5°.

3. Theoretical background

In this section we shall give a brief description of the theo-

retical approximation which we shall use to compare with our ex-

perimental data on double differential inelastic cross sections

and triple differential (e,2e) cross sections, both for electron

impact ionisation of helium. Possible reasons for the limitations

of this theory are discussed in the next section. For all quanti-

tative comparisons we use the simplified eikonal impulse approxi-

mation (simplified EIA) in which the magnitudes of the average

real and imaginary potentials, generally chosen to fit elastic

scattering data (see eq. (3.25) of van Wingerden et al. (1981)),

are neglected. The simplified eikonal impulse approximation is

identical to the plane wave impulse approximation (PWIA) introdu-

ced by Hood et ai. (1973) and McCarthy and Weigold (1976).
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We prefer to use the term simplified EIA to avoid confusion with

the PWIA in the Born approximation, which is simply the plane-

plane-Born (PPB) given by van Wingerden et al. (1981). In eq. (2)

we give the expression for the triple differential cross section

d^/dSjdSJpdE for electron impact ionisation of helium which con-

tains the magnitudes of the momenta of the incoming electron kQ>

the scattered electron k«, the ejected electron k?:
1

(F(q))2

where

<•> f
Also appearing in eq. (2) are the momentum transfer 1? = TcQ — 1?^,

the momentum transfer in the case of exchange ^ = 1c0 - Tc2 and the

recoil momentum q = kQ - kj - kg (which is in first approximation

the momentum of the ejected target electron before the collision,

-q). In eq. (3) Z, the charge seen by the ejected electron, is

chosen to be one.

This cross section represents the probability that the impact

of an electron with energy EQ results in an ionisation event with

two outgoing electrons, respectively with energy Ej into a solid

angle fl1(
9
1,<l

|
l) and with energy E2 into ^y^Z'^z^• *i and *2 stand

for the non-coplanar angles. C(n) is a term originating from the

necessary normalisation of the electron wave functions in a Cou-

lombic field which, when added to the Nott-scattering term,

treats the electron-electron interaction in more detail.
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In order to calculate the form factor F(q) which appears in

equation (2), we substitute the Hartree-Fock wave function for He

as given by Joachain (1975) in the following expression:

He'
(4)

which is the well-known Fourier transform mentioned above, r^, ? 2

and ?, are respectively the vectors of the coordinates of the in-

coming and the two atomic electrons in coordinate space. The re-

sult of this substitution (Piraux, 1979) is a rather simple ex-

pression for F(q). Thus we have:

i

¥(r) = </?? (Ae'ar
 + Be~

br)

A2a

(5)

ABb
-TJ-* +

ABa BZb (6)

where: A = 2.60505 B = 2.08144

and a = 1.41 b =2.61 Co = 25.6627

For the double differential cross section we integrate eq. (2)

over all possible scattering angles of one of the outgoing elec-

trons:

= //sin e2 (7)

The integration is carried out numerically using Simpsons' rule

in an i terat ive way un t i l the desired accuracy is obtained. The

outgoing electron which is not detected is l imited in i t s energy
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by energy conservation: E 2 = E 0 - I P - E 1 , but because only those

angles which give rise to small q values will contribute it also

has a preferential direction near 62 equal to 45° in fig. 2. The

function F(q) which is strongly peaked around q = 0 , acts roughly

as a delta function in the integral. Because we chose the detec-

tion angle 81 to be 45° the main contribution to the double dif-

ferential cross section will come from the configurations with 6-

near 45° and so the double differential cross section will be

closely related to the triple differential (e,2e) cross section

with both angles equal to 45°.

1. Results

Triple differential cross sections for 'energy-sharing' have

been measured for the impact energies 225, 425 and 2025 eV. Re-

sults for the triple differential cross sections in the 'energy-

sharing' case relative to those in the symmetrical case are given

in table 1. Because in these ratios only statistical errors have

to be taken into account we end up with an overall error (using a

confidence interval of 96%) of about 20%. Results in table 1 for

(Eo, Ej, Ez) are not the same as those for (Eo, E2> E1) because

the detection angles 9, and e2 are not identical. The agreement

between the experimental results and results frow-the simplified

EIA is surprisingly good. A similar agreement with theory for the

relative behaviour of triple differential 'energy-sharing' cross

sections was found by Camilloni and Stefani (1981). Energies fur-

ther away than 25% from the symmetrical case are too hard to mea-

sure.

We continue our investigation with a consideration of double

differential cross sections for the same process of electron im-

pact ionisation. In table 1, we also compare the experimental ab-

f
'h
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\
Table 1. Experimental double (absolute) and triple (relative)

differential cross sections for electron impact ionisation of

helium, together with theoretical results given by the (inte-

grated) simplified eikonal impulse approximation. Errors in

percent are given in parentheses. Triple differential cross

sections are normalised to unity at symmetrical final energy

distribution; other values are relative to that point.

EQ
(eV)

2025

425

225

E1
(eV)

1000
900
1100
800
1200

200
150

250
100
300

100
50
150

E,
(eV)

1000
1100
900
1200
800

200

250
150
300
100

100
150
50

d3<
exp

j

EIA
(relative)

1.

0.
0.
0.
0.

1.

0.
0
0

0

1

0
0

00
72
38
22
08

00
51
46
09
.07

.00

.27

.14

1.

0.
0.
0
0

1

0
0
0
0

1

0
0

00
76
40
22
09

00
.52
.37
.08
.07

.00

.21

.15

exp(1)
(10"6 a

2.09

2.16
1.64
1.60
0.80

100.
108.
81.7
108.
53.0

345.
490.
247.

d*a
exp(2)
2/eVSr)

2.38
2.
1.
1.
1.

115

83
109
51
121

349

286
506

14
65
31
18

3

.1

•

•

EIA(1)
(10'6 a

1.79

1.70
1.25
1.20
0.54

71.5
103.
38.3

216.
120.

264.
903.
765.

EIA(2)
2/eVSr)

1.
1.
1.
0.
1

76
48
99
16
207

282
999
885

86
72
44
99
01

9
8
.7
.9

•

solute double differential cross sections with those predicted by

the integrated EIA for the coplanar symmetrical case. In figures

3-6 the experimental data for double-differential cross sections

for electron impact ionisation of helium is plotted as a function

of secondary energy Es together with a theoretical curve from

eqs. (2) and (7) at impact energies of 200, 500, 1000 and 1500 eV

respectively. An extensive discussion of error bars is given by

van Wingerden et al.. Here we only want to mention that the over-

all error (systematic plus statistical) is better than 1055. In

figures 3 - 6 we see three main features:
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i<r3

100
Secondary electron energy (eV)

200

Tig. 3. The experimental results for double differential cross

sections of electron impact ionisation of helium at scattering

angle 8 = 45° as a function of secondary electron energy (0) to-

gether with the theoretical curve for the integrated simplified

eikonal impulse approximation (—J using egs. (2) and (7) at

impact energy Eo = 200 eV. The second experimental data set fx;

is due to Opal et al.

100 200 300 400
Secondary electron energy (eV)

500
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200 400 600 800 1000
Secondary electron energy (eV)

Fig. 5. As figure 3 but for EQ = 1000 eV.

I

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400
Secondary electron energy (eV)

\)

Fig. 6. As figure 3 but for EQ = 1500 eV.
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1) The agreement between theory and experiment is rather good in

the symmetrical energy region around Eg = EQ/2. In this region

at high impact energies (figures 5-6) one can distinguish the

so-called 'impulse peak' due to the minimisation of q. From

table 1 can be seen that the integrated and simplified EIA

gives values which are about 15% too low with respect to expe-

riment at high impact energies in the symmetric case. However,

the description of the double differential cross sections as a

function of impact energy in the symmetric case by the integra-

ted and simplified EIA is much better than those given by the

plane wave Born approximations (see van Wingerden et al., 1981)

in which the electron-electron collision is treated in less

detail. The fact that van Wingerden et al. (1981) observe better

agreement in absolute sense with the relatively simple plane

wave Born approximation at high impact energies is mainly due

to the factor C(n), given in equation (3), which is smaller

than one here and is missing in their case. Note that there is

a problem with the definition of n in C(n) given by eq. (3),

because Z may vary between 2 and 1 depending on how far the lea-

ving electron is from the nucleus.

2) At low secondary energies E s«E 0/2 the cross sections rise very

rapidly because exchange plays a large role: the momentum trans-

fer S = ltQ - K~2 can become small corresponding to small scatter- [ft

ing angles and so the term 1/S in eq. (2) is large. But from

the figures we conclude that this increase is overestimated in

our theoretical approximation. This might be due to the small

momentum transfer for which the direct knock-out approximation

is no longer valid.

3) At large secondary energies E s»E 0/2 the experimental data rise

again while the theoretical curve decreases very rapidly. The

reason that the theoretical curve decreases in this region is
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easily found: the momentum transfer t = i<0 - k^ becomes large and,

more importantly, q increases very rapidly. From eq. (2) we can

see that the triple differential cross section goes like q

a.id will vanish for large q-values. We shall give a possible

explanation below for the rise of the experimental data in this

region.

A large number of papers have already appeared on the subject f

of double differential cross sections for electron impact ionisa- ('

tion of helium; for example the absolute measurements of Opal et "v"

al. (1971), Peterson et al. (1971,1972), Wellenstein et al. (1972), |

Rudd et al. (1977) and Shyn et al. (1979). Only the data of Oda f

et al. show an overlap of angular and energy region with our data. ;

Oda et al. (1972) give absolute cross sections for E Q = 500 - 1000 eV

and E s = 100 - (EQ - IP)eV at scattering angles e = 5° • 150°. They |j

give plots of cross sections v.s. scattering angle and find rough- f

1y the same behaviour as we do for cross section v.s. secondary

energy E^: at large angles their scaled-Born interference theory,

which is comparable to our simplified EIA, is much lower than

their experimental data. Oda et ai. do not give an explanation for

this feature. The fact that the angular dependence behaves quite

similarly to the energy dependence can be understood by noting

that at large scattering angles q values become very large as they

do for very asymmetrical energies. Oda et al. give one graph at

impact energy E Q = 500 eV for the double differential cross section

for electron impact ionisation of helium as a function of seconda-

ry energy. This graph is reproduced and displayed in our fig. 7.

together with our experimental data at 9 = 4 5 . 1 ° . It is clearly .;

seen from fig. 7 that the main feature, namely the rise of the ij.

cross sections for E s > E Q / 2 is reproduced and that the absolute ;

values agree well. i '•".
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100 200 300

Secondary electron energy (eV)

500

Fig. 7. A comparison of the present experimental result for

double differential cross section.1; for electron impact ioni-

sation of helium at Bo = SOO eV aiA. 0 = 45.1° (*) with results

given by Oda et al. at 6 - 40' (O) and 9 = 50" (*) respecti-

vely.

5. Discussion

First, we consider the comparison between theory and experiment

in the symmetric energy region (Es«EQ/2). We see front the double

differential cross sections in figures 3-6 that at high impact

energies that the theoretical curve (integrated (EIA) in the ener-

gy region close to the symmetrical point (Es=EQ/Z) gives a good

description of the energy dependence of the double differential

cross section, even in absolute value. According to our assumption

that only scattering angles close to 45° will contribute to the

double differential cross section, we conclude that the EIA gives

a good description of the process close to 45° for impact energies

higher than 500 eV. This statement is confirmed by a measurement

of Oda et al. (1972) in which they show that a theory similar to

I
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the EIA giving results at EQ = 500 eV and Es = 211 eV which are much

too low for scattering angles smaller than 30° and larger than 90°

fit for the region in between. However, in fig. 3 we see that at

E Q=200 eV the theoretical curve (EIA) and the experimental data

cross each other just before the symmetric point (E $=E /2) and

that the energy dependence is wrongly described. The absolute

value of the cross section given by theory at the symmetric point

is in fact completely off. Apparently, other scattering angles than

45° play an important role and theory predicts, like in the case

of Oda et al., a value which is too low. It might well be that the

location of the crossing is purely accidental. Therefore one

should be careful with the interpretation of the agreement between

the relative simplified EIA and the relative data for 'energy-

sharing' triple differential cross sections at low impact energies

as a function of the energy shared near symmetric final energy

distributions which is reflected in table 1.

Second, we turn to the region of high secondary energy for

one of the scattered electrons. A possible explanation for the

fact that the double differential cross section rises with increa-

sing secondary energy E s, even though q becomes large in this

limit, was suggested to us by Inokuti (1971, and private communi-

cation). The rise of the cross section for large q-values can be

explained by electron scattering from the nucleus, because in those

cases the momentum transferred from the incident electrons to the

atom is much larger than the momenta of the bound electrons. In

this case of extremely high momentum transfer the nucleus no long-

er acts as a spectator and the factorisation approximation is cer-

tainly no longer valid. It should also be mentioned that in the

limit of high secondary energy one of the ejected electrons is far

more energetic than the other and exchange may thus be neglected.

Qualitatively, the idea of the proposed mechanism including elec-
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tron nucleus scattering is that, for instance, in the case of im-

pact energy EQ = 1500 eV:

1) The electron is scattered by the nucleus with large momentum

transfer and emerges with a direction close to 45°. The cross

section for this process will behave like Rutherford scattering.

Z) After scattering by the nucleus the electron, still having

1500 eV but now a direction close to 45° with respect to the

incoming beam, collides with the atomic electron, ionises He

and gives, e.g., 100 eV to the atomic electron. The momentum

transfer for this ionisation process is much smaller than it

would be without scattering from the nucleus and the q-value

will be quite small and thus cross section will be large. The

cross section for this process will behave like small angle

(e,2e) scattering in that respect.

The picture of sequential events outlined above should be re-

placed in a theoretical treatment by a product of amplitudes which

contain electron-nucleus and electron-electron interactions. An

approximation which will take electron-nucleus scattering into

account is the second Born approximation. Our model is qualitati-

vely that scattering from the nucleus plus electron-electron scat-

tering combine to give small q-values in the form factor, hence

large cross sections. We argue that this effect is included in the

second Born approximation. The scattering amplitude for ionisation

in the second Born approximation can be written as:

l l ¥ l kn"» < kn (8)

+ IE

with

"12 r13
(9)
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where 1S denotes the ground state wavefunction of helium. In the

following discussion we neglect exchange. In the first term in

eq. (8), which is the first Born term, the contribution of the nu-

clear attraction part of V is rigorously zero due to the orthogona-

lity of the initial and final (ionised) states of the atom if ex-

change between incident and target electrons is neglected. Even if

the ionised state of the target atom is approximated by a plane

wave multiplied by the ionic wave function of the atom, the nuclear

attraction term is generally dropped from the first Born amplitude

for ionisation. For this reason there is no contribution to the

first Born amplitude from nuclear scattering.

The second term in equation (8), which is the second Born term,

can be broken into four parts:

electron/nucleus interaction

electron/electron interaction

electron/electron interaction

electron/nucleus interaction

B2 a: electron/electron

B2^: electron/nucleus

B2 C: electron/electron

B2 d: electron/nucleus

These interactions refer to the factors in the numerator in

eq. (8) in the order in which they appear there. Term BZ, is the
a

one which we believe to be principally responsible for the rise

in the double differential cross section at high secondary ener-

gies. To test this assertion we have computed an 'on shell' appro-

ximation to the second Born approximation. By 'on shell* we mean

that we replace the summation over n in equation (8) by just the

first term n =IS and we then make the following approximation:

2 2
(10)

thus neglecting the principal value part of the integral over kn-

This approximation greatly simplifies the second Born calculation

and allows us to sake a preliminary evaluation of our model.
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Essentially the same approximation has been used by Bonham (1974)

for the case of electronic excitation in order to treat the ' .mit

of high energy and large scattering angle. Bonham shows that the

shape of the inelastic cross section will be dominated by the

shape of the elastic cross section in this limit: Huo (1972) has

predicted that large deviations from the Born approximation should

be observed for inelastic scattering at large momentum transfer,

even at moderately high energies. The terms beyond the Born appro-

ximation which contribute strongly, are identified by Huo to con-

tain contributions from scattering by the nucleus.

In Fig. 8 we show the result of this treatment for the term B2a

alone compared with the on-shell approximation including both terms

I
t"

'•i\

300 600 900 1200
Secondary electron energy (eV)

1500

Fig. 8. Results of the calculation for the serond Born amplitu-
des at Eo = 1500 eV and 8 = 45", .• for the term B2a only, which

stands for electron-electron scattering followed by electron-
nucleus scattering. Because this amplitude contains the ampli-
tude for Rutherford scattering which has a singularity at 6 = 0"

we have excluded a small region near % = % , : for both terms
n o

B2a and B2^. The Rutherford amplitude is now replaced by the

amplitude for elastic scattering which contains no singularity.

5 •
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B2 and B2 . The other two terms, B2. and B2., can be neglected for

the same reasons that the nuclear attraction term is neglected

in the first Born approximation. They arise from the nuclear

attraction potential in first factor in the numerator of the se-

cond Born term. But that factor, in the on-shell approximation, is

just the first Born amplitude for ionisation in which the nuclear

attraction is neglected. The second factor in the numerator, in

the on-shell approximation, is the first Born amplitude for elas-

tic scattering (see Taylor, 1976). Note that in the integral which

remains, over the direction of lcn, a singularity occurs for U n =^ 0.

in terms B2g and B2C if they are computed individually. No such

singularity appears when both terms or all four terms are included.

For the purpose of comparison we have excluded a small region near

Un=Tc0 in computing the term B2a.

The triple differential cross sections are shown in fig. 8 at

electron impact energy EQ = 1500 eV and scattering angle 9=45°.

Both show an increase at large final energy. From this comparison

we conclude that term B2Q is principally responsible for the in-

crease in the triple differential cross sections at large second-

ary energy, while B2C is small in that region. The same effect

should be seen in the double differential cross sections which, as

we have seen, are closely related to the triple differential cross

sections for this scattering configuration, and that in fact is

what is observed. Full second Born calculations are in progress

(Kimman and Gavrila) to probe the effects of interference terms

and 'off shell' contributions. The results in fig. 8 are only in-

tended to show that it is reasonable to identify the nuclear scat-

tering mechanism as being responsible for the qualitative beha-

viour seen in our experiments.

It is also interesting to note that the nuclear scattering

effect described above should appear in the Coulomb projected Born

approximation for electron impact ionisation of helium as described
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't
t by Geltman (1974). Geltman did not consider the configurations of •

scattering angles and energies at which this effect should appear j'
• ;•''•

'4 in his calculations on electron impact ionisation. However, Hidal- .;.
'*• "i

>'. go and Geltman (1972) interpret aspects of their Coulomb projected ';
Born calculations on helium excitation in terms of a semiclassical <•'

r

model which is nearly the same as that proposed here. To explain ,;-.

the energy dependence, as well as the angular dependence, of the

cross section for excitation from states a to b, Geltman and Hidal- t.

go (1972) write:

da(a-»b)
Rutherford

/ - . • v

U 1 )

where P(a-»b) is the probability of excitation and the other fac- <

tor on the right hand side of equation is the Rutherford cross .;

section for scattering from the nucleus. The Coulomb projected f:

Born approximation has only electron-electron interactions in the

interaction potential which appears in a distorted wave Born ma- '

trix element, but the interaction with the nucleus is contained in >

the Coulomb wave functions in that expression.

6. Conclusion

We measured relative triple differential (e,2e) cross sections

for 'energy-sharing' and absolute double differential cross

sections for electron impact ionisation of helium in the impact

energy range from 200 to 2000 eV. The experimental triple differ—

ential cross sections for 'energy-sharing' kinematics showed un-

expected agreement with results from the simplified eikonal im-

pulse approximation, even for impact energies lower than 1000 eV.

Triple differential cross sections for 'clergy-sharing1 became

very small going away from symmetrical kinematics. We have argued
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that the double differential cross sections are closely related to

the triple differential (e,2e) cross sections at high impact ener-

gies.

The plots for double differential cross sections v.s. secondary

electron energy showed some interesting features in themselves. The

experimental cross sections fitted within 15% with theoretical re-

sults for the integrated simplified eikonal impulse approximation

for symmetrical conditions at high impact energies. The integrated

eikonal impulse approximation is shown to yield a significant im-

provement on the plane wave Born approximations with respect to the

description of the double differential cross section as a function

of impact energy. Other theories with which to compare are not

available. For low secondary energies the EIA-theory overestimates

the experimental data. At high secondary energies theory and expe-

riment show a large discrepancy. In order to explain this discre-

pancy a model, which includes electron scattering from the nucleus,

was suggested. It is shown in a qualitative way that the combined

amplitudes for Rutherford scattering from the nucleus and (e,2e)

scattering can predict the experimental behaviour of the double

differential cross section.
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C H A P T E R 3A

Highly resolved electron spectra for resonantly enhanced

four-photon ionisation of NO

Abstract

Electron energy spectra of (2 + 2)-photon ion.:sation cf NO are reported.
The intermediate resonance is A Z+ and scans are rade over the rotational width
of v = 0 and 1. A new type of spectrometer is used accepting 2n sr at a resolu-
tion of 15 meV. The vibrational distribution peaks at Av = 0 (Franck-Condon for
direct ionisation) but also at the highest energetically allowed Av. We pre-
sent evidence for pre-ionisation via a dissociative channel.

'rt. Miller and Compton [1] have shown in a recent publication that

: the measurement of photoelectron spectra produced by multiphoton

ionisation on molecules forms an important addition to single-

photon electron spectroscopy studies. One of the reasons is that

different selection rules and Franck-Condon overlaps are involved.

Moreover, multiphoton ionisation studies have the great advantage

that one is able to scan over pre-ionising structure in the photo-

ionisation continuum in a very selective way due to the small band-

width of dye lasers.

From single-photon ionisation experiments i t is known that pre-

ionisation may form vibrational states of the ion that are not

accessible by direct transitions from the neutral ground state.

For NO, in particular, Gardner et al. [2] and Caprace et al . [3]

P
%i have shown in their single-photon spectra that pre-ionisation

' plays an important role, among else at the argon line (106.7 n m ) ,

i.e. near v = 8 of NO* and 2.36 eV above the ionisation limit. Cal-

y culations of Caprace et al. on pre-ionisation due to super excited

valence states do not fully explain the large contribution of
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electronic transitions in which the ion is left in its highest pos-

sible vibrational state. Threshold photo-electron spectroscopy re-

sults of Murray et al. [9] show a reasonable amount of threshold

electrons at this wavelength. However, by this method one is only

able to recognise pre-ionisation structure if the corresponding

electron energies happen to fall in a small energy window above

threshold.

Miller and Compton [1] have published the first resonance-enhan-

ced multiphoton electron spectroscopy results on NO. In their ex-

periment two photons were resonant with v = 0 or v = 1 of the inter-

2 +
mediate state A I which is the first state of the Rydberg series

converging to X z + (N0+). They expected only one peak because in

this case Franck-Condon factors are large only for Av=0 transi-

tions. However, around 2 eV above the ionisation limit they obser-

ved two peaks in their multiphoton electron spectrum. One of these

two, the fast-electron peak, was attributed to direct ionisation

(AV = 0 ) . The other peak of low-energy electrons ( < 0.5 eV) was not

understood because in the case of electronic pre-ionisation they

expected a vibrational distribution of final states. Miller et ai.

did not present numbers for the relative peak intensities because

the transmission function of their analyser was not known exactly.

A typical energy resolution they obtained was 150 meV. The fact

that they could not rule out the possibility of additional photon

absorption made the interpretation of their spectra more compli-

cated.

We have repeated their experiments using a new electron 'paral-

lelliser' described in more detail by Kruit and Read [5]. All elec-

trons with a finite component of initial velocity in the direction

of the detector, i.e. 50Ï of the total, are parallellised in a di-

verging magnetic field along the axis of a 0.5 m flight tube, and

their energy is obtained from the time-of-flight. If less than a
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hundred ions are created per laser shot, space-charge effects are

avoided and the energy resolution is in that case of the order of

15 meV. Due to the 502 collection efficiency for all electron ener-

gies we obtain high data rates and we are able to present accurate

relative peak intensities. Possible angular effects are automati-

cally avoided by the 2TT sr acceptance angle. The analogue output

of a double channel-plate detector, operated in the linear regime,

is stored in a transient digitiser (Philips PM 3310) triggered by

the light pulse. The digitised signal gives rise to a time-of-

flight spectrum in 256 channels of 20 ns each. In a LSI minicompu-

ter the data are processed and the resulting spectra are updated

and displayed between laser shots (10 Hz).

In our experiment a two-state dye laser is pumped by the fre-

quency-tripled fundamental wavelength of a Nd-YAG laser (1064 nm).

In order to have two photons resonant with v =0 or v=1 of the in-

termediate state A z* in NO we used two different dyes: coumarin 2

(450 nm) and stilben 3 (430 nm), respectively. Typical bandwidths

are of the order of 0.5 cm" . It turned out to be important to

avoid too hard pumping of the dye outside the wavelength region of

optimum'efficiency because fluorescence can lead to unwanted tran-

sitions in the molecule. A wavelength calibration with an accuracy

of 0.5 cm at 440 nm was carried out by comparing the dye-laser

output with well-known Cs, He and Ar lines using a monochromator.

H 0.1 raJ output of the dye laser is focused by a 8.5 mm focal

length aspherical lens to a focus of roughly 20 um in diameter,

which leads to an estimation of the average laser power density

of 109 W/cm*.

We calibrate the time-of-flight axis by recording the positions

of two photoelectron peaks of well-known energies of Xe (ZP»/2
 and

P ^ * created by resonant (3+2) photoionisation [6], as a func-

\

tion of a retarding field in the flight tube. To keep the experi-
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:" mental conditions constant we measure on a one-to-one mixture of
. .1

;} Xe and NO ( 1 0 - 1 0 Pa). Before and after each measurement the

J, energies of the two Xe peaks were found to lie reproducibly within

'j' 5 meV of the calculated values. In order to obtain optimum resolu-

tion also for the fast electrons, which are less spread in time

than the relatively slow electrons, a retarding voltage is scanned

in the flight tube. An energy conversion is made for each 20 ns

time channel in a time window corresponding to retarded electron

energies between 20 meV and 0.5 eV.

( The calibration procedure described above produces energies

accurate to within 10 meV over the whole spectrum down tu 40 meV.

r
At lower energies slight corrections are necessary which we did

not apply to these preliminary data. The measurement of accurate

absolute electron energy differences can be important for the de-

* termination of the number of photons which have been responsible

; for ionisation. This number can be derived by comparing the dif-

ference in electron energy obtained if we detune the wavelength

with the difference in energy per photon.

A typical electron spectrum, obtained after 6 min collection

time, is shown in fig. 1. Two photons are resonant with the

A ZZ + (v = 0, J =6i) H|-XZn3/z ( v = 0 , J=8J) transition ( 0 1 2 ) , as

follows from a comparison with a two-photon fluorescence experi-

_ ment by Bray et al. [7], an-d two more photons are required to

f reach the continuum. In contrast to results of Miller and Compton

> [1] we indeed observe electron energies corresponding to the ejec-

? tion of electrons from all energetically allowed vibrational states

•J of the ion, i.e. v = 0 to v = 5. The absolute electron energies

^ agree to within 1.0 meV from calculated values using ionisation

energies from Natalis et al. [8] and taking J =6i in the various

vibrational levels of X 1I +.
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F-tg- •*- Electron energy spectrum for four-photon ionisation
of WO via the intermediate state A2I+ <V = 0, J = 6i) at X =
454.2 km. The calibration of the energy axis is uncertain
for electron energies smaller than 40 meV.

In addition, there is a peak of very-low-energy electrons; in

our spectrum it occurs at a negative energy, which is due to the

calibration problem near zero eV referred to above. We estimate

its energy to be less than 20 meV. At this wavelength of X =

454.2 nm, four photons have 6 meV less energy than required for

ionisation into v = 6 , J=6J (AJ=O), while they lack only 1 meV

for ionisation into v = 6, J = 4J (AJ=-2). The fact that threshold

electrons are observed, should be explained by level shifts and/or

field ionisation. AC Stark shifts may be on the order of the re-

quired 1 meV for our power density [9]. The 1 T magnetic field is

expected to cause only smaller shifts [10]. DC field ionisation

is unlikely, since no more than contact-potential differences

across a few mm are present in the ionisation region. These mecha-

t.
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nisms require the ion to end up in J=41- Note that although only

AJ =-2 transitions are allowed the peak intensity of v = 6 is still

relatively high. Another mechanism would be rotational deexcitation

into v = 6, J = J leading to 4 meV electrons. Some evidence for

large AJ transitions near threshold has been obtained recently by

Demtröder et ai. [11] in Na 2. Measurements on the angular distri-

bution of the photoelectrons which would prove this mechanism are

in progress in our institute.

The vibratvonal intensity distribution shown in fig. 1 clearly

results from two ionisation routes. The large peak at v = 0 is

attributed to direct ionisation because we select v = 0 of the in-

termediate state A z and Franck-Condon factors are <1& for

Avjt0 transitions [1]. The other peaks involve changes in vibra-

tional quantum numbers with a maximum at A v = 5 which would indicate

n
u

c
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<
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U
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LJ

0.2 0.7 1.2 1.7
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Fig. 2. Electron energy spectrum for four-photon ionisation
of NO via. the intermediate state A2Z*(v = 0, J unspecified)
at X = 451.1 nm.
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2 . 5

Fi9- 3- Electron energy spectrum for four-photon ionisation
of HO via the intermediate state A2Z*(v = l, J unspecified)
at X = 430 nm. Peaks A and B are due to the fluorescent back-
ground of the dye laser emission.

that those electrons originate from electronic or vibrational pre-

ionisation.

For a wavelength scan over pre-ionising structure in the conti-

nuum wears limited by the rotational bandwidth of the resonance

level. If we tune the wavelength more blue to the vicinity of the

Q-bandhead, where individual J states are not resolved, the rela-

tive peak intensities change dramatically and we obtain a similar

spectrum to that of ref. [1] as can be seen in fig. 2. The v = 6

peak now is energetically allowed and has shifted to a higher

energy.

In fig. 3 we show an electron spectrum recorded at X=430 nm,

where v = 1 (no specified J) of the intermediate state A2I+ is se-

lected and the continuum is reached just above v =8 of X1!*.
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In this case we observe a l l nine energetically allowed vibrational

states of the ion ( v=0 , . . . . 8) with relat ively large peak inten-

s i t ies for v = 1 and v=8 . Unexpected electron peaks l ike A and B

were found to arise from the fluorescent background of the dye

laser emission. Excitation functions for the individual vibrational

states v = 1 and v = 8, shown in f i g . 4, have a common structure re-
2 + 2

fleeting that of the various AJ branches of the A I +X n transi-

tions. Strong peaks on the blue side of the spectrum are presuma-

bly due to three-photon resonances like 4f(1,0), similar to mea-

surements of Johnson and Zakheim [12,13]. This point has been stu-

died in greater detail in chapter 3B-

We assume that v = 1 represent dominantly direct ionisation since

the v = 0 and v = 2 peaks are small. If we now consider that the ex-

429 429 430

W*VEL£NGTH (inn)

431

Fig. 4. Excitation functions for the individual vibrational
final states of the HO+ ion: xZ+, v = l and v = 8, respecti-
vely. The common structure is due to the various AJ branch-
es of the two-photon transition R2Z+(v = l) *X2U(v = 0).
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citation functions for v = 8 and v = 1 extend over the same wave-

length range (425-431 nm) and almost all the structure for v = 1

is contained in the v = 8 scan, we conclude that a quasi-continuous

structure is responsible for pre-ionisation. The additional struc-

ture in the excitation function for v = 8 is probably due to rota-

tional bands of Rydberg states. Rydberg states converging to v =9

•j of X z* (N0+) cannot be excited because they involve absorptions
' 2 +

':', from the A z with the same core which means that only Av = 0 tran-

~ sitions are significant.

Since this four-photon ionisation experiment has the decay me-

•> chanisms in common with a single UV photon experiment at X =

• ?> 107.5 nm we shall compare our results with two independent single-

• _•£ photon electron spectra at the argon line (106.7 nm) by Gardner

; et al. [2] and Caprace et ai. [3]. Those spectra show a slight dis-

"j agreement which might be due to angular and transmission effects,

-7' but both groups measured an unexpectedly large amount of low-energy

;'j electrons. Gardner et ai. [2] show that Franck-Condon factors cal-

culated for direct ionisation vanish for A v > 4 . Calculations of
:: Caprace et al. which take into account both direct ionisation and

..- pre-ionisation from super-excited valence states still do not ful-

ly explain the relative peak intensities they obtained. The fact

that our multiphoton electron spectra differ from single-photon

rv e l e c t r o n s p e c t r a s h o u l d b e s e e n in the l i g h t o f d i f f e r e n t F r a n c k -

r| Condon factors for the multiphoton transitions X1£+«-A2r+-<-X2n
V̂ 1 + 2 '~
:X compared with the single-photon transitions X I -<-X n-. For instan-
'r

r ce, single-photon spectra show a maximum for Av= 1 transitions be-

ff cause the potential curves of the ground state and the ionic state

c are shifted with respect to each other (re= 1.1508 and 1.0637,

\' respectively). Moreover, we are not bothered by angular effects

because we detect all the electrons in 2n sr. However, light inten-

. sities, selection rules and differences in bandwidths may also
play a role.
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On the basis of the single-photon results, we tentatively as-

cribe those structures in the v = 8 excitation function, that are

'extra' to those in v = 1 , as being due to pre-ionisation of super-

excited valence states. The main mechanism for production of v =8

ions, however, has to be consistent with a primary excitation

that is quasi-continuous over the whole wavelength range. The only

probability is initial excitation to a vibrational continuum.

Recently Giusti-Suzor [14] and Jungen [15] pointed out the presen-
o * it

ce of a dissociative channel B n(-»-N +0 ) and its coupling with

the ionisation continuum near v = 4 . So the following picture emer-

ges: Initially excitation takes place to the B n state at an ener-

gy above its dissociation limit. While the atoms move apart, elec-

tronic coupling takes place with the ionisation continua leading

to transitions into a wide band of v. The resulting distribution

over vibrational states can be interpreted by considering the

Franck-Condon overlap of a repulsive and a bound state. Mulliken

[16] showed that indeed overlaps occur which peak significantly

near zero eV, and have one or more secondary maxima at higher

electron energies, as in fig. 1.

The high relative intensity of the high-Av transitions compared

to direct ionization, need not cause surprise. A common situation

is that pre-ionization of discrete Rydberg states dominates direct

ionisation by at least one order of magnitude. In the present case

it could well be less because excitation to a vibrational conti-

nuum is involved with a correspondingly smeared out oscillator

strength density.

Concluding, we suggest pre-ionisation during dissociation as a

possible mechanism for high-Av transitions. Further experimental

and theoretical work is necessary to confirm this mechanism.

Current experiments include measurements of the angular distribu-

tion of the photoelectrons to find the symmetry of the pre-ionizing

t

u
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states. The use of two dye lasers will avoid complications which

arise from resonant structure and will allow us to scan over a

wider region in the continuum. For a comparison with single-photon

electron spectroscopy we think there is a need for additional pho-

toelectron studies using highly resolved synchrotron radiation.

We are indebted to Professor J. Los and Drs. Gauyacq and Muller

for stimulating discussions. This work was subsidised by the

F.O.M. Foundation and Z.W.O.
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C H A P T E R 3B

Three photon electron spectroscopy of nitric oxide

^ through intermediate states in the 66000 cm"1 region

;"
! Abstract

i Electron spectra of (2+1)-photon ionisation of NO are studied as a function
-; of wavelength. Use is made of the new 'magnetic bottle spectrometer' accepting

2n sr. Two-photon resonances occur with states in the 66000 cm"1 region where
a strong mixing of Rydberg and valence states is known to exist. From a fit of
intensities of a few selected lines relative electronic two-photon transition
matrix elements are obtained for C, B and L-states. Using these numbers, a

,','j calculation is performed to reproduce the intensity in each line of the multi-

) photon ionisation spectrum. The influence of the mixed character of the inter-
mediate state on the vibrational distribution in the ionic state is studied.
Evidence for the presence of auto-ionising states in the continuum is discussed.

1. Introduction

Multiphoton excitation and ionisation (HPI) of molecules has

been studied already for over a decade, both for the interest in '

the dynamics of the process and as a spectroscopie tool. For many

years, the latter application involved almost exclusively the de-

tection of the total ionisation signal - or the emitted fluores-

cence - as a function of wavelength. In this straightforward :

technique, generally based on the use of one or more tunable la-

sers in order to excite intermediate resonances, one benefits from

many of the advantages of the MPI scheme: high-lying (VUV) states

can be reached with a resolution that is not available from other ;

light sources; intermediate resonances provide full rotational

selectivity without the need for cooling the target; finally one-

photon forbidden states are accessible due to different selection *'

rules.
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Only recently first studies appeared of the energy spectra of

photoelectrons generated in HPI ([1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]).

Such spectra provide additional information on the distribution of

the ions produced over the various vibrational channels and on the

symmetry of the states involved, as derived from the angular dis-

tribution of the photoelectrons [3], [6].

With the extra information, complications become apparent. It

turns out from recent reports that quite frequently the vibratio-

*] nal distribution differs markedly from that of the Franck-Condon

i overlap between - what is supposed to be - the intermediate

\, state and the ionic state. In fact, generally transitions seem to

'h\ occur to any of the energetically allowed vibrational states. As

.'•I an explanation, two reasons can be invoked: either accidental
"Ï

double resonances, or transitions to auto-ionising states permit-

ting a further exchange of electronic and rovibronic energy.

The above situation is characteristic for the multiphoton stu-

dies on NO, a molecule that is frequently selected because of its

low ionisation potential and for the wealth of spectroscopie infor-

mation (see e.g. [7], [8]). For instance, several four-photon

ionisation experiments at X»450 nm have been reported ([1], [2],

[6], [9]), in which two-photon resonances with the A Z£ +(v=0)-

state occurred. The photoelectron spectra show a strong deviation

from the Franck-Condon expectation, not only at specific wave-

lengths corresponding to accidental double resonances, but over a

wide, continuous range. The latter observation Kimman et ai. [2]

ascribed to an alternative ionisation channel, via a repulsive
Pi auto-ionising state.

'I, The purpose of the present experiment was to unravel, from a

different point of view than in the papers by Ebata et ai. [9] and

•' White et ai. [6] the spectral and dynamic features of the states

•i in the 66000 cm region, that may have contributed as three-photon
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Fig, la, b. Potential energy diagram for HO which shows the

ionisation paths for the previous (2 + 2)- and the present

(2 + 1)-photon ionisation experiments, at \ = 450 nm via the
2 +

A Z (v = 0)-state [2], respectively at \ = 303 nm via a mix-

ture of Rydberg states (C T\(v = 6) and D2Z+(v = 6), the latter

is not indicated) and valence states (B2U(v = 24) and

L W(v = 5)). These mixed states in Fig. lb lie exactly in the

region that is reached by three photons in Fig. la.

double resonances in our previous experiment [2] (see also fig. 1)

Ebata et al. [9] looked at double resonance enhancements of the

ion signal in the four-photon ionisation experiment via the A 2I +-

state as a function of wavelength, while in the experiment of

White et al. [6] photoelectron spectra were measured including

angular distributions for that case. We have performed an experi-

ment in which we chose a (2 + 1)-photon ionisation process at

X M 3 0 0 nm, in order to avoid the resonance with the A2i:+-state.

We used the photoelectron spectra to obtain information both on

the character of the intermediate states in the 66000 era'1 region

i
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and on the presence and character of possible auto-ionising states.

Any spectral features that are not related to these two-photon in-

termediate states, should be ascribed to (an) auto-ionising

state(s).

2. Experimental ^

2.1. Experimental set-up "

The experimental set-up has been described in detail elsewhere
h"

[10]. In short, a YAG laser is frequency doubled and produces 10 ns js;.-

long pulses of 0.1 Joule at a 10 Hz repetition rate. This output is f

used to pump a dye laser oscillator followed by two amplifiers, ;•.;

'•• operating with rhodamine 101, at £ wavelength near 604 nm (output >
,-w S-i.

several m J ) . The second harmonic of this dye laser is generated by <j

- an automatically angle-tuned doubling crystal (KDP). The resulting <

UV light ( 5 - 5 0 uJ), which is fully linearly polarized, is focused K.'

into an electron spectrometer [10], after it has been separated V

from the fundamental by a suitable interference filter (peak trans- :

mission: 0.20, rejection better than 10 ) . Typical intensities [7

obtained with an f = 15 mm focal length lens are of the order of
Q

10 W/cmz. This is sufficient to perform the experiment under the

given experimental conditions.

< In order to monitor the laser output and to obtain data at a

t> constant pulse energy, we record the laser intensity behind the
r," experimental chamber, at every laser shot, with a "solar-blind"

f photomultiplier (Hamamatsu R976). The output pulse is sent to a

~ single channel analyser which determines whether the laser pulses

/ are within a selected window (width= 10%). The data acquisition

system is triggered only for those pulses.
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Electron spectra are obtained by using a TOF spectrometer with

20 meV resolution and 50% collection efficiency for all electron

energies. The electron trajectories are made parallel in the first

,\»; 5 millimeters of their flight by means of a diverging magnetic

field [10]. The energy of the electrons is determined by measuring

the time-of-flight which it takes the electrons to reach the detec-

tor through the flight tube of 0.5 m. The analogue output signal

of the multichannel electron detector, which is linear for the

arrival of up to several hundreds of electrons per shot, is sent

to a transient digitiser (Philips Oscilloscoe*- PM3310), where it is

(• sampled in 256 time channels of 20 nsec each, after every laser

> shot. A resident mini-computer (LSI 128k) is used to treat this

j signal numerically (for example integrate it within a selected

time-of-flight window) and to control different parameters of the

,| experiment like the motor position, the voltage of the retarding

I field, the number of laser shots.

\ In order to obtain equal energy resolution for all electron

energies (20 meV), a retarding voltage is scanned in the flight-

tube and a conversion from time-of-flight to energy is carried

out only for each of those time channels lying in a time-of-flight

window between 0.5-1.0 us. By scanning the retarding field we L

achieve that the entire electron spectrum is swept through this ?":

•; specific region of the time-of-fl ight. The time-of-flight axis is j,;

„ calibrated by means of two electron peaks with accurately known f:

/ electron energies which result from five-photon ionisation of /.

'« xenon [11].
•r

*• The target gas pressure is measured by means of an ionisation
; -? Ï

manometer to be 5 . 10 Torr. The temperature of the target gas j;

appears to be 150 K. This value is obtained in a fit of a rotatio- ,'

nal spectrum of the A z (v = 1) state [12] to theoretical calcula- !̂

tions with the temperature as a parameter. The cooling is due to
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expansion of the gas when it enters the focal region through a

hole of 1 mm. The value of the temperature is easily confirmed

using well known formulae describing nozzle expansion [13].

The wavelength calibration is obtained by a comparison of the

laser output with well-known neon li-- -cording to the method of

Pelletier and Pelletier [14]. A special type of 'lambda meter' is

used which contains a grating with only 50 grooves per mm, produ-

cing a large number of overlapping orders of the neon spectrum.

The large number of neon lines permits an accurate interpolation

in every region of the visible spectrum. After recognition of the

order by colour and distances between the lines as compared with

those in an 'atlas', one is able to obtain an absolute wavelength

calibration within 0.00b ^m accuracy. A calibration is performed

at the endpoints of a scin, :io the actual accuracy at intermediate

points is determined by the stepping motor device in combination

with the dye laser grating table which from reproducibility stu-

dies is known to be accurate to within one motor step (0.004 nm).

For conversion of the wavelength to that in vacuum, use is made of

the Edien formulae [15]. The bandwidth of the dya laser is measu-

red to be 0.002 nm by means of an etalon. Aftf.r frequency doubling

the bandwidth is about half this value.

2.2. Experimental results

We performed a three-photon ionisation experiment at x«300 nm

(Fig. 1b), using a frequency doubled Rh 101 dye in order to inves-

tigate the third-photon region in our previous four-photon experi-

ment [2] at x=450 nm (Fig. 1a). In the present case the continuum

is reached above the state X 1Z + (v +=11). Since the energy of the

first photon is below the energy <>f the first electronically exci-

ted state of the molecule accidental double resonances between the
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first- and the second-photon level are excluded. Double resonances

between the second- and third-photon level are only possible with

auto-ionising states above the first ionisation limit.

In Fig. 2 we show a typical electron spectrum at X =303 nm.

Although the electron spectra at different wavelengths differ ap-

preciably, we display this spectrum because it contains the main

features:

1) one large peak which corresponds to the production of ions left

in the state X1Z+(v+ = 6);

2) peaks representing all other vibrational states to the ion

which are energetically allowed. Of these, the peaks for v + = 2

and v += 10 tend to be the largest.

Ld

v=IO

I

"-••I
11 v-3

v=7 1

ft V"G

v=5

v-4 v—3

•

v-2

. v-1 v»0

0.0 1.0 2.0

ELECTRON ENERGY leVl
3.0

Fig- 2. Electron energy spectrum for three-photon ionisation
of NO via a two-photon resonance with states in the 66000 cm"1

region recorded at X = 302.8 nm. Three photons reach just above
v =11 of NO . Twelve electron peaks are recognised due to
v =0, ..., 11 of the ion.
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In order to obtain information on the intermediate states which

are responsible for the dominant production of ions in v =6, we

measured the partial 'cross section' for this v+ =6 peak as a func-

tion of wavelength. An energy window was set in the energy spectrum

wide enough to accept the full v+ =6 peak even while it shifts when

scanning the wavelength. The relevant wavelength region in which

the v += 6 peak is present (302.0-304.5 nm corresponding to

66200-65700 cm" ) is shown in Fig. 3.

A comprehensive overview of the partial cross section of all

energetically allowed vibratior.al states of the ion as a function

of wavelength is given in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. In these figures we

show electron spectra versus wavelength, in two different wave-

length regions, namely around 302.25 nin and 303.5 nm. It turns out

that at some wavelengths (Fig. 4) one specific vibrational state

v + = 6 of the ion is formed, with a very small proportion of other

states; at other wavelengths (see Fig. 5), almost all possible vi-

brational states of the ion are present, even though the largest

fraction of the ions is still in the state v + = 6 . Disregarding

- for the time being - the possibility of auto-ionising resonan-

ces in the third-photon region (above the ionic threshold), we

ascribe the wavelength features to the rotational structure of the

intermediate statss. As we can see from cuts through the surfaces

of Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, the wavelength behaviour of several of the

partial cross sections is the same as the one leading to ions with

v* = 6; however, those for v += 2 in Fig. 4 and those for v + = 2 and

10 in Fig. 5 are clearly different. This means that also other

than electronic states leading to v + = 6 are involved. It should be

noted that such different structure can hardly be unraveled when

only the ion signal would have been recorded.

We can also see from the three-dimensional plots that besides

the resonant character, which is reflected in the sharp peaks in
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Fig. 3. The intensity of the v =6 pea* of figure 2, as a function of wavelength, showing the struc-

ture of the two-photon transition between the groundstate and states in the 66000 cm region.
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Fig. 4. Three-dimensional plot of electron energy spectra, simi-

lar to the spectrum displayed in figure 2, versus wavelength in

the wavelength region 302 - 302.5 nm.
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the figures, some of the cross sections exhibit a weak non-resonant

character which appears as the low ridges below the sharp peaks

parallel to the wavelength axis (see e.g. v =5 and in particular

v += 10 in figure 5). It is already noted here, that such a non-

resonant contribution is not observed at all wavelengths. The pos-

sible origin of the ridges will be discussed later.

We also want to report that no fluorescence from states in the

66000 cm region is observed while for CO we observed fluorescence

from the A n-state which gives rise to similar wavelengths under

similar conditions. The set-up for this experiment contained an in-

terference filter (A.»150 nm) in combination with a photomultiplier

and a high pressure cell. Dressier and Miescher [8] already repor-

ted that no emission spectra have been observed from states in this

region. We also looked for possible cascade decay to lower lying

levels, which would give rise to fluorescence at the red side of

the visible spectrum. This turned out not to be present. A possi-

ble explanation for the non-existence of fluorescence is pre-

dissociation.

3. Analysis

3.1. General

In this paragraph we describe calculations in order to assign

the observed rotational structure (Fig. 3) to intermediate states

in the 66000 cm region and to obtain information from the inten-

sities of those lines. Structure which cannot be explained in this

way can only be due to structure in the continuum.

In the calculations, we assumed that we were in the regime of

weak excitation, which means that the laser field does not produce

measurable AC Stark shifts of the molecular levels. We also assumed

1

k
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f ig . 5. Three-dimensional plot of electron energy spectra versus wavelength in the wavelength
region 303.4-303.6 m.
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1 that the ionisation proceeds in two kinetically separated steps:

the first one being the preparation of the real intermediate state

by a two-photon absorption, the second being the photoionisation of

this intermediate state. In the experiment we tried to avoid satu-

", ration of the two-photon transition to the intermediate resonances.

It can easily be shown that at our intensity the last step in the

! process is completely saturated, which means that each resonantly

excited molecule will be ionised. This implies that the ionisation

' signal is a direct reflection of the population of the intermediate

state, if we omit - for the time being - the influence of non-

resonant transitions to structures in the continuum.
C 2
•' The electronic configuration in the X n ground state of NO can

be written as [16]:
'j

J
K K(a2s)2 (a*2s)2 (a2p)2 (n2p)4 (n*2p)1

14 electrons are in closed shells and the 15th is in the anti-bon-

ding orbital n . Excitation of this electron into a higher orbital:
* '

TT -»nlX, leads to Rydberg states. Excitation of an electron out of
4 * 3 *2the closed shells into the antibonding orbital: n n -»w n , leads r

o
to n non-Rydberg (valence) states. ;

The 66000 cm region is known to be the place where a strong per- f
2 2 + '^

turbation between an np Rydberg complex (C IT, D I ) and two valen- ',

ce states (LZn, B2n) occurs [7], [8], [17]. This multistate vibro- ft

nic coupling has been extensively studied. An accurate calculation L;

on deperturbation has been recently made by Lefebvre-BriO": [18], '.

leading to the representation of a real molecular state ln> as a

linear combination of seven 'zero-order' states in Hund's case (a). .*

We reproduce in table 1 a sample of the coefficients obtained by ^

Lefebvre-Brion for two different J-values. Mixing tables are avai- :

Table for all J-values, here we only display the results for the •
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lowest J-value, i.e. J = 1| (remember J>ft) and the most populated

J-value in the ground state, i.e. J = 5J (see below). The differ-

ent molecular (real) states are characterized by 14 numbers (7 for

each parity), and are given in the order of increasing energy: in

this particular situation of heavy mixing between states, it is

hopeless to charactarise the states by anything else than their

energies, parity, and J quantum number. The mixed state ln,J> is

described as a linear combination of 'zero-order' components using

the mixing coefficients Cj as weighting factors:

f?

2
IB ,v = 24,J> |L = 5,J>

2 2
IB n 1 , 2 > v = 2 4 , J > + C 4 |C n , , 2 > v = 6 , J >

i 2 2
IC n1 ,2,V = 6,J> + Cg IL TT3,2,v = 5,J> +

|D2l+,v =6> (1)

For example, in the case J = 1J, e parity, we can see in table 1

that there is almost no interaction between 1/2 and 3/2 components,

since the spin uncoupling matrix elements vanish for small J
2

values, and that state number 3 is a complete mixing of L ^^/z a n d

3/2' t h e s e deperturbed levels being almost degenerate. In the

case J = 5i one can see how complete the mixing between all the

different states can be. The ft =1/2 and 3/2 are mixed by a combi-

nation of spin uncoupling and electronic perturbation. Even the

different spin components can perturb each other, since the spin-

uncoupling operator is proportional to / (J-1/2)(J+3/2)'. This is
o

especially the case in the C n state, because the value of the
2

spin-orbit coupling constants A for the C n with respect to the

B n and L'n states is relatively small (A =5.3 with respect to

r-

I
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80.3 and -100.8 cm" 1). The mixing coefficients given in table 1

play an essential role in the analysis of the line intensities for

the mixed state.

We developed a computer program which simulates rotational spec-

tra both in position and in intensity of the lines. These calcula-

tions have been performed for several reasons:

1) to obtain a precise assignment of J-levels involved,

2) to compare the experimental intensities with the ones derived

from a model.

3.2. Assignment

We shall now discuss the assignment of possible intermediate

states. We used two sets of data in order to simulate the line

positions in the rotational spectrum. The first set is based on an

analysis of one-photon absorption spectra by Dressier and Miescher

[8] in terms of two Rydberg states; C2n(v = 6 ) , D25i+(v = 6), and

two valence states, L Il(v=5), B n(v=24); the second set uses data

from Huber and Herzberg [19] for the A 2 I + ( v = 1 0 ) , H23L+ (V = 2 ) and

E l (v = 2) Rydberg states. The states of the second set lie in

the same energy region as the states of the first set but it has

been found [17] that they do not interact. We generated all branch-

es to the levels of both sets (0, P, Q, R and S branches) allowed

in the two-photon excitation to the region 65750-66250 cm" . It

is important to mention that Dressier and Miescher [8] were not

always able to resolve their data at low J values due to dense ro-

tational structure in the bandheads. Therefore some low J-values

will be missing in the calculated spectrum.
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v+_= §_e]_ectron_signa^_wavelength_dep_endence

Here we discuss the states responsible for the dominant produc-

tion of v + = 6 ions on the basis of the experimental partial cross

section in Fig. 3. Me identified the branches indicated in Fig. 3

as Q-branches of the mixed complex. The notation of Miescher [20]

has been adopted. It is important to note that under our experimen-

tal conditions all the Q branches are present, and only Q branches.

In the Q.p-branch of what is called the C n 3 / 2 state we can clear-

ly see the splitting due to the e (even) and f (odd) parity of this

state. However, it is surprising that these lines do not contain

equal intensities (f 50% less than e ) . A similar observation in CH

was reported by Nagata et ai. [21].

other _v e^ectron_signalS2_wavelength_dep_endence

As can be seen in Fig. 4, the partial cross section for forming

the v + = 2 ionic state does not exhibit the same wavelength depen-

dence as the v+ =6 partial cross section. This means that v + = 2

ions are formed via an HPI process going through a different elec-

tronic state in the second photon region. We made a calculation on

the excitation spectra for the H z + (v=2) state using term ener-

gies calculated from usual expressions [22] and constants taken

from reference [19]. The wavelength dependence of the v + = 2 peak

indeed shows the rotational branches of the H l+(v =2) state, al-

though at high 0 values the spectroscopie constants for this state

are not so accurately known as to give a perfect fit of the ex-

perimental rotational spectra. This might also depend on the fact

that the model which is used to describe the H-state does not con-

tain uncoupling.

In the same way, we can attribute the formation of the v += 10

ions in Fig. 5 to a resonantly enhanced process going through the

i



il:
"! A Z+(v = 10) state. However, the assignment is not unambiguous due

to the ridge mentioned above and due to the uncertainty in spec- l,\

•'/j troscopic constants for such high vibrational states. F'
•M i

;•{ W e a t t r i b u t e the v + = 2 e l e c t r o n signal in F i g . 5 to a r e s o n a n t l y 1.

e n h a n c e d p r o c e s s via the E £ (v = 2 ) s t a t e ; the c o r r e s p o n d i n g S- ;

bra n c h e s h a v e been indicated in F i g . 3. •,

3.3. Line intensities

In this section, we shall try to extract information about the

C:' mixed valence-Rydberg complex which is contained in the intensities

•;'l of the peaks in Fig. 3. The intensity IV+(X) of our signal is

I given by the product of the population N. ., (A) of the interme-
'. i I n , j >

»7i diate state ln,J'> and the probability for ionisation Pw+ from

"I v

that intermediate state to the vibrational final states v+:

The population of the mixed complex N. j •>(*•) can be represented

as:

N|n,J'>(x)

< B 2 n3/2 l^eff | x 2 n1/2 >

I
f + ... + C 7 S ^ C J ' ) < D Z X + | u e f f I X

2 n 1 / z > <v' = 6 | v " = 0>l 2 (3)

where Pef^ is an effective two-photon operator, lg> represents the

ground state and S^^ and similar coefficients are a short notation

for the Hb'nl-London factor corresponding to the transition:
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B 2n 3 / 2(V,J') +• X
2n1/2(v",J") (4)

2 2

The electronic transition moments like e.g. <B n3/2 l Viefrf'X n1/2 >

are non-zero because for high J-values the ground state X n is des-

cribed in Hund's case (b) in which the spin component is not coup-

led to the rotational axis.

Equation (3) also contains Franck-Condon factors for the vibra-

tional overlap between the ground state (doubly primed) and the

intermediate states (primed). B(J") stands for the Boltzmann factor

describing the degree of population of that particular J" level in

..- the electronic ground state.

; Next we consider Py+. Although we made the assumption that the

third step in the three-photon ionisation process is completely

saturated, it is nevertheless necessary to obtain the ionisation

probabilities into each vibrational state. The reason for this is

that the single intermediate mixed state has vibrational overlap

with a number of vibrational ionic states. In order to calculate

the ionisation probability P y + we have to consider the matrix

element between the intermediate state and the final state f:

Pv+<* I <fluln>|
2 =

IC1<ilulB
2n3/2> <v + lv' = 24> + ... +C7<ilulD

2ï:+> <v + lv' = 6>l2

(5)

where Ii> represents the electronic part of the continuum wave-

function. Here v is a one-photon dipole operator. We note that:

<ilulB2n1/2> = o, <iiulB
2n3/2> = o (6)

<i|vi|L2n1/2> = 0, <ilu!L
2n3/2> = o (7)
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because these elements correspond to two-electron transitions (B

and L are indepe1 ent electron wave functions). Thus, ionisation

of these pure valence states is forbidden. It then follows that:

' = 6>|2|C4<ilii|C
2n3/2> +

C 5<ilulC
Zn 1 / 2> + C7<i|y|D

2Z+>|2 (8)

We can see in this expression, since I< v+ = 6 Iv' =6>l is close to

unity, that the ionisation is probing the Rydberg character of the

intermediate state. This corresponds with the observation: a large

majority of v + =6 ions, with small populations in v + = 5 (23S) and

v + = 7 {5%) (numbers are taken from Fig. 4 ) , corresponding apparent-

ly to the vibrational overlap between a perturbed Rydberg and the

corresponding continuum. The calculation of Franck-Condon factors

between the deperturbed potential curves and the ionic curve leads

to 2% for v+ =5 and 10 for v+ = 1. Thus, the probability into

v += 5 transitions is explained in this way, but the probability

for v =7 transitions is underestimated by a model in which only

deperturbed potentials are used.

In the subsequent discussion of relative line intensities in

the partial cross section uf one v+ only, P y + is only a constant

and therefore ignored. This implies that the line intensities are

simply proportional to the population of the mixed complex descri-

bed by eq. (3).

3.4. Input for calculation on line intensities

In this paragraph we describe which information is used to cal-

culate the line intensities in the partial cross section into a

certain v+; e.g. for v + = 6 given in Fig. 3, in which the lines have
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t
.! been assigned to be the Q-branches of a mixed complex. The mixed \

(•

complex is populated according to equation (3) of which each term \

^ should be input in a computer simulation. The position of the lines ?"

;•,• is obtained by the procedure described in section 3.2. *

The Franck-Condon factors have been calculated by numerical in- .

tegration of the product of two vibrational wave functions obtain- [.

ed by solving the radial Schrödinger equation. In the case of bound

states, we have adopted Morse potentials because they are easy to '

use and accurate enough for our purposes. Parameters to describe
2

the B n-state were taken from Huber and Herzberg [19]. Because not :
C 2
•>, so much is known about the L n-state we assumed that the potential •••
. ,, curves for both valence states are identical.

A
The mixing coefficients are taken from the deperturbation calcu-

li
'j lation by Lefebvre-Brion [18] which has been described above. In \

this calculation the mixed states are projected on eigen vectors

•-j having coupling of angular momentum according to Hund's case (a).

The Boitzmann factors are calculated by using well known for-

mulae. At a temperature of 150 K, the maximum population is obtain-

ed at about J" =51 for both spin components, but due to the

spin-orbit splitting of 123.1 cm" , the 3/2 component is populated \

about one fifth as much as the 1/2 component (0.0837 vs. 0.0154). H

As regards the HSnl-London factors, we used the recent forma-

lism of Halpern et ai. [23], who derived expressions for two-photon •

transitions between doublet states belonging to the intermediate

(a) - (b) coupling scheme. In this calculation, the summation over

all intermediate states needed to calculate the two-photon transi- f.

tion probability is performed by means of the closure relation; ':

this is possible when ignoring the dependence of the energy deno-

minator of the two-photon matrix element on the rotational quantum :
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number. The results of Halpern et al. [23] agree very well with

2 +
experimental spectra for two-photon excitation to the A £ state

in NO by Bray and Hochstrasser [24]. In the case of simulating the

wavelength spectrum for the 66000 cm' region we calculated the

Hönl-London factors for the Q branches only, according to the ob-

servation in section 3.2. The electronic transition moments us and

f' uQ (quoted by Halpern et al. [23]) contain explicitly the Hönl-Lon-

'=.j don factors of the Q-branches for transitions using circularly and

linearly polarized light respectively. Halpern et al . give expres-

•i sions for Hönl-London factors in the case for linearly polarized

*: light which contain both ys and y . The influence of the ratio be-

:'. tween those transition moments on our calculation turned out to be

•-, negligible. In most cases they are the same for all branches and

••} are therefore omitted in relative intensity calculations. In order

I to calculate the Hönl-London factors for each component described

i
: in case (a) we have put the spin-orbit splitting constant A = 0 for
',:, each individual state.
. •_]

j In order to simulate the broadening occurring in the experiment

•\ (laser bandwidth, Doppler effect, AC-Stark broadening) the rota-

• tional 1ines,corresponding to the calculated transitions, are con-
". i

voluted with a gaussian with a width of 0.005 nm. As a test of the

procedure described above (without the need to use mixing coeffi-

\ cients) we compared a spectrum obtained for the X n(v = 0)*-A z*

v. (v = G) transition to the corresponding experimental two-photon

>:, fluorescence and excitation spectra available in the literature
[31, [221 and [241. Within the accuracy and resolution of all

available data, the synthetic spectrum is very similar to the ex- ,>:

perimental ones (for some experiments only after corrections for t

shifts in wavelength, due to poor calibration). :.
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Because the effective two-photon electronic operators and hence

the electronic transition moments are unknown, we are actually not

able to perform the summation given in equation (3). Instead, we

obtain these quantities from a fitting procedure which is described

in the next section.

av.'i

3.5. Fit of line intensities

We fitted the theoretical expression given in equation (3) to

the experimental intensities of J =5J lines (highest population

at T = 150 K) for each state (first column in table 1), the electro-

nic matrix elements for each component being taken as fitting pa-

rameters. A problem in such a calculation is that the signs of the

amplitudes for Franck-Condon factors and Hb'nl-London factors are

not known. In order to get a linear equation with only amplitudes

(square root of the intensities) we systematically varied the sign

of each line in table 1. In this way several solutions are obtain-

ed, but only the solution which gives similar transition moments

for spin 1/2 and 3/2 of each component has a physical meaning. The

only solution which satisfied this demand is given below (only

relative numbers):

< C 2 n 1 / 2 | u e f f | X 2 n 1 / 2 > « 3 5

< B 2 n 1 / 2 l v e f f | X Z n 1 / 2 > < * 1.6

< B 2 n 3 / 2 l u e f f l X 2 n 1 / 2 > = o.2

< L 2 n 1 / 2 l l I e f f | x 2 n 1 / 2 > < r 5 ' 7

L 2 3/2 "eff x 2 1/2

P
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We did not consider the D-component because Q-branches for the

D2Z+*• X2n transitions are calculated to be negligible and the re-

maining 0, P, R and S-branches are not present in the observer ro-

tat ional spectrum at low laser intensi t ies . The result of the com-

puter calculation is displayed in Fig. 6.

Table 1. Mixing coefficients for e parity levels (indicated by the odd numbers),

after Lefebvre-Brion (see text). The names for the mixed states given in the

second column are rather arbitrary. These names are copied from Miescher [20]

and do not have any relevant meaning other than that they are sequenced with

respect to the energy of the deperturbed states.

real
states

0 = 11
1

3

5

7

9

11

J = 5i
1

3

5

7

9

11

13

Miescher1s
notation

c 2 n 1 / 2

CS/2
jfr*

B2n1 / 2

B\z
l\/z

c 2 n 1 / 2

c\z

B\z
B\z
LS/2
L Z n 1 / 2

BS/2

.0268

-.2054

.0059

.0666

.5275

-.1082

.0760

-.2016

.0163

.1536

.5913

.7349

-.2001

l\/z

-.4042

-.0551

.0224

-.4213

.0320

.8002

-.3825

-.1536

.0683

-.4401

.0529

.2502

.7526

zero-order components

1/2

-.3736

-.0463

.0246

.8795

-.1018

.2700

-.3974

-.1370

.0891

.8427

-.1984

.0534

.2501

^ 3 / 2

-.0984

.7535

-.0142

-.0460

-.4385

-.0745

-.2584

.6822

-.0283

-.0830

-.4081

.5113

-.1794

: \ z

.8231

.1111

-.0318

.1926

-.0251

.5163

.7411

.2942

-.0826

.2246

-.0603

.1516

.5294

LSl/2

.0867

-.6091

.0317

-.0732

-.7192

-.0547

.2567

-.5898

.1013

-.1219

-.6595

.3292

-.1335

uV

.0402

.0372

.9983

-.0048

.0144

-.0069

.0896

.1314

.9845

-.0193

.0566

-.0408

-.0186

•;
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Fig. 6. Computer simulation for the v = 6 ionisation signal

as a function of wavelength using mixing coefficients accor-

ding to Lefebvre-Briou described in section 3.4.
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WAVELENBTH CnmD

304.0

Fig. 7. Computer simulation for the v = 6 ionisation signal

as a function of wavelength assuming complete depletion of

the ground state.
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3.6. Comparison

i From eq. (8) we see that the mixed complex gives rise to a do- }'

,,.] minant v += 6 signal, which is the reason to choose this scan \

;| (Fig. 3) for a comparison with the computer calculation (Fig. 6 ) . ;

• The comparison of Fig. 6 with the experimental result (Fig. 3 ) , '

gives rise to several conclusions: }

.•',-' 1) The main features of the entire rotational envelopes are quite

1 well reproduced by the calculations, which are based on a fit . '

only for J = 5 1/2.
2 '

; 2) The high-J values of the L n3/2*^21 Dranc*1 are underestimated v

2 'ir

j;, by the calculation while the high-J values for the C riwo'Qn ''.••

','• branch are overestimated by the calculation. Whether this is •.-.

rj due to a difference in the target gas temperature between the

i two separate parts of the experimental scan or due to an inaccu-

1 racy of the mixing coefficients or Hönl-London factors can not y

be concluded from this procedure.
2

3) The ratio between the Q21 and the Q 2 2 branch of the CT1,,,
 ;-

state, which is only determined by the difference in population

of the spin levels in the ground state, is not in agreement

with the experiment (the Q22 branch is too low). Till so far ;

this is an unexplained phenomenon, however, all other states \

show good agreement with respect to this point. ^

4) The high peaks at X> 304.25 nm are due to an experimental arte- !,

|;j fact (an intense v + = 2 signal due to transitions via E T ( y = 2) ^
•i\ r.'
«';! is disturbing the electron spectra because of imperfections of p
• •• the analogue detection electronics.

I
=" 3.7. Saturation

In Fig. 7 we display the results of a calculation in which we -j

; assume complete depletion of the ground state. This means the line
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intensities are only dependent on the population of the ground

state which is given by the Boltzmann distribution. From this fi-

gure we conclude that:

1) The relative intensities in the branches are less well reprodu-

ced than in the calculation described above.

2) The transitions to the so-called B n states are overestimated

with respect to the experimental scan.

3) The relative intensities of all J values in the Q ^ branch of

the C n1 ,2 state are in better agreement with the experiment

than the previous calculation.

The possibility that saturation occurs will be discussed below.

4. Discussion

4.1. Why only Q branches?

In this section we apply the formalism of Halpern et al. [23]

in order to explain the observed dominance of Q branches. The ques-

tion is whether the approximations described in section 3.3 applied

in the formalism of Halpern et al. are applicable to the present

case. Here, we give the result from Halpern et al. for all two-

photon allowed branches using the intermediate coupling scheme for

the ground state and case (a) for the excited state. The results

are given for the 11 branches for J = 5i. in relative numbers

(see table 2 ) :

Table 2. Hönl—London factors for two-photon

transitions between two U states.

°11

0.0487

P11

0.0006

"11

0.8128

R11

0.0005

S11

0.0487
I
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These numbers are in agreement with our experimental result (Fig,

3 ) , in which other than Q branches are hardly visible.

f'

S

'•i

I

4.2. Auto-ionisation from a repulsive state

Auto-ionisation from the repulsive part of a valence state is

probably a weak process when compared to direct ionisation, be-

cause of the poor Franck-Condon overlap with that state and because

of the large difference in the electronic configuration of a valen-

ce state and the ionic ground state. Nevertheless, when the inter-

mediate state ln> has an almost pure valence character, direct

ionisation of |n> is suppressed; an alternative is then a une-

photon absorption from In> to an electronically discrete state

above the continuum. This seems to be the case, for example, in

the experiments of Achiba et al. [3] in which the intermediate

resonant state is B n(v = 9 ) , which is not .ery much perturbed by
o

the closest Rydberg state C n(v=1). On the contrary, we are inves-

tigating a region where almost every ro-vibrom'c state of the

rotating molecule has a non-negligible Rydberg character. It is

therefore not surprising that in our present experiments we do not

observe a strong contribution from that ionisation process from a

valence state in the continuum.

However, the ridges for v + = 5 and v +=10 in the three-dimensio-

nal plot of Fig. 5, show a smooth behaviour as a function of wave-

length, which might indicate that a mechanism like auto-ionisation

from the repulsive part of a valence state is present at the third-

photon level. This mechanism is apparently not dependent on reso-

nances in the second step, but because it is close to resonance in

the second step and resonant in the continuum via the auto-ionising

state it still has appreciable intensity. The fact that the reso-

nant peaks for v = 5 are not enhanced due to the double resonance
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between states at the second-photon level and states in the conti-

nuum implies that the transition from the discrete states at the

second-photon level to the auto-ionising state at the third-photon

level in the continuum is forbidden. This mechanism will be the

subject of further investigations in our group.

4.3. Saturation

In MPI a common phenomenon is that saturation makes it impossi-

ble to obtain useful information from line intensities. In our ex-

periment we tried to avoid conditions in which the ground state is

completely depleted, i.e. every molecule in the laser focus is

ionised. The arguments that this is indeed the case are the follow-

ing:

1) Using the experimental facts that we detect about one electron

per lasershot (typically 1 uJ in 10 ns) at a gas pressure of

5.10 Torr, we calculated that for complete saturation the

laser focus would have to have a volume of 0.4 urn3. The actual

focus is certainly larger than that, even in the case of com-

plete diffraction limitation.

2) In the case of saturation, other branches than Q-branches will

become more intense relative to Q-branches. This has only been

observed at high light intensities (Fig. 8) but not in typical

spectra.

3) We measured a rotational spectrum for the E £ +(v=1) state (at

X«a3i7 nm), which looks very similar to the simulated spectrum

for non-saturation conditions. This means that we do not just

see a depletion of the ground state population under similar

conditions.
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Fig. 8. Laser intensity dependence for a small part of the
wavelength scan in Fig. 3. in the wavelength region between

302.9 and 303.4 ran. At high light intensities the 0^-branch

of the D Z state shows up. Besides, the other branches al-

ready have been assigned in Fig. 3.
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In spite of the second argument, we do see that other than Q

branches, which are first invisible under the background, show up

at higher laser intensities, like is shown in Fig. 8. From the dis-

cussion above we conclude that although complete saturation is un-

likely we get close to it at higher (50 pJ) laser intensities.

4.4. Consequences for the previous four-photon ionisation expe-

riment

The v = 6 Rydberg character of the mixed state, which is investi-

gated in this article and also affected the four-photon ionisation

experiment of Kimman et ai. [1], will certainly enhance the produc-

tion of ions left in v = 6 . In this previous experiment four pho-

tons were tuned over an energy region both above and below the

threshold for the v + = 6 ionic ground state. The large contribution,

which was measured for the v + = 5 final ionic state [1], might be

explained by a Av= 1 auto-ionising transition of v =6 Rydbergs [12].

Those v = 6 Rydbergs can be excited due to the v = 6 Rydberg charac-

ter of the intermediate mixed state. However, the electron peaks

due to v +=4,3,2,1 in that experiment, of which v += 1 is relative-

ly large could only be explained by auto-ionisation from the re-

pulsive part of a valence state. In favour of this mechanism plead

the continuous character of the signal as a function of wavelength,

the ridges seen in the present three-photon experiment and the

recent results of Achiba et al. [3].

5. Conclusions

We have demonstrated that the method of using photoelectron

spectroscopy in combination with resonantly enhanced multiphoton

ionisation gives information both on the intermediate resonances
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as on states embedded in the continuum. We have shown from a dif-

ferent point of view than Ebata et al. [9] and White et al. [6]

that the mixed states in the 66000 cm" region are indeed of great

importance for the production of vibrational states different from

v =0 in the four-photon ionisation experiment via the A z (v=0)

state. An unambiguous complete rotational analysis of the three-

photon ionisation signal has been carried out successfully. In the

present experiment we succeeded to avoid conditions in which satu-

ration effects occur and so it has been made possible for the first

time in a multiphoton experiment to obtain relative two-photon

electronic transition moments from experimental line intensities.

Using mixing coefficients from a deperturbation calculation by

Lefebvre-Brion [17] we have been able to obtain a calculated spec-

trum which showed reasonable agreement with the experimental scan

for the v̂  = 6 electron signal. From the analysis we obtained indi-

cations for the existence of an auto-ionising state in the conti-

nuum above v+=11 of the ionic state. This point deserves further

work on e.g. the measurement of excited neutral products of the

suggested dissociative channels.
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Two-colour multiphoton electron spectroscopy of

auto-ionislng v = l Rydberg series In nitric oxide

ifjj

iC H A P T E R 3C

•/ Abstract
An investigation is reported of the auto-ionising decay of several J- ]

\ selected v = 1 Rydberg series converging to the ionic ground state of NO up to L

_; n = 45. Photoelectron spectra for •wo-colour multiphoton processes via the f
: A~£ +(v' = 1 ) and the D I +(v' = 1 ) intermediate states are recorded. The photo- ^

. < electron energy analysis allows a distinction to be made between various auto- [••
j ionisation pathways, i.e. to v + = 0 or v + = 1 of the ion. By studying the ioni- '
: sation signal close to the threshold, evidence is found for the occurrence of •:

rotational auto-ionisation involving transitions with A J < 6 . The influence of ;'
;J the electron spectrometer's magnetic field of 1 T is discussed. Experimental \
' branching ratios for ionisation versus dissociation and linewidths are compared '

>t with results of multi-channel quantum defect calculations by Giusti-Suzor and i>
'. Jungen. The rotational dependence of vibrational auto-ionisation in competition
; with pre-dissociation is investigated. \_

1. Introduction \

_: Recently, Giusti-Suzor and Jungen [1] published an article con- ;•
*̂ * k '
•> taining a review of the present situation concerning Rydberg- P'
K \-
5» valence interaction in NO for regions where auto-ionisation and ji

::; pre-dissociation via n-states compete. They succeed in explaining -

;:' a large number of features in spectra of medium energy resolution

f for Rydberg states up to n = 11 converging to the v* = 1 l imi t . IR v

that paper the authors stress the need for new experimental infor- ,t
:, i

mation converning the higher Rydberg states of NO, especially on •]
linewidths and profiles rather than on resonance positions. The ]
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most promising technique in order to perform such an experiment

seems multiphoton ionisation, because of its rotational selectivity.

He report such an investigation of the auto-ionising decay of

several series of v= 1 Rydberg states of NO, converging to the

ionic ground state, in a multiphoton experiment. The primary exci-

tation is performed by a two-photon (2u^) resonant excitation to

an intermediate state, followed by a one-photon step to the conti-

nuum with a tunable UV photon (<D2). This technique is called high

resolution molecular spectroscopy in the vacuum ultra-violet (VUV)

by optical-optical double resonance transitions (OODR). The enor-

mous simplification of OODR spectra over conventional VUV spectra

has been demonstrated for the NO molecule by Cheung et ai. [2] and

Seaver et al. [3]. The great advantage of such a technique is that

without the necessity of cooling the target gas, rotational and

vibrational selectivity is obtained by the resonant multiphoton

transition. It even becomes possible to investigate the rotational

dependence of e.g. an auto-ionisation process. A second advantage

is the small bandwidth due to the use of dye lasers, which opens

the possibility of obtaining accurate linewidths. So far, the re-

solution of the conventional absorption data [4] has not been

matched (in the present experiment 0.1 cm which has to be com-

pared to 0.01 cm" at an absolute accuracy of 0.05 cm"1 in the ab-

sorption experiments). However, work on the application of trans-

form-limited pulsed dye lasers, having bandwidths on the order of

10 cm , is in progress in several laboratories.

The first study of high Rydberg states in NO by multiphcton

ionisaticn (MPI) was performed bv Seaver et al. [3]. In thi= ex-

m " 9
<A periment the v' =0 level of the Ccn state was pumped by a three-
'k
1 photon transition and one additional photon of a different dye-
\i

laser with X<*450 nm was used to probe the Rydberg states just
below the v+=0 limit of the ionic states. Those Rydbergs were de-
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tected by photoionisation and collision-induced ionisation. The

DC-field of several tens of volts per cm only gave rise to field

ionisation for n>50. In this study one was able to distinguish s-

• and d-Rydberg series (since the 3pn state was used as an interme-

• diate state) up to n=45. However, the analysis of the data was

complicated due to strong L-uncoupling (Hund's case (d)).

The electronic configuration in the X n ground state of NO can

be written as:

K K(cr2s)2(a*2s)2(aZp)2(Tr2p)4(ir*2p)1

•( 14 electrons are in closed shells and the 15th is in the anti-

t bonding orbital ir . Excitation of this electron into a higher orbi-

X tal: it +n!X (X = 0 1 •*a,it,6,...), leads to Rydberg states.

C Excitation of an electron out of the closed shells into the anti-

: bonding orbital: ir ir -+ir ir , leads to n non-Rydberg (valence)

,-, states. For the description of Rydberg states in NO usually the

: atomic quantum number 1 is chosen instead of the projection of the

'> total angular momentum t on the internuclear axis: A. The reason

for using 1 is that for high Rydberg states often L-uncoupling has

to be considered. In that case (Hund's case (d)) A is not a con-

served quantity. Especially in NO, with its unique one-electron

Rydberg states, a description in which 1 is used makes more sense.

We have studied the auto-ionisation of Rydberg states belong-

•• ing to various series converging to the v+ = 1 ionisation limit of

i, the ionic ground state. In the present study the OODR-technique
i-t

f is used in combination with photoeiectron spectroscopy, which per-

•' mits the investigation of the various decay channels separately.

For instance, in this way it is possible to distinguish, in a

; narrow region around the v+ =1 threshold, between direct ionisa-

tion, rotational auto-ionisation and vibrationai auto-ionisatioi
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(&v= -1 transitions). Besides, possible background from one-colour

multiphoton ionisation can be separated by selecting the appropri-

ate electron energies. A very significant reduction of the usual

spectral congestion in the Rydberg series is obtained for three

reasons:

1) By choosing as intermediate state a v = 1 level of a low member

of a Rydberg series (e.g. A 2z +, D Z I + ) , the Franck-Condon fac-

tors for the UV step to the continuum confine the excitation to

v -- 1 higher Rydberg states. Note also that the background due

to direct ionisation into v + = 0 is practically absent for the

same reason. In this case one expects to observe Lorentzian

profiles instead of Fano-profiles. Giusti-Suzor and Jungen [1]

have shown that in the case of single-photon ionisation, like

in the experiment of Ono et al. [5], a resonance asymmetry

occurs. This is not the case for the absorption spectrum of

riiescher et al. [6] in which the resonance asymmetry is very

small due to the small ratio of vibrationai auto-ionisation

with respect to electronic pre-dissociation.

2) The two-photon resonant process allows selection of one particu-

lar J-level (outside the bandhead); therefore, only auto-

ionising Rydbergs having v = 1, J = J', J' - 1 , 0' +1 are excited.

3) As long as the orbital angular momentum 1 is a good quantum

number (i.e. the coupling between rotational and electronic an-

gular momenta is weak) one expects that only transitions to

Rydberg series with Al =-1, +1 will occur. This implies that if

the 3so, A I state is selected one expects excitation to the

p-series to be dominant and if the 3pa, D z + state is selected

one expects excitation to the s- and d-Rydberg series to be the

dominant processes.
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2. Experimental

The experimental set-up has been described in detail elsewhere

[7], [8]. In short, a Nd-YAG laser is frequency doubled and trip-

_', led and produces 10 ns long pulses of 200 mJ in the green and

40 mJ in the blue at a 10 Hz repetition rate. The frequency doub-

led output is used to pump a commercial dye laser oscillator fol-

lowed by two amplifiers, operating with either DCM or Oxazine 170,

in the wavelength region 650-680 nm, or Oxazine 1, at a fixed

wavelength near 722 nm (output several mJ). The second harmonic of

-• this dye laser output is generated by an automatically angle-tuned

^ doubling crystal (KDP). The resulting UV light (5-50 PJ) is fo-

;' cused by an f=15 mm focal length lens into a spectrometer L7],

after it has been separated from the fundamental by a suitable in-

terference filter (peak transmission: 0.20, rejection better than

' 10 ). The frequency triplet output of the Nd-YAG laser is used to

T pump an oscillator of a home-built dye laser of special design

'?• operated with either Stilbene 3, at a wavelength of 430 nm, or

\ Coumarine 47, Coumarine 102 and Coumarine 500, in the wavelength

' region of 460-520 nm. A beamsplitter inside the cavity is used to

; couple the beam out only via the grating in order to reduce the

amplification of the fluorescence from the oscillator. The result-

ing light in the blue/green (0.1 mJ) is attenuated by apertures

: (to reduce the one colour electron signal) and is focused by a

- f = 2 5 mm focal length lens into the same spectrometer but now

•J, from the opposite side. Typical intensities obtained are on the

j,- order of 108 W/cm2 in the blue and 107 W/cm* in the UV.

5 A spatial 'overlap' of the two foci of about (15 um) 3 is ob-

f
h tained when the two dye lasers are aligned in a fully parallel way.

: The 'probe laser' u 2 is delayed by 12 ns with respect to the

i 'pump laser' u^. Such a dealy leads to optimal 'overlap' signal

(the second laser pulse starts at the moment of maximum number of
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excited molecules). More importantly, undesired combinations of

the two colours, i.e. (wj + ug), exciting an unwanted resonance are

avoided. It should be noted that the outputs of the two dye lasers

',< are fully linearly polarised but perpendicular with respect to

each other.

Electron spectra are obtained using a TOF spectrometer with

; 15 meV resolution and 50% collection efficiency for all electron

energies [7]. The electron trajectories are made parallel in the

fir^t 5 millimeters of their flight by means of a diverging magne-

; tic field. The magnetic field strength is 1 T at the laser focus

and 0.001 T in the flight tube. The time-of-flight axis is cali-

brated by means of two electron peaks with accurately known elec-

tron energies (0.63 eV and 1.93 eV), which result from five-photon

: ionisation of xenon [9]. This procedure meets with a slight pro-

f blem for electrons below 100 meV. Since, during the calibration

r of the TOF-to-energy conversion, very slow electrons are simulated

^ by decelerating the electrons only in the flight tube, there is a

difference in time of flight between those electrons and electrons

which have almost 0 eV already in the interaction region. For this

•-•; reason several of the electron energy spectra show peaks at

'negative' energies, which in fact represent near-zero volt elec-

: trons. The energy scale is therefore warped in the 0-100 meV

H= region. For this reason all plots for electron energy spectra will

f have an uncertainty in the energy axis for electron energies be-

•:-;• low 100 méV.

[_ The time-of-flight spectrometer was also used to detect NO*

| ions, in order to record spectra at magnetic field aqual to zero. |:

: For those measurements, the laser pulse(s) gave ionisation in a

DC-field free region and an electric ion extraction field was pul-

sed on 100 ns after the laser pulse.
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The target gas pressure is measured by means of an ionisation

manometer to be 10 Torr. The temperature of the target gas

appears to be 150 K. This value is obtained from a fit of a rota-

tional spectrum of the A l+(v' =1) state to theoretical expres-

sions with the temperature as a parameter. The cooling is due to

expansion of the gas when it enters the focal region through a

hole of 1 mm. The value of the temperature is easily confirmed

using well-known formulae describing nozzle expansion [10].

The wavelength calibration is obtained by comparison of the

laser output with well-known neon lines plus the He-Ne laser line

according to the method of Pelletier and Pelletier [11]. An abso-

lute wavelength calibration is obtained of 0.005 nm (0.15 cm' )

accuracy. A calibration is performed at the endpoints of a scan,

so the actual accuracy at intermediate points is determined by the

stepping motor device in combination with the dye laser grating

table which from repraducibility studies turned out to be accurate

to within one motor step (0.004 nm). For conversion of the wave-

length in air to that in vacuum, use is made of the Edlen formula

[12]. THe bandwidth of the dye laser is measured to be 0.002 nm

(0.06 cm' ) by means of an etalon. After frequency doubling the

bandwidth is about half this value.

3. Results

High Rydberg states have been excited via various (2Ü 1 +U> 2)

processes (see Fig. 1). Their auto-ionising decay is monitored

through the emitted electron. A full spectrum of electron energies

is recorded in order to separate the (2OJ1 +d>2) process from tran-

sitions involving 4(u1 in the case in which 2u1 photons are reso-

nant with the A2£+(v' =1) state. In the case in which 2 ^ photons

are resonant with the DZz+(v' =1) state, processes involving 3a>1

I
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transitions are separated from the relevant (2u1 +iu,) processes.

Transitions of the kind [(u^ + OJ2) +«^1. where (u1 + u 2) reaches a

different resonant intermediate, are ruled out by means of the

12 ns delay between the o^ and u 2 pulses.

in+, • i—,J 1—r-w in̂

o.e

Energy diagrams of NO, in which all observed two

states are dis-colour transitions via the A2Z+ and
played. :

3.1. A2£*(v' =1) intermediate

In the first experiment two photons of x1 =431.18 nm were reso-

nant with the 3sa,AZz+ (v1 = , J' =7/2) intermediate state. In or-

der to select this specific rotational state, the electron energy

spectrum for the 4u1 transition is recorded. In Fig. 2a, 9 peaks

due to v + = 0 8 vibrational states of the ion, which are ener-

getically allowed, can be distinguished (see also ref. [13]).
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0.4 0.9 1.4 1.3
ELECTRON ENERGY CeV3

2.4

a) Electron energy spectrum for four-photon ionisation via a

two-photon resonance with the A2£+fv' = 1 , J' =7/2; stat?.
Four photons reach just above v+=8 of N0+. We recognise

nine different electron peaks due to v = 0,...,8 of the ion.

b) Electron energy spectrum under the same circumstances as in

Fig. 2a, but with the additional tunable UV-beam switched on

at X _ = 328.31 nm, corresponding to a total energy of E =
77032.8 cm' . The additional peaks, indicated by (2^ + 10^

represent auto-ionisation of a n = 43 v = l Rydberg state

into the v =1 and v = 0 channel.
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Ebata et al. [14] ascribe enhancenients in the four-photon ionisa-

tion signal, in the same wavelength region, to a three-photon
p

coincidence with the B n(v = 31) state. This is probably incorrect

because the B n(v = 31) state will not preferentially enhance the

v+= 8 peak, as is shown in Fig. 2a. A detailed description of the

mechanism which produces v +=0,2-8 is beyond the scope of this

paper. However, the relatively large peak for v+= 1 is obviously

dominated by the direct ionisation process (without intermediate

resonances in the third photon step or auto-ionising states in the

continuum) due to the strong Franck-Condon rule Av=0 which holds

for Rydberg-ion transitions. In Fig. 3 is shown an m^-scan of the

c

JQ

O

430. S 431.0 431.2 431.4
WAVELENGTH Inml

431.E

Fig. 3. The intensity of the v =1 peak in Fig. 2a, as a func-

tion of ü). , probed by a second photon ia at A ft» 327 nm which

reaches far above the threshold for v =1. This scan shows the
structure of the two-photon transition between the groundstate

and the A Z (v' =1) state. One can recognise the O ,-iandhead
and the rotational l ines of the 0, -branch.

P
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v += 1 signal due to direct ionisation by a (Zn^+u^) process. In

Fig. 3 one can clearly distinguish the Q^z bandhead and the sepa-

rate rotational lines of the 0 1 2 branch due to two-photon transi-

tions to the intermediate A £+(v' =1) state, and thus, one is

able to selectively excite a particular J'. In'the 4u^ experiment

the peaks are broader due to the higher u1 intensity required. But

even in that case the selectivity is still sufficient. The reason

for displaying only the two-colour spectrum of Fig. 3 instead of

the 4(i).| spectrum is that the actual two-colour experiment descri-

bed below is recorded under similar conditions.

If we tune the second laser to X2 =328.31 nm which gives rise

to transitions just below the limit of the (v = 1, J) series, we

observe two additional peaks in the electron energy spectrum (see

Fig. 2b). One peak occurs at 290 meV, which is exactly the differ-

ence in energy between the thresholds for v+ =0 and v += 1 in NO*.

The second peak is lying in a region very close to 0 eV. The pos-

sible mechanism for v + = 1 formation below the (v = 1, 0) limit wiil

be discussed later. The process described above is summariseG as

follows:

X n 3 / 2(v" = 0 , J" =11/2) — Ï - » A V ( V ' = 1 , 0 ' =7/2;

-^-+tSl* (v+ = 0,1; J) +e"

The so-called (two-colour) 'overlap peaks' (2w.j+ti)2 giving v + =

0,1), which are due to both lasers have lower orders of non-

linearity than the competing 3^2 or 4M, processes. Therefore, con-

ditions can be chosen under which the overlap peaks remain, but

the individual lasers no longer give an observable iignai. Further

experiments are performed under those conditions; t"ie reason for

displaying the spectrum of Fig. 2b is to show that all electron
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Fig. 4. Intensity of photoelectron signal of 0 eV (upper panel, leading to ions with v =1) and 290 meV (lower

panels leading to ions with v = 0), generated in the resonant multiphoton transition in which two photons
3Z+( 7/2) intermediate state, as a function of io2 (\(X1 = 431.14 nm) are reso,.rnt with the 3s0, A
3Z+(v'=l, J'

325- 340 nm). The energy scale 'las been converted from d>2 photon energy to absolute energy above v" = 0, J" =

1/2 of the groundstate of NO. The structure in the lower panel is partly assigned as auto-ionising members of

the npa and npm Rydberg series.
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peaks can easily be selected. Figs. 4a,b show o>7 scans of the

photoelectron signal in the two energy channels, corresponding to

formation of N0 + in v + = 0 and 1, respectively. The energy of the

ï line positions in Fig. 4b for J' =7/2 (via the 0 1 2(
1 1/2) transi- •

; tion) are listed in table 1, together with results for the case in
r

which J' =9/2 (via the 0,,(13/2) transition) is selected in the Ii'
intermediate state. '-

Note that the u, scans are plotted in cm' . These energies are

absolute energies with respect to the groundstate X n^. 2(v
d=0,

J" = l/2). This is done in the following way: first, the energy of ;•

the intermediate state with respect to the ground level is obtain- £.

C ed from the literature [15] and then the absolute energy u), corres- ^

. \ ponding to the wavelength of the photons of the second dye laser

is added: E = E(intermediate) + o^- In order to indicate the ionisa-

t- tion limit in those figures we took the value for the ionisation ;i

p- limit for v+ = 0, J = 1/2 from Huber and Herzberg [15], to be IP = \

'• 74721.5 cm" . When combining this number with w e = 2376.42 cm and '

iii.x. = 16.262 cm" , we derive for the ionisation limit of v += 1,
: -1 !

. J = 1/2: IP = 77065.40 cm .. For the rotational constant we took
B = 1.99727 cm" fro.i the same reference.

3.2. D2z*(v'=1) intermediate

• We performed a second experiment in which we pumped a p-inter-

:": mediate state instead of an s-state. We chose the 3pa, D i (v' =1)

\ state. The electron energy spectrum (Fig. 5a) resulting from the

; 3u1 process is very simple; only one peak at 0.748 eV, correspon-

\. ding to direct ionisation to the v += 1 continuum. This is in

agreement with the Franck-Condon rule A V = 0 which holds for Ryd-

berg-ion transitions. When the second laser (to,) is switched on

and tuned to x2=467.39 nm, which reaches just below the limit of ,
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•

• v*=1 |2u,*uzl

ï*=0t2u,*uiz)

v+=1 (3u,)

, _ • VI . . . . . . .1 ^ ._ 1

0.4 0.9 1.4 1.9 2.4
ELECTRON ENERGY CeV3

Fig. 5.

a) Electron energy spectrum due to three-photon ionisation of

SO via a two-photon resonance with the D l (v' =1, 3' =7/2)

state at \ = 361.07 ran, leading only to electrons of 0.75 eV

due to tne strong- Franck-Condon rule: Av = 0, which holds

for Rydberg-ion transitions.

b) Same electron energy spectrum as in Fig. 5a, but now with a

second laser switched on, at a wavelength of X = 467.39 ran

(E = 76996.2 cm ). The additional peaks represent auto-

i,':J.sation of a n = 34 Rydberg state into the v =1 and the

v =0 channel.

t:
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Fig. 6. Intensity of photoelectron signal of 0 eV (upper panel,

leading to ions with v +=1) and 290 meV (lower panel, leading

to ions with v =0), generated in the resonant multiphoton tran-

sition in which two photons (A. =361.05 nm; are resonant with

the 3po, D2I*7v'=l, J' =7/2) intermediate state, as a function

of (ii, (A_ = 460 - 520 nm).
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Energy(T/2)
I cm-1Ï

A (7/2) i(7/2) width
(nm) (arb) (cm-1)

A (9/2) i(9/2) width' line
(nm) (arb) (cm-1)

calc(7/2) diff
(cm-1) (cm-1)

76051.4

T60S9.0

7S139.6

76161.2

76217.9

76227.6

76230.9

76330.6

76362.8

76365.4

7S369 8

76428.5

76443

76447

76469

76471

76477.S

76484.9

76505.3

76512.1

76521.2

76533.8

76541.7

76554

76576

76615

76621

76638.2

76662.9

76678.1

76681.2

76712.8

76719.7

76725.8

T6T48.9

76756.8

76764.8

76771.3

76791.0

76797.9

76823

76826

76850

76865

76871

76883.0

76688.2

76891

76901

76908.1

76923.0

76936.3

76947

76957.7

339.227

339.139

338.215

337.968

337.322

337.211

337.174

0.000

335.681

335.652

0.000

334.942

334.7T5

0.000

334.484

334.457

334.390

0.000

334.083

334.007

333.905

333.765

0.000

333.537

0.000

0.000

332.788

332.606

332.333

332.165

332.131

331.783

331.707

331.640

331.386

0.000

331.211

331.140

330.924

330.849

330.566

330.537

330.275

330.113

330.045

329.920

0.000

329.829

329.720

329.647

329.485

329.341

329.222

329.109

27.

14.

17.

21.

17.

38.

20.

0.

34.

28.

0.

24.

18.

0.

37.

29.

26.

0.

20.

23.

29.

22.

0.

24.

0.

0.

32.

14.

19.

22.

15.

9.

21.

32.

17.

0.

32.

15.

21.

43.

19.

40.

24.

6.

24.

7.

0.

20.

14.

20.

17.

19.

20.

22.

1.9

1.7

1.4

2.0

3.4

2.1

3.0

0.0

2.8

2.8

0.0

1.8

2.1

0.0

2.9

2.6

3.8

0.0

1.8

4.6

1.8

3.6

0.0

3.7

0.0

0.0

2.9

3.2

3.5

2.7

2.5

3.8

1.5

3.5

3.4

0.0

3.8

3.8

3.5

2.2

2.7

2.5

2.4

3.6

2.7

4.5

0.0

2.0

3.2

2.0

2.5

2.1

2.1

2.1

39.223

0.000

0.000

37.969

0.000

37.212

37.163

36.041

35.678

35.644

35.602

34.965

34.780

34.727

34.477

34.447

0.000

34.310

134.072

0.000

333.902

333.754

333.677

333.526

333.295

332.856

332.796

0.000

332.336

332.158

0.000

331.765

331.700

331.632

0.000

331.299

331.197

331.148

330.923

330.847

0.000

330.541

330.272

330.136

330.037

329.920

329.863

329.822

329.697

329.640

329.481

329.337

329.219

329.105

5.

0.

0.

6.

0.

26.

16.

18.

48.

41.

21.

11.

15.

26.

43.

30.

0.

17.

18.

0.

5.

14.

16.

32.

17.

23.

34.

0.

6.

28.

0.

15.

6.

23.

0.

17.

34.

6.

9.

27.

0.

28.

24.

18.

26.

37.

14.

25.

12.

33.

29.

29.

23.

25.

1.5

0.0

0.0

2.4

0.0

1.9

3.1

1.3

1.1

1.8

0.7

1.7

0.5

0.5

1.2

1.6

0.0

3.2

0.8

0.0

0.9

3.0

0.7

1.2

1.9

0.5

3.0

0.0

2.2

3.0

0.0

3.5

2.1

3.0

0.0

1.3

2.4

1.5

0.9

1.8

0.0

2.0

2.1

0.8

1.6

0.5

1.4

1.7

2.5

1.0

1.6

1.6

1

1.7

2so(P)

2so(0)

2po(P)

2pi(O)

2po(Q)

2do(R)

3pi(Q)

2f»(R)

4so(Q)

3fo(Q)

4p»(P)

4pi(0)

4po(Q)

4pi(R)

4P¥(R)

510(0)

4do(P)

4do(Q)

4fo(G)

5po(P)

5pi(0)

5pi!R)

Sdo(R)

6ps(Q)

7»O(P)

6di(Q)

7pt(0)

6d6(R)

17dS(O)

17f?(Q)

18pt(0)

19p»(P)

19so(R)

19pi(0)

19po(n

19f6IQ)

ZSpv(O)

22so(P)

21pi(Q)

22pw(0)

22do(Q>

23p»(Q)

23do(Q)

22do(R)

24pi(Q)

24do(Q)

25pi(Q)

26pi(0)

27po(a)

29pi(Q)

76051.7

76069.7 -

7E138.5

76149.4

76217.1

76228.9

76231.1

76344.1 -

76364.6

76364.6

76354.5

76419.7

76444.4

7E452.7

76470.7

76472.0

76488.7 -

76492.6

76513.1

76514.5

76523.5

76534.2

76538.3

76555.3

7S577.2

76623.9

76623.8

76638.5

7E662.4

76680.0

76681.7

76713.1

76715.4

76726.7

76752.0

76755.7

76766.0

76766.5

76791.0

76799.?,

7682*.1

76827.9

76852.4

76866.8

76873.8

76886.3

76868.8

76892.4

76903.4

76908.8

76923.3

76936.3

76947.6

76957.9

-0.3

10.7

1.1

11.8

0.8

-1.3

-0.2

13.3

-1.8

0.8

15.3

8.8

-1.0

-5.0

-1.3

-0.2

10.9

-7.7

-7.S

-2.4

-7.3

-0.4

3.4

-1.0

-1.2

-8.3

-2.0

-0.3

0.5

-1.9

-0.5

-0.3

4.3

-0.9

-3.1

1.1

-1.2

4.8

0.0

-1.4

-0.4

-1.5

-2.0

-1.5

-2.3

-3.3

-0.6

-1.1

-2.0

-0.7

-0.3

0.0

-0.4

-0.2
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Table 1. The energy levels of the main experimental lines in Fig. 4 compared

to calculated values for P-, Q- and R-transitions (column 7). Differences be-

tween experimental and calculated values are given in the last column. In the

second and fifth column the wavelengths of the experimental lines are given

for the cases via J' = 7/2 and J' = 9/2 respectively. The third and sixth column

show the intensities of the experimental lines in arbitrary units and the

fourth and seventh column their linewidths in cm .

• r

nergyl7/2)
(cm-11

75284.
75306.
75673.
75696.
75699.
75717.
75728.
75730.
75773.
75811.
75966.
75975.
75977
75982
75985
75996
759S8
76028
76030
76041
76070
76171
76173
76209
76214
76239
76254
76276
76308
76319
76329
76354
76355
76373
76397
76409
76435
76466
76468
76525

0
3
3
0
5
0
4
5
9
9
7
7
9
7
6
6
1
7
9
.3
.1
.9
.4
.7
.C
.8
.8
.4
.0
.0
.8
.4
.9
.4
.4
.1
.4
.9
.4
.6

X.U/2)
C.

508.
0.

498.
0.

497.
497.

0.
496.
495.

0.
0.
0.

490.
0.

490
0

490.
0

489
0
0
0

486
485
485
484
484
463

0
482
482

0
481
481
480
480
479

0
479
477

(nm)

048
000
195
000
545
112
000
779
710
000
000
000
748
000
562
900
262
000
475
000
OOC
009
084
228
.127
.520
.168
.663
.000
.668
.417
.000
.810
.404
.849
.578
.971
.000
.212
.902

U7/2)
(arb)

17.
0.
17.
0.

31.
19.
ü.
18.
20.
0.
0.
0.
19.
0.
17.
0.
19.
0.

30.
0.
0.
0.
47.
13.
69.
20.
24.
16.
0.
34.
20.
0.
40.
12.
17.
17.
30.
0.
18.
19.

width
Icm-1)

3.
0.
8.
0.
4.
5.
G.
5.
6.
0.
0.
0.
5.
0.
4.
0.
3.
0
4
0
0
0
3
7
3
5
4
6
0
6
8
0
5
7
4
4
5
0
4
2

6
0

e
0
i
3
0
2
3
0
0
0
6
0
9
0
9
0
5
0
0
0
7
9
.6
.0
.3
.5
.0
.7
.0
.0
.0
.0
.2
.1
.6
.0
.8
.6

X2 l

0.
07.
0.

97.
0.
0.

96.
0.
0.

94.
491.
490.

0.
490.
490
490

0
489

0
489
488
436

0
485
485
484

0
0

482
482

0
481

0
481
480
480
480
479

0
477

5J2)
(nm)

000
492
000
650
000
000
849
000
000
796
035
818
000
650
517
315
000
545
000
243
555
137
.000
.179
.094
.540
.000
.000
.942
.687
.000
.862
.000
.423
.884
.616
.007
.264
.000
.896

Ü5/2)
(arb)

0.
18.
0.
27.
0.
0.
18.
0.
0.
21.
22.
50.
0.
28.
8.
22.
0.
66.
0.
17.
27.
39.
0.
31.
8.
11.
0.
0.
17.
46.
0.
51.
0.
20.
27.
26.
50.
31.
0.
11.

widthI
(cm-1

0.0
6.3
0.0
4.0
0.0
0.0
4.S
0.0
0.0
4.1
4.2
4.1
0.0
3.9
4.1
4.3
0.0
4.2
0.0
S.S
6.9
4.1
0.0
4.0
2.9
7.1
0.0
0.0
4.3
3.9
0.0
5.4
0.0
5.8
4.1
4.1
4.5
4.0
0.0
3.5

line calc(7/2)

9so(P)
9so(R)
Oso(P)
Oso(R)
9do(P)
9fo(P)
9do(R)
9do(R)
9fv(R)
OpolP)
Odo(P)
0d6(P)
Ofo(P)
Ofo(P)
OdfilO)
Od¥(R)
0dv(R|
11pi(P)
11pi(P)
iipt(P)
11po(R)
11<S6(Pl
11f9(P)
12pi(0)
12pt(Q)
12po(0)
12po(R)
13so(P)
12do(P)
12do(Q)
12do(R)
13pi(P)
13po(P)
13po(Q)
1450(01
14SO(Q)
13do(Q)
Hpo(P)
13f»(R)
14do(Q)

(cm-1)

75278.5
75303.4
75663.7
75688.6
75700.5
75721.8
75728.5
75732.5
75756.8
75807.9
75968.9
75975.9
75980.5
75984.5
75985.8
75994.6
75998.6
76041.7
76037.7
76041.7
76068.5
76169.3
76173.5
76228.9
76228.9
76231.1
76249.1
76290.6
76312.2
76322.2
76340.2
76354.6
76352.3
76366.2
76419.7
76419.7
764J7.3
76462.0
76463.4
76528.5

diff
(cm-1)

5.5
2.9
9.6
7.4
-1.0
-4.8
-0.1
-2.0
17.1
4.1
-2.2
-0.1
-2.6
-1.8
-0.2
2.0

-0.5
-13.0
-6.8
-0.4
1.6
2.6
-0.1

-19.2
-14.9

8.7
5.7

-14.4
-4.2
-3.2
-10.4
-0.2
3.6
7.2

-22.3
-10.6
-1.9
4.9
5.0
-2.9
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Energy(7/2)
(cm-1)

765Z8.
76SS3.
76557.
76595.
76601.
76602.
76691.
76696.
76705.
76707
76730
76732
76735
76738
767(5
76748
76777
76V81
76783
76812
76837
76903

6
3
5
0
0
9
0
4
3
7

3
3
.3
.3
.9
.2
.",
.2
.9
.1
.4
.1

A-17/2)
£

477.
0.

*77.
0.

a.
«76.

0.
474

0
473

0
473
473
473
472
472
472
472
472
471
470
469

(nm)

834
000
175
000
000
144
000
033
000
779
000
2ÏB
.161
.094
.923
.872
.227
.135
.075
.447
.886
.433

117/2)
(arb)

16.
0.
17.
0.
0.
48.
0.
18.
0.
26.
0.
25.
13.
20.
10.
28.
26.
11.
23.
17.
34.
17.

width
(CIK-1)

2.
0.
2.
0.
0.
0.
0.
3.
0.
2
0
2
3
2
4
2
3
3
2
4
2
4

9
0

e
0

n
a
0
0
0
8

a
8
.0
.9
.9
.8
.6
.5
.7
.0
.9
.6

X.15/2)
i.

0.
477.
477.
476.
476.

0.
474.

0.
473.

0
473

0
473
473
472

0
0

472
0
0

470
469

(nm)

000
287
169
339
203
000
103
000
650
000
289
000
170
052
951
.000
.000
.136
.000
.000
.880
.417

1(5/2)
(arb)

0.
18.
8.
18.
20.
0.
16.
0.
18.
0.
22.
0.
25.
8.
21.
0.
0.
17.
0.
* _

8.
17.

width•
Icm-1)

0.
5.
4.
7.
6.
0.
4.
0
5
0
6
0
4
4
5
0
0
6
0
0
12
4

U
8
4
4
2
0
9
0
5
0
1
0
.8
.5
.7
.0
.0
.1
.0
.0
.3
.6

line calc(7/2)

5so(R)
14f»(R)
ISpolQ)
15d6(P)
16so(R)
16so(R)
17pi(R)
Udo(P)

17f»(P)
18pi(P)
17f«(Ri
l7fo(R)
19so(Q)
19so(0)
19so(Ql
IBpa(R)
19fS(P)
20SOIQ)
19pi(R)
21pi(P)
22so(Q)
24do(Q)

(cm-1)

76527.1
76549.0
76556.3
76594.0
76602.2
76602.2
76694.0
76697.7
76705.4
7E712.8
76729.4
76732.9
76742.5
76742.5
76742.5
76745.3
76777.0
76778.3
76784.0
76813.9
76835.1
76903.4

diff
(cm-1)

1.
4.
1.
1.

-1.
0.
0.
-1
-0
-5
1

-0
-7
-4
3
2
0
2

-0
-1
2

-0

5
4
2
0
1
7
0
3
1
1
0
6
2
.2
.4
.9
.1
.9
.1
.8
.3
.3

Table 2. The energy of the main experimental lines in Fig. 6 compared to calcu-

lated values for P-, Q- and R-transitions (column 7). Differences between ex-

perimental and calculated values are given in the last column. In the second

and fi. column the wavelengths of the experimental lines are given for the

cases via J' = 7/2 and J' = 5/2 respectively. The third and sixth column show the

intensities of the experimental lines in arbitrary units and the fourth and

seventh column their line widths in cm-1
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the (v = 1,0) series, we obtain the spectrum displayed in Fig. 5b.

The two additional peaks at 0 eV and 290 meV originate from ioni-

sation into v + = 1 and auto-ionisation into v+ =0 according to the

following process:

"3/2 (v" = 0 , J" = 11/2)
2(0,

r' = 1, O' = 7/2)

The result for an ug scan (while putting windows on the two

'overlap peaks' of Fig. 5b), is shown in Fig. 6. The signal plot-

ted in Fig. 6 is normalised to the 3u1 signal corresponding to the

population of the excited D2z+(v' =1) state. This is done to eli-

minate intensity fluctuations in the u. laser. The energy of the

line positions in Fig. 6b together with results for the case via

the J' =5/2 intermediate, are listed in table 2.

K

. Discussion

4.1. Magnetic field effects

All of the data is taken in the static magnetic field of 1 T

used to confine the electrons [7]. Several disturbing effects

should be considered in such fields. First, Fonck et al. [16] have

shown with measurements on Ba and Sr that in fields of this mag-

nitude energy shifts become measurable for Rydbergs with n > 3 0 .

Secondly, a 'motional Stark-effect' is possible. However, Economou

et al. [17] have shown that this is not observable in their expe-

riment for n up to 65. In the third place quasi-Landau resonances

in the continuum are known to exist. They are not likely to occur

here, since we use linear polarisation and the B-field is perpen-
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dicular to the direction of light propagation. However, the B-fieid

leads to a certain finite energy of even a free electron, due to

the oscillating electron motion in the plane perpendicular to B.

This energy is that corresponding to the cyclotron frequency and

amounts to « 1 cm' at 1 T. Me conclude that systematic shifts of

line positions due to the magnetic field may be found for values of

n > 3 0 . Moreover, the ionisation limit is shifted from its zero-

field position by at most 1 cm" .

.U
nl

A

k
i f
_ i

CO

o

UJ

üi •
o

1 .

JU
1 i

111
m

f 1 3 £

V
i* É §

b

u
478.8 480.8 482.8 484.8

WAVELENGTH Lnml
486.8

fig. 7. The intensity in the v = 0 peak of Fig. 6 as a function

of wavelength corresponding to a small part of the spectrum in

Fig. 6, for two different rotational levels selected in the in-

termediate D 2L + state, J' = 7/2 (via the 0^(11/2)) and J' =5/2

(via the O22(9/2)) respectively. From this result we conclude

that only Q-branches are present.

• > ,
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iï

I

4.2. Assignment

A full assignment of all the observed lines is only possible if

one is able to analyse the rotational structure of the transitions

involved. In the present experiment only one particular J' is se-

lected for every scan. This implies that a rotational analysis can

only be carried out if several J' scans are compared. In Fig. 7a

a part of the v +=0 spectrum is given, but now as a function of

\yj for the cases in which J1 = 5/2 and J1 =7/2 were selected via

the two-photon transitions 022(9/2) and 012(11/2) to the D
2z*

(v1 =1) state, respectively. In this figure the peaks for the

J1 =5/2 exactly coincide with those for J' =7/2. We conclude that

Q-lines dominate in our spectra which makes a rotational analysis

practically unnecessary.

Herzberg and Jungen [18] have studied Rydberg series of Hg in

absorption. They found that at high n complete 1-unr.oupl ing takes

place, i.e. uncoupling of the orbital motion from the internuclear

axis. Also in NO, Rydberg states can be described in terms of

Hund's case (e.11 for low n-values and of Hund's case (d) (1-un-

coupling) for high n-values [19]. The multi-channel quantum defect

theory [1], [18] or the polarisation-quadrupole model [20], which

have been used successfully for the analysis of low members of

Rydberg series, have not been worked out yet for the complete 1-

uncoupling case at high n. In the absence of such a theory which

accounts for Hund's case (d), we attempted a simple analysis of

the lines in Fig. 4b and Fig. 6b using Baimer-Iike formulae, in

order to bring out the deviations from the atomic behaviour. This

still makes sense because the atomic quantum numbers n and 1

clearly retain their usefulness for a systematic labeling of mole-

cular Rydberg states [21].
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H

A

n

40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
IT
16
IS
14
13
12
11

U •ntrgylexp)
(b«st fit) lcm-1)

0.153
0.230
0.298
0.285
0.342
0.313
0.453
0.486
0.530
0.570
0.594
0.667
0.696
0.655
0.697
0.730
0.756
0.812
0.793
0.765
0.762
ft. 754
0.746
0.764
0.762
0.746
0.749
0.753
0.748
0.743

77025.30

77021.40

77017.20

77013.00

77008.10

77003.20

76996.30

76990.60

76983.60

76975.90

76967.50

76957.70

76947.20

76936.30

76923.00

76908.10

76891.30

76871.50

76850.40

76826.40

76797.90

76764.80

76725.80

76678.10

76621.80

76554.30

76469.40

76362.80

76227.60

76051.40

energy(calc)
(cm-I)

77023.18

77019.41

77015.33

77010.91

77006.10

77000.87

76995.16

76988.91

76982.05

76974.50

76966.16

76556.92

76946.65

76935.17

76922.31

76907.83

76891.44

76872.76

76851.44

16826.85

76798.33

76765.00

76725.70

76678.94

76622.67

76554.15

76469.53

76363.37

76227.66

76050.32

diff
(cm-1)

2.117

1.992

1.875

2.094

2.000

2.336

1.742

1.695

1.555

1.398

1.336

0.781

0.555

1.125

0.688

0.273

-0.141

-1.281

-1.039

-0.453

-0.430

-0.203

0.094

-0.836

-0.875

0.148

-0.133

-0.570

-0.055

1.078

diff(B=0)

(cm-1)

1.001

0.631

0.538

0.259

' • <
Table 3. The energies of the experimental pv(Q)-lines together with calculated

values for n = ll- 40. The quantum defect in the second column stands for the

value which would give an exact fit on the experimental line. In the last co-

lumn experimental values are given under zero magnetic field conditions at

n = 32- 35.
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4.2.1. Excitation via A2Z+(v1 =1, 3' =1/2) h

I
Because the flT state selected in the intermediate step is a •.I

3sa state, we expect to excite only the p-series according to the !'

selection rule Al =+1. When we compare the energies of the obser- r

ved Q lines, with values for npn extrapolated from the literature \

(see in ref. [21] and below), we indeed see that the lines con- Y
I

taining the highest intensities are lying close to the extrapola- j;

ï-
ted values. The experimental quantum defects y are obtained in a

fit of these p-series lines in Fig. 4b on the well-known Rydberg if

equation: -•

in which Ryd is the Rydberg constant corrected for the NO-reduced

mass: R = 109735 c m . T^Cv.J) stands for the energy of the v+

: ionisation limit to which one particular O-selected Rydberg series

; is converging. A two-parameter fit of T^Cv.J) and u has been per-

/ formed by a substitution of experimental En-values for the npn-

series in equation (1).

'-, Two ways to determine the ionisation limit are used. First, we

calculated this value usino data from the literature [15], to be

T j v = 1, J = 7/Z) = 77095.37 cm"1 (1 imit for J = 7/2 with respect to

v " = 0 , J" = 1/2 of the groundstate). Secondly, we obtained a value

< using the fitting procedure described above on the 'unperturbed1

y npn-peaks for p. = 11-30 in Fig. 4b. The experimental value obtain-

f ed in this way: T„(v= 1, J =7/2) = 77094.41 cm"1, is close to the

I- literature value.
?,•'

| The best fit on the np -series (n<30), gave also as a result

u =0.748, which is close to the value used by Giustu-Suzor

and Jungen [1]. As expected, the line positions for high n-values

are systematically too high in energy, as can be seen in table 3
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15 20 25 30 35 40
Principal quantum number (n)

Fig. 8. Differences (0) between calculated positions for the

members of the np -series using equation (1) with \i = 0.748

and the experimental positions. The arrows pointing to a

second set of points (x) in the figure at n= 32- 35 indicate

the influence of the magnetic field.

and Fig. 8. This shift, increasing up to 2 cm' for n larger than

40, is due to the magnetic field of 1 T, which shifts the lines

towards the threshold as dicussed above. However, some of the

lines at lower n-values also show large shifts (up to 1 cm' )

with respect to positions calculated according to equation (1).

This suggests the importance of interactions between series mem-

bers or between different channels in addition to the magnetic

field effect.

In the present experiment it is not possible to study the in-

fluence of the magnetic field when electrons are detected, be-

cause a change in the magnetic field would affect the transmission

properties of our 'magnetic bottle' electron spectrometer. Ions,

however, are not affected by the magnetic field. If we record the

ions we lose the distinction between the two vibrational decay

channels and thus the resulting ion signal will be a sum over the
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n= 35 33 32

Fig . 9. Rydbeig structure similar to that in Fig. 4, but now mo-

nitored by the ion signal, for n = 32 - 35 as a function of the

magnetic field strength, which is varied from B = OTtoB = lT.

The vertical distance between the spectra depends linearly on

the magnetic field. I

j-tTV - -<:-. -t.
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v*=O and the v + = 1 electron signal. In Fig. 9 a scan for the N0 +

signal as a function of wavelength for the Rydberg series from

n = 32 - 35 is displayed for increasing strength of the magnetic

field: B = 0 - 1 T. The lines clearly split into two components,

which are separated by about 0.8 cm at B = 1 T. The shift of the

highest component is about 1.4 cm' with respect to the zero field

situation, which is in good agreement with the earlier measure-

ments on lineshifts in a 1 T-field by Fonck et ai. [16]. Fig. 10

shows that this B-field dependent splitting is not present for

n = 1 4 . In this case no such splitting is observed but rather the

PIT-pa splitting, which will be discussed below, is visible.

In this paragraph we discuss possible mechanisms which could

induce a splitting which depends both on the B-field and the prin-

334.4 334.5
WAVELENGTH (nm]

334.6

Fig. 10. The 14 p<J/Tt doublet under three different conditions:

a) the v =0 election signal at B = l T,

b) the ion signal at B = l T,

c) the ion signal at B = O T.
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ciple quantum number n. Carrington [22] shows that for molecules

with small A-doubling (due to coupling between the orbital

and the nuclear angular momenta) the A-doubling components are

not split as a function of the increasing B-field. The only in-

creasing splitting is due to a difference in Zeeman shift of the

individual magnetic sub-levels. However, the linear Zeeman effect

causes for J =7/2 a splitting into 8 ms components and is not n-

dependent. The fact that the experimental lines split into only

two components may be due to a preferential excitation of specific

ms-levels. Castro et ai. [231 have observed a splitting of indivi-

dual ms~levels of high Rydberg states due to a B-field induced 1-

mixing. In this experiment [231 the number of components of the

'1-manifolds' decreased as a function of n. Castro et ai. were

able to fit the energy of their observed lines to a quadratic func-

tion of the B-field. This implies that the diamagnet:c term in

17 7? 7

the Hamiltonian is of importance: H d = g a B (x +y ), in which a

is a constant, and x and y are the two-dimensional electronic

coordinates. Since the magnitude of the coordinates for Rydberg

orbitals increases as a function of n, the diamagnetic term is

able to account for the n-dependence of the observed splitting.

Besides, the presently observed B-field induced splitting indeed

shows a quadratic dependence on the B-field as has been proven by

a fit of the energy values of the two components to a quadratic

function y = ± ax + bx . Another possibility in order to explain tne

observed splitting is that the magnetic field could shift the

a and ir components of the np-series in a different way, which is

not ruled out by the experimental results. Further experiments

are needed.

The a,ir splitting in the experimental lines at low n-values

appears to be independent of the magnetic field strength (see

Fig. 10 for n=14). This observed splitting is smaller than ex-
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pected on the basis of quantum defects given in the review arti-

cle by Miescher and Huber [21] for low n-values. In the fit we ob-

tained u = 0.748 for the npw series and y = 0.728 for the npa series,

while Miescher and Huber give values of y^=0.759 and ua=0.681

(based on data for n = 3 - 6 ) . uallusser [24] calculated ^ = 0.72

and u a = 0.66 respectively. Li Jia-Ming [25] calculated uir = 0.75

"A and y Q = 0.61 respectively. All literature values are given for

•'; v = 0 series only. Miescher and Huber [21] have shown that the quan-

,V turn defects differ for different v-values: for v = 1 they obtained

y =0.754 and y =0.689. The latter values are already closer to
TT Q

1 our experimental values for the v = 1 series (which are taken at

TV higher n - v a l u e s ) .

".( The relative intensity of the npa peaks with respect to the

, i npir components which is about 50% in our case (see Fig. 4b) agrees
(\
•'. with the value of 47% which is quoted by Giusti-Suzor and Jungen

i1"

An attempt at a full assignment of the Rydberg structure ob-

served in Fig. 4b, is given in table 1. For the s- and p-series

we used equation (1) in which we put u = 1.19 for the s-series [21],

and u 0=0.728, y^=0.756 for the two components of the p-series.

For the assignment of d- and f-series use is made of the

expressions for the polarization-quadrupole model given by

Jungen and Miescher [26]. In all cases, except for the s-series,

we took the rotational constant equal to that of the ionic state:

B= 1.99727 cm"1. For the s-series we took B = 1.56 cm"1 which will

be justified below. In order to assign the lines in table 1 we

generated all possible P-, Q- and R-lines for all series. A com-

puter program has been developed to find the closest theoretical

value for each experimental line. The program performs a rotatio-

nal analysis for J' = 7/2 and J' =9/2: an experimental line is

assigned to be a Q-line only if the line appears in both scans.
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Table 1 shows that the low-intensity structure in between the

pn(Q)-lines coincides with the P- and R-branches of the sa-series

(deviations less than 1.2 cm ). In addition at high n, Q-branches

of the do-series can be recognised (deviations less than 3.5 cm ).

Another series which gives good agreement with the calculated va-

lues is the fa(Q)-series (n = 13,14). The observation of s-, d-

and f-series shows that the angular momentum 1 is not a good quan-

tum number for this case. According to our data the rotational

constant for the s-series around n - 13 should be 8 = 1.56. Miescher

[27] describes n-dependence of rotational constants for s-series.

The rotational constants of reference [27] decrease from B = 1.995

cm" for n = 3 to B-1.713 cm" at n = 11. An extrapolation of his

data would give B = 1.371 cm at n = 13.

1

DV(

4.2.2. E£eitation_via_gf

For processes via the 3pa, D V ( v ' =1, J' =7/2), the d-series

is expected to be more intense than the s-series since Al =+1 is

usually dominant over Al =-1. This will be even more so, since

the polarisations of the two lasers are perpendicular. In table 2

it is shown that indeed P-, Q- and R-lines of the da-series are

recognised in the experimental scans. However, the s-, p- and f-

series are present with similar intensities as the d-series. At

high n, Q-lines of the so- and da-series dominate. The resonance

shifts for the f-series are significant (up to 10 c m ) in the ex-

perimental case, most likely due to 1-uncoupling, s- and d-lines

are not easily recognised on the basis of quantum defects for low

n-values or on the basis of formulae for the polarisation quadru-

pole model from literature [201, [27]. This is probably due to the

large coupling between the two series, having about one integer

difference in their quantum defects which influences the position
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of the lines very much. Jungen [20] discussed in detail s-d mixing

in NO at low n.

r. 4.2.3. Honl-London factors

In this paragraph we consider the observed dominance of Q-lines

over P- and R-lines in terms of Hönl-London factors. Making use of

expressions for one-photon transitions between doublet states from
i 2 2

Kovacs [28], we calculated the Hönl-London factors of z+ z tran-

•i sitions (corresponding to nla*- Z* transitions) for P, Q and R

branches to be in the proportion of 1 : 0.1 : 2, and of n«- z tran-
C 2 +

sitions (corresponding to n1ir«- Z transitions) to be 0.2 : 1 : 1.

• This result partly explains the relative intensities of P-, Q- and

•/ R-branches as observed in the experiment. However, it does not ex-
!.

£. plain why we observe only strong Q-lines for the np-series in the

' spectrum of Fig. 4b (only a few R-lines are present). Agreement is

> only obtained for two observations, namely that the Q-lines are

smaller than P-lines for the s-series, and that the Q-lines are

stronger than P-lines for the npir series. An explanation for this

X discrepancy might be found in the magnetic field, which can per-

: turb the relative line strengths of Q- over P- and R-lines due to

possible differences in the rotational transition probabilities

i-, for magnetic sub-levels.I
4.3. Decay dynamics

4.3.1. General ^

In this paragraph we consider the decay dynamics of the Rydberg ! •;

states. Giusti-Suzor and Jungen [1] have shown that v = 1 Rydberg 'r\

states interact both with electronic continua and with vibrational
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••I

I

continua (dissociation). The interaction of the Rydberg states

with the electronic continua can lead to vibrational and rotatio-

nal auto-ionisation. In the present experiment the decay channels

for rotational and vibrational auto-ionisation can be distinguish-

ed since they lead to v+ = 1 and v +=0 respectively. MQDT predicts

that pre-dissociation dominates in all cases and drives between

85% and 100% of the total cross section towards the dissociative

channels [1]. The ratio between direct ionisation and dissociation

above the threshold is calculated to be 17 : 1, for one-photon tran-

sition from the ground state. On the basis of the well-known con-

tinuity of the total oscillator strength density across the

dE

0-

vibrarional

auro-ionization

IP. fv*=1)

Energy »•

Fig. 11. Schematic digram for the distribution of the total

oscillator strength density (which is assumed to be constant

for the unresolved region of high Rydbergs) over the possi-

ble decay channels: direct ionisation, rotational auto-ioni-

sation, (pre-)dissociation and vibrational auto-ionisation.
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f'

threshold, we conclude that the difference between the signal for

direct ionisation into v += 1 and the mean signal per unit of ener-

gy corresponding to auto-ionisation into v + = 0 forms a direct mea-

sure for the strength of the competing dissociative channel. The

considerations given above are schematically visualised in Fig. 11.

Between direct ionisation and vibrational auto-ionisation there is

a region where rotational auto-ionisation is energetically allowed.

The relative importance of rotational auto-ionisation for the

present case will be discussed in section 4.3.5.

4.3.2. Comparison_of_experiment_and theory

When the Rydberg structure of Fig. 4b close to the threshold

is smoothed we see that about 70% of the total oscillator strength

is carried away by the pre-dissociative channel and 30% is left

for the vibrational auto-ionisation channel. The scan via

D Zz +(v'=1, J'=7/2), which is displayed in Fig. 6, shows that

pre-dissociation is even more important for these series, than in

the case of Fig. 4, in which a scan for mainly the p-series is

displayed. The auto-ionising structure observed in Fig. 6 contains

only 10% of the oscillator strength for direct ionisation. If we

assume that the auto-ionising structure observed in Fig. 6 is be-

having like a d-series, we obtain for the ratio of dissociation

strength for those series over p-series 1.20. This value is in

good agreement with the ratio of dissociation strength for d/p-

series given by Giusti-i.uzor and Jungen [1] of 1.36.

4.3.3. Linewidths

As can be seen in table Ï and 2 typical linewidths of the p-

series are 1 -4 cm" . The width of the peaks which are assigned
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Fig. 12. Comparison of line pzofiles for one specific part out

of the spectra, for processes via the A Z+(v' =1, J' =7/2) and

D2Z+<V'=1, 3'=7/2) respectively.

as d-series is generally two to three times larger than the width

for the p-series (3-12 cm ) . In Fig. 12 lineprofiles are compa-

red for one specific part of the spectra for the cases via the

A 2 z + ( v ' = 1 , J'=7/2) and D 2Z +(v'=1, J'=7/2) intermediate states

respectively. The linewidths can be compared to those of a quantum

defect calculation of Giusti-Suzor and Jungen [11 in which the

competition with pre-dissociation is taken into account. The re-

sult of this calculation for the npir-series at low n is that line-

widths vary from 1 - 7 cm" for n = 8 - 10. The only accurate measu-

rement available in the literature in which the rotational struc-

ture could be deconvoluted was performed by Miescher and Alberti

[4]. The only auto-ionising v = 1 pir-lines in their spectrum for

n = 7 and n = 8 have a linewidth of 2 c m , which value lies close

to the mean value of the widths for p-lines observed in the pre-

ï
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sent experiment (2.5 cm" 1)- The relatively larger linewidths in

the experimental spectra via the D I+(v' =1) state (see Fig. 12)

are clearly correlated with higher rates of decay into pre-disso-

ciative channels.

4.3.4. Rotational dependence
I-

The common line-structure for J' =5/2 and J' =7/2 displayed in g

Fig. 7 is due to Q-lines. In order to investigate the rotational t7,

dependence of the vibrational auto-ionisation, we made use of the

f fact that AJ = 0 transitions appear to dominate. Because the rota-

; tional constants for the intermediate 0-state and the ionic state

' are almost equal, it is possible to tune u>2 to a Q-Iine and keep

",,: a signal while &>< is tuned from J' =7/2 to the highest populated

-,r E'
J'-level (J1 = 2 9 / 2 ) . We therefore fixed m 2 to the strongest auto- If-

ionising Q-line in the spectrum at X 2 = 4 8 6 . 0 8 nm (11 d o ) , and

'Ï scanned u. over the rotational band of the intermediate state.

. The result of such a scan is given in Fig. 13. In this figure, the

.-'•, theoretical excitation function of the intermediate state (13a)

•• and Uj-scans for direct ionisation (13b) via 3u>1 (E e l =0.78 eV)

and auto-ionisation (13c) via (2u1
 + t d2^ Eel = 290 m e V ) are given

together. Both the 3uij-scan and the theoretical curve represent

-C the excited state population, since 3«1 is high enough to reach a

A; structureless part of the continuum (note that no Rydbergs other

1/ than v = 1 are excited). The theoretical excitation function

|. (Fig. 13a) only simulates the experimental spectrum (Fig. 13b)

| properly, when we put T = 150 K and B = 1.9701 cm [30] (in con- :̂_

' trast to B = 2.0026 cm' as given by Herzberg and Huber [15]). The '].

•, high J-values of the O^ ' ^ r a n c h are underestimated by the theore- ';

i tical excitation function. This might be due to a possible back- ;y

ground of more therrnically excited NO-molecules in the experiment.
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Fig. 13. TWO simultaenously recorded u).-scans in (2®^ + U)_J expe-
riments together with the theoretical excitation curve of the

intermediate D2Z+(v = l)-state.

a) Theoretical excitation function for the DZZ+(v' =*D (state,

using two-photon Hani-London factors of Halpern et al. \.29\

and T = 150 K;

b) Uj-scan for the Siti-ionisation signal into v =1, probing

the intermediate structure which corresponds to 2bS1~transi-

tions to the D2T+(v' =1)-state;

c) uij-scan for the (2{ii1 + iii)-ionisation signal into v = 0. Since

only Q-branches are present and ÜI_ is kept fixed (X2 =

486.08 nm), J remains constant in the intermediate and

(11 da) Rydberg state.
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Note that In the experimental 012-branch J =25/2 is suppressed.

Barrow and Miescher [30] ascribe this phenomenon to mixing with

the A2Z+(v = 5, J = 25/2) level.

The intensity in the auto-ionisation channel (Fig. 13c) shows

a rapid variation with the rotational quantum number selected in

the intermediate step. This phenomenon is most likely connected

with rapid variations in the competition between auto-ionisation

and pre-dissociation due to accidental coincidences of the rota-

tional levels in the Rydberg series and the dissociative channels.

Detailed understanding requires further work on e.g. the detec-

tion of neutral fragments, produced by MPI excitation.

f>

1

4.3.5. Rotational auto-ionisation

In this paragraph the behaviour of the v*=1 signal near the

threshold for direct ionisation is discussed. The threshold for

the Rydberg series via the J' = 7/2 intermediate lies at IP=

77095.30 cm" . This is the threshold, if we assume that only

AJ=0 transitions occur. This seems the case since Q-branches do-

minate below the threshold and this behaviour is not expected to

change across the threshold. The threshold for P-branches (AJ=-1)

is expected to lie at -14 cm" from the threshold for Q-branches

and the threshold for R-branches (AJ = 1 ) at +18 cm from this

value. We do not observe such extra steps in the threshold due to

the limits for P- and R-branches (in that case the signal would

not be flat above the threshold). The absence of significant

shifts due to the magnetic field was discussed already in para-

graph 4.1.

Having established the position of the threshold, we note that

for example, in the scan over the p-series, excited via the

A r+(v' = 1, J'=7/2), the signal for ionisation into v += 1 (upper
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Fig. 14.

a) Threshold behaviour for the ion signal in the case J' = 7/2

respectively J' =13/2 is selected in the intermediate state

at B = 0 r.

b) The ratio between the ion signal with and witiiout a magnetic

field of B = T for both cases. (The Rydberg structure is due

to a broadening of the lines which only occurs at B = l T as

described in section 4.2.1).
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Fig. 15. Threshold behaviour for the 0 eV peak in Fig. Sb

under four different conditions:

0a) normal conditions, i.e. p = 4.10

< 1 V/cm, laser intensity 1 \iJ,

b) high laser intensity 20 ]U,

c) low HO-pressure, i.e. p = 4 . 10

< 1 V/cm,

d) high DC-voltage, i.e. p = 4.10

50 V/cm.
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Torr, Electric field
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panel of Fig. 4) does not drop sharply at the threshold, but that

there is a significant signal below the calculated value for the

ionisation threshold, over a range of 30 cm" , as indicated in

Fig. 4. Thus we conclude, that unresolved high Rydberg states give

rise to ionisation into v + = 1. In Fig. 14 it is shown that the

width of this below-threshold tail is very much dependent on the

rotational state selected at the intermediate level. The tail

appears to extend rather accurately to the threshold for the low-

est J-value, i.e. to cover the region over which rotational auto-

ionisation is energetically allowed. In Fig. 14 the u 2 scan both

for J' = 7/2 and J' = 13/2 at B = 0 T for the ion signal close to the

threshold is displayed. J1 =13/2 is selected via the R 1 2(H/2)

two-photon transition to A z+(v = 1) state. It is observed that

the ion signal in the case for J1 =13/2 decreases less rapidly

than in the case for J1 =7/2. The observed interval of decay of

about 100 cm corresponds quite accurately to B*J(J + 1)=98 cm

in the case of J1 =13/2. Thus, it seems that rotational auto-

ionisation is responsible for the observed threshold behaviour.

However', there are several other mechanisms which could be res-

ponsible for ionisation signal from high Rydbergs below the thres-

hold. The following mechanisms are ruled out by experimental

tests (see also Fig. 15a,b,c,d):

1) AC-Stark shift of the threshold. Such a shift would depend on

the intensity of the laser pulse, which is not the case as can

be seen in Fig. 15b;

2) ionisation by Rydberg-Rydberg or Rydberg-ground state colli-

sions which would also give rise to 0 eV electrons. This effect

can be ruled out because we do not observe any dependence on

the target gas pressure (Fig. 15c);

3) DC-field ionisation. No measurable effect on the threshold be-

haviour is observed when the DC-field in the interaction region
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is varied (Fig. 15d) from 0 to 50 V/cm;

4) shifts due to the B-fieid. The effect of the B-field in terms

of possible shifts of the threshold has already been discussed

above: shifts are expected to be smaller than 1 cm" . As poin-

ted out before, the effect of the magnetic field on the thres-

hold behaviour can only be studied by means of the ion signal.

Me performed such a test because a magnetic field could lead

to 1-mixing and thus facilitate rotational auto-ionisation.

Note that the ion signal is obtained under zero DC-field con-

ditions (see section 2). In Fig. 14 the ratio between the ion

signal via the J' =13/2 intermediate, with and without a mag-

netic field is displayed. From this we conclude that no effect

of the magnetic field is observed;

5) ionisation by black-body radiation. This effect will certainly

give rise to ionisation, but not at such high rates that a

sharp '0 eV' TOF signal can be observed. A possible spread in

arrival times due to delayed ionisation does not exceed 20 ns.

For the above reasons, we submit that the observed threshold

behaviour is due to rotational auto-ionisation: rotational energy

of up to B*J(J + 1)»31 cm" , in the case of J = 7 / 2 , is converted

into electronic energy, which enables the Rydberg electron to

escape. Therefore signal is observed below the threshold for J=

7/2 down to the lowest point at which the process is still energe-

tically allowed, i.e. at J = 1 / 2 . Note that, as expected, the ex-

change of small amounts of angular momentum is strongly favoured;

the maximum energetically allowed exchange, i.e. J =13/2-»1/2,

has quite lew probability.

The phenomenon of rotational auto-ionisation has been observed

and discussed before by Herzberg and Jungen [18] in the absorption

spectrum of H 2, by Eisel and Demtroder [31j in the case of two-
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photon ionisation of Lig and by Broyer et m. [32] in the case of

two- and three-photon ionisation of Kg. In the latter case, as in

ours, the photoelectron should carry away a very high angular mo- r

mentum. The probability for such a process is expected to be small.

Nevertheless, Broyer et al. remark that they detect auto-ionising

lifetimes shorter than a few microseconds. They ascribe this ef-

fect to the non-spherical character of the potential seen by the

Rydberg electrons, which implies that 1 is not a good quantum

number. In NO this effect is surprising since the electric dipole '

moment of N0+ is very small [27]. The quantum defect of the f-

series (1 =3) for instance is almost zero which means that there ^
r

is hardly any interaction with the core to gain angular momentum. I-"

The quadrupole interaction is larger but it vanishes as r"4. How- t

ever, the energy denominator of the expressions describing the

transition probability will be almost zero since the electrons

leave the ion with almost 0 eV energy. This would mean that the

quadrupole interaction can still be responsible for the process

of rotational auto-ionisation in NO. Note that the rate is high

enough to result in no measurable increase in the time-of-flight

width of the signal (<:20 ns). The measurement of angular distri-

butions of the photoeiectrons across the threshold could give

further support to the mechanism of rotational auto-ionsiation.

These angular distributions will peak in one direction for cases

with high angular momenta.

5. Conclusions

The observation of s, p, d and f-series up to n=45, including

some accurate widths has been reported. The importance of multi-

photon electron spectroscopy for the study of auto-ionising Ryd-

berg states has been shown since it allows to distinguish between
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several decay channels. Strong indications for large 1-uncoupling

effects have been found. A splitting, probably due to a dia-

raagnetic interaction, has been observed for Rydbergs having n> 30

in the spectrometer's B = 1 T magnetic field. Evidence is found for

rotational auto-ionisation with surprisingly large exchange of

angular momentum. Branching ratios for pre-dissociation with res-

pect to rotational auto-ionisation and with respect to vibrational

auto-ionisation have been obtained. Evidence has been found for

the rotational dependence of vibrational auto-ionisation in compe-

tition with pre-dissociation.
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C H A P T E R 3D

Branching ratios for auto-ionisation of

v = 3 Rydberg series in nitric oxide

Abstract
An investigation is reported of the auto-ionising decay of v = 3 Rydberg

states, having n = 18-22, converging to the ionic ground state of NO. Photo-
electron spectra for two-colour multiphoton processes via the A I*(v' =3) in-
termediate states are recorded. The photoelectron energy analysis for the
decay of the n = 22 Rydberg state leads to branching ratios of 1.0 : 0.08 : 0.25
for auto-ionisation into v + = 2,1,0, respectively. Using Berry's theory, it is
shown that the observed branching ratios cannot be due to vibrational auto-
ionisation only. The effect of an electronic coupling with a dissociative (va-
lence) continuüm is discussed. Experimental branching ratios are compared with
results of multi-channel quantum defect calculations by Giusti-Suzor and Jungen
in which vibrational auto-ionisation and (pre-) dissociation are treated simul-
taneously.

l5 Introduction

In a previous paper [1] we described the auto-ionising decay

of v = 1 Rydberg series in NO, involving Av = -1 transitions only.

In order to determine which mechanisms are responsible for the

auto-ionisation process, the branching ratios for auto-ionisation

of higher-v Rydbergs into several vibrational states of the ion

are studied. Accurate branching ratios can lead to information on |

the potential energy curves of the states which are responsible

for various Avf 0 decay processes or to information on the details

of the electronic Or vibrational coupling.
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It has been shown by Berry [2] that vibrational autoionisation

generally leads to Av =-1 transitions only. Recently, Achiba et

ai. [3] have published preliminary multiphoton electron spectra

via the C n(v' =4) intermediate state in order to study the auto-

ionising decay of low members of the v = 4 Rydberg series. Since

the n = 5 and n = 6 Rydherg states which they studied, lie below the

v + = 3 threshold, they obtained branching ratios for Av=-2, -3 and

-4 transitions only. The most prominent feature seen in their

spectra is that the photoelectron intensities involving A v = - 2 ,

-3 and -4 transitions are non-zero and show no rapid decrease as a

function of A V .

In the present study accurate branching ratios for the auto-

ionising decay of n = 22 (v = 3) Rydberg states involving Av = -1,

-2 and -3 transitions are obtained. Our claim of accurate branch-

ing ratios is based on the use of the 2IT electron spectrometer [4]

which guarantees 50% collection efficiency for all electron ener-

gies. The present study of the autoionising decay of Rydberg

states is performed at high n in order to include Av=-1 transi-

tions which are essential for determining the role of vibrational

autoionisation. Recently, Giusti-Suzor and Jungen [5] compared

results of their multi-channel quantum defect treatment for the

autoionising decay of Rydberg states in NO with the only available

data at that time (n< 1 1 ) ; i.e. a low resolution photoionisation

spectrum by Ono et al. [6] and a high resolution absorption spec-

trum of Miescher et al. [7].

2. Experimental

The experimental set-up has been described in detail elsewhere

[4,8]. In short, the frequency tripled output of the Nd-YAG laser

is used to pump an oscillator of a home-built dye laser operated

with LD 390 in the wavelength region of 390 nm. The resulting

It
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T

light in the blue/UV is focused by an f =25 mm focal length lens

into an electron spectrometer filled with nitric oxide [4] in or-

der to 'pump' the A z (v1 = 3) state. The frequency doubled output

is used to pump a commercial dye laser oscillator followed by two

amplifiers, operating with DCM in the wavelength region 650-665 nm

(output several mJ) in order to 'probe' the continuum. The second

harmonic of this dye laser output is generated by an automatically

angle-tuned doubling crystal (KDP). The resulting UV light (5-

50 uJ) is focused by an f = 15 mm focal length lens into the same

spectrometer but now from the opposite side. Typical laser inten-

sities obtained are of the order of 10 W/cm2. The 'probe laser'

a>2 is delayed by 12 ns with respect to the 'pump laser' IÛ  in or-

der to avoid undesired combinations of the two colours. Electron

spectra are obtained using a time-of-fl ight method resulting in an

energy resolution of 15 meV and a collection efficiency of 50% for

all electron energies. In order to obtain constant 50% collection

for all electron energies, it is essential that the experiment is

performed in a zero electric field. Such an approximately field-

free region is obtained by compensating possible external fields,

leading to accurate peak intensities down to a few meV's.

The target gas pressure is measured by means of an ionisation

manometer to be 10 Torr. The temperature of the target gas

appears to be 150 K. The wavelength calibration is obtained accor-

ding to the method of Peiletier and Pelletier [91. An absolute

wavelength calibration of 0.005 nm (0.15 cm"1) accuracy is achie-

achieved. The bandwidth of the dye laser is measured to be

0.002 nm (0.06 cm" ) by means of an etalon.

f-
!••:
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3. Results and discussion

In the present study v = 3 Rydberg states have been excited by

two-colour processes via the A z+(v' =3) intermediate state. The

various one- and two-colour transitions which are considered are

displayed in Fig. 1.

In a first (one-colour) experiment, necessary to set the pump

laser at the required wavelength, two uj photons corresponding to

X1 = 392.15 nm are tuned to be resonant with the 3so, A
Zz+(v' = 3.J')

intermediate state (J' in the C ^ bandhead). The corresponding

one-colour photoelectron spectrum is displayed in Fig. 2. Three uî

photons reach below the v = 1 limit (see Fig. 1). Thus, the produc-

tion of ions into v =3 is energetically forbidden in this case.

The v =0 photoelectron peak in Fig. 2 is either due to the small

Franck-Condon factors for transitions between the v1 =3 interme-

diate and the v*=0 ionic state, or due to accidental resonances

with autoionising states in the continuum. S.ince both processes

have a relatively small probability other decay channels have to

be considered. In Fig. 2 it can be seen that this is indeed the

case: also 4<i)j processes occur which give riSe to more energetic

electrons. The peaks at 2.42 eV and 2.62 eV correspond to four-

photon ionisation into v+ =3 and v + = 2 of the ionic ground state

respectively. This implies that those peaks are due to additional

photon absorption above the threshold, as has been observed before

only for atoms (e.g. by Kruit et ai. [10] in Xe). The production

of ions in v + = 3 is understandable due to selection of v' =3 in

the intermediate state. The production of ions in v + = 2 is proba-

bly due to perturbations.

The electron energy spectrum of Fig. 2 was recorded at a rela-

tively high laser power of about 109 W/cm2. Kruit et al. [10]

have shown in a resonant five-photon ionisation experiment on

xenon that at 10 W/cmz the probability for every additional
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Fig. I . Enersry diagrams, of NO, in

which all observed one- and two-

colour transitions via the A T

(v = 3) state are displayed.
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F*g- 2. Electron energy spectrum for three- and four-photon
ionisation via a two-photon resonance with the A^^v' = 3)
state.
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photon absorbed amounts to about 12. The fact that in this case at

a hundred times lower laser power we observe an 8% probability for

additional photon absorption, indicates that presumably resonances

at the third-photon level in the continuum play a role. The peak

in Fig. 2 at 0.5 eV is probably due to four-photon ionisation into

v+ = 11. The mechanism for the production of ions into v+ = 11 is

not known yet.

Due to intensity problems no J-selection has been performed. In

these preliminary measurements two photons are tuned to the 0 z 2-

ijandhead of two-photon transitions between the XZn ground state

and the A Z+(v' =3) intermediate state (15/2 < J' <: 31/2). In order

to recognise this bandhead, the v += 0 photoelectron peak in the

electron energy spectrum has been recorded as a function of ID.

showing the intermediate structure due to 2u. transitions.

Having set the pump laser, we switch on the probe laser and

tune to X 2= 300 nm, which gives rise to (2m. +u2)-transitions just

above the threshold for the production of ions in v + = 3 . The cor-

responding electron spectrum is displayed in Fig. 3a together

with the electron spectra due to the separate output of the pump

laser (w,) only in Fig. 3b and the probe laser (w2) only in Fig.

3c. In Fig. 3a one additional peak appears with respect to the

peak in the one-colour 3ti)j spectrum displayed in Fig. 3b. The

electron energy of this additional peak (close to 0 eV) corres-

ponds to the production of ions in the v + = 3 channel (direct ioni-

sation). The observation of only one peak due to 2(0. + u 2 proces-

ses is in agreement with the expectation that Av =0 transitions

are favoured in Rydberg-ion transitions.

Next, we tune the probe laser to X 2 = 328.31 nm which gives rise

to transitions just below the limit of the (v = 3, J unspecified)

series. This wavelength was found [1] to give excitation from the

A2z+(v' =1) state to the 22 pn (v = 1) state, for all J' (since
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0.4 0.9 1.4
ENERGY leVI

1.9

Fig. 3. Three different electron spectra due to various u

and lü processes with 2b), tuned to the A Z (v' •• 3) state and

300 nut such that 2tD + ü), transitions reach above the
v = 3 ionisation limit.

a) Due to

b) Due to

and <i) transitions.

only (similar to the low energy part of Fig. 2).

only.

(All intensities are plotted on the same arbitrary scale.)

c) Due to bi2 only.
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Fig. 4. Three different electron energy spectra due to various
processes with aa^ tuned to the A Z fv' 3) state

and \2 = 328.31 nm such that 2ü).+ü)„ transitions excite the

(v-3) n = 22 Rydberg state.

a) Due to id, and u , transitions,

b) Due to (1), only (similar to the low energy part of Fig. 2).

c) Due to td~ only.

(All intensities are plotted on the same arbitrary scale.)
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only Q-branches are excited). We assume that in the present case

at the same wavelength a 22 pu (v =3) Rydberg state is excited.

The total process is represented as follows:

X n 3 / 2(v" =0, J") — U A V ' t v
1 =3,J" -2)

22 pir, Zn(v = 3.,i) a u t o i o n - . x V ( v + = 0,1,2,3;

,: We indeed observe four peaks in the two-colour electron energy

• spectrum {see Fig. 4a) at about 0 eV, 0.28 eV, 0.55 eV and 0.86 eV.

In order to separate 2u^ +&>2 processes from single-colour proces-

'• ses the results for single-colour processes, are displayed in

r Fig. 4b (3u^ processes similar to the low energy part of Fig. 2)

tr and in Fig. 4c (no peaks due to Wg processes). The signals in

7' Fig. 4a which are additional to those in Fig. 4b and 4c correspond

i. to Uti^+iOg) ionisations into v+ = 3,2,1 and 0 respectively. The

> peak areas are related as 0.06 : 1.0 : 0.06 : 0.17. After correction

•• for the 3o-j contribution to the 0.28 eV peak, the branching ratios

:} for autoionisation into v + = 2 , 1 , 0 are given by 1.0:0.08:0.25.

': This result is based on the claim that the detection efficiency in

> our spectrometer is equal for all electron energies, which means

5'. that the relative peak areas are directly related to branching

'••A. ratios. The mechanism for v + = 3 formation below the (v = 3,J) limit

% differs from that for v* = 2,1,0 formation and has been ascribed

\'. to rotational autoionisation of high 0-levels in an earlier paper

H' Fig. 5a,b,c shows i^-scans of the photoelectron signal in the

' three energy channels corresponding to formation of N0+ in v + = 0

and 1,2 respectively. These scans show that autoionisation into

v =0,1 and 2 occurs throughout n = 18 - 22 of the np-series with
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Fig. 5. Intensity of piiotoelüotron signal at (a) 0.86 eV, (b)

0.55 eV and (c) 0.28 eV corresponding to ion production into

v =0,1 and 2 respectively as a function of wavelength (^2~

330.2- 331.7 nm). The photoelectrons are generated in a reso-

rant multiphoton transition in which two photons (\. = 392.15 nm)
2 +are resonant with the 3sa, A Z (v' = 3} intermediate state and

the second m photon is scanned over the autoionising v= 3

Rydberg structure for n = 18- 22.

approximately constant branching ratios. This implies that the pre-

sent analysis is not limited to n =22 only.

4. Comparison with theory

In this section we discuss the various mechanisms for the auto-

ionising decay of v=3 Rydberg states which are responsible for

the production of ions in v+ = 0,1,2.
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ï
4.1. Vibrational autoiotiisation

If we follow the arguments of Berry [21 on vibrational autoioni-

-;, sation, Av =-1 transitions are expected to dominate. In order to
••o

f-l see whether deviations from this so-called 'propensity rule' are

expected we apply the arguments of Berry to the present case.

All information about a molecule is contained in the wave func-

tion V, which is the solution of the time-independent Schrödinger

equation:

j H ¥(r,R) =E nr.R) (D

•r

where r stands collectively for the coordinates of the n electrons
: and R for the positions of1 a l l N nuclei in the molecule. The total

Hamiltonian for the molecule is

where TH = -£(1/2 M„)v^ an <J T_ = -1(1 /2 mjv? are the summed kinetic
n e t o t a C • 6 1

energy operators of the nuclei ct with mass Ha and the electrons i

with mass me, respectively. V*Ne, Vfte and VNN denote the summed

Coulomb interaction energies between the nuclei and the electrons,

between the electrons themselves and between the nuclei themselves,

respectively. Because the mass of the nuclei is much larger than

that of the electrons and: the nuclei move slowly compared with the

electrons a good approximation for the total wave function is pro-

vided by the Born-Oppenheimer approximation or fixed-nuclei appro-

ximation:

H-(r,R) - * e l ( r ; R ) Xnit<:(R) (4)
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r

whert the electronic wave function Ve1 depends only parametrically

on the nuclear coordinates R and is the solution of the electronic

energy eigenvalue equation:

He1<Fel(r;R) =Eel(R) ¥ e l ( r ;R) (5)

E (R) is called the potential energy surface or, in the case of a

diatomic molecule, potential energy curve. Next, we apply this to

the interaction between electronic Rydberg states with principal

quantum number n and vibrational quantum number v in which only

one (Rydberg) electron is considered and the various v+ ionisation

channels. The electronic and nuclear wave functions for the Ryd-

berg states are given by ï^(R;r) and xv(R) respectively and for

the ionic states Ye|.(R;r) and x + (R) respectively. In the case of
v v

a diatomic molecule the overlap between the Rydberg states and the

ionic states is zero due to the difference in electronic wave

functions and vibrational energy. In fact, the electronic wave

functions are orthogonal, thus there is no spontaneous decay with-

out perturhation. In terras of first order perturbation theory we

need to write an interaction term between the eigenfunctions of

the unperturbed Hamiltonian. The interaction terms are contained

in the total Hamiltonian given in equation (2). We chose for a

treatment using this total Hamiltonian since all eigenvalues will

give no contribution to the transition probability due to the or-

thogonality of the wave functions and the relevant interaction

terms will remain. In this case the probability for vibrational

autoionisation corresponding to a transition between a Rydberg

state and the ionic v+ state, is proportional to the following

transition matrix element (neglecting V ):

i

M vibr»<X u (7)
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where the angular brackets indicate integrations over both elec-

tronic and nuclear coordinates. The actual transition probability

is proportional to the square of this expression. Since T +V +

oi e N e

VNN operating on i f gives E e l ( R ) ^ and the operator vR only acts

o n x ( R ) ' w e obtain in the pure Born-Oppenheimer approximation:

v v v > (8)

in which n is the reduced NO-mass and R now stands for the inter-

nuclear distance. The transition matrix element in equation (8) is

zero due to orthogonality of the electronic wave functions. Thus,

in t h e p u r e B°™-Oppenheimer approximation vibrational autoionisa-

tion is impossible.

In o r d e r t 0 9et a fi"ite result for the probability for vibra-

tional autoionisation we have to assume that the first order varia-

ti0" O f t h e electronic wave function with respect to R is non-zero,

i-e- breakdown of the stationary state approximation. Allowing the

TN term to operate on H-*
1 , we obtain a first-order non-zero cross

t e r m which was first left out in equation (8):

dR

I f we assume that the electronic matrix element is a slowly vary-

ing function of R and thus can be taken outside the integral , we

are l e f t with the overlap between x ^ + and V R X „ . I f the osci l la tor

of the normal mode X y can be resprelented by a perfect harmonic

osc i l l a to r , then taking the derivative with respect to R leads to :

xv+1 • (11)
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From this it can be concluded that if the vibrational motion of

the nuclei is perfectly harmonic, vibrational autoionisation is

only non-zero for v += v - 1 corresponding to Av =-1 transitions.

This result is not in agreement with the observed intensities in

the electron energy spectrum of Fig. 4a in which Av =-2 and -3

transitions are non-zero. Deviations from the Av = -1 propensity

rule can be due to:

1) the anharmonicity of the vibrational wave functions,

2) deviations from the first-order Gorn-Oppenheimer correction:

also second order derivatives- of the electronic wave functions

with respect to R may contribute,

3) the neglect of the V e e term in the Hamiltonian: electronic

coupling.

The last point needs special attention since for the first two

cases the transition probabilities are expected to decrease rapid-

ly with increasing Av.

•ij

4.2. Electronic autoionisation

2 2In Fig. 6 is shown that the repulsive part of the B it and L n

valence states cross with the lower vibrational states of the

ionic ground state. The relevant region is indicated as region I

in Fig. 6. We shall now consider, as an additional decay mecha-

nism, electronic coupling of the excited (v= 3) Rydberg state

with dissociative valence continua which couple in turn with the

three electronic ionisation continua v+=0,1,2 which are energe-

tically allowed (see Fig. 7). In order to include the interaction

with a dissociative valence continuum the electron-electron inter-

action term V has to be added to the Hamiltonian in equation (7),

which leads to a term M e l e c additional to

V
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Fig. 6. Potential energy curves of IT states in SO, showing

the region I of competition between pre-dissociation and

antoionisation.

dissociation

lonisahon channels channel

I v*=3

I
v*=2

- ^

\ ^
VA
^-.\

V+=1
\ \

-——

v+=0

1
i

P—-^:

»

1

Fig. 7. Schematic representation of the couplings between two
ionisation channels (one open and one closed) and one open dis-
sociation channel (— - —vibronic coupling, electronic coup-
ling) .
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Melec~< ee
„el (12)

In equation (12) x^ stands for the vibrational wave function of

B n (d = l) or L n (d = 2). The V interaction term induces mixingV

between different electron configurations. Since this operator

only depends on electronic coordinates, we obtain:

'elec' x + x d + v
ee

(13)

i
I
'4

I

Thus, the transition probability between a valence state and a

Rydberg state is governed by the Franck-Condon overlap and an

electronic term. As can be seen from Fig. 6 the B It state crosses

the v = 3 level of the ionic ground state. From a calculation of

the vibrational overlap between the repulsive part of the B n

state at that energy level and the v=2,1,0 levels of the ion we

obtain the following Franck-Condon factors: 1.0 : 0.09 : 0.82. If we

compare this result with the experimental result for the branching

ratios of 1.0 : 0.08 : 0.25 we see that the proposed coupling scheme

gives results which agree with .he experiment in the sense that

ionisation in v + = 0 is larger than ionisation in v*= 1. Of course,

in a more complete calculation electronic autoionisation should be

treated in competition with vibrational autoionisation (section

4.1). In such a calculation one has to include the proper magni-

tude of the electronic term in equation (13). Besides, the electro-

nic and vibrational interactions have to be included simultaneous-

ly in order to account for possible interference effects. A theory

which can handle such a competition using spectroscopical data at

low n is the multi-channel quantum defect theory (MQDT) which is

discussed below.



h
4.3. Multi-channel quantum defect theory

Giusti-Suzor and Jungen [5] recently adapted the theory of dis-

sociative recombination in order to treat vibrational autoionisa-

tion and electronic predissociation in NO. The molecular parameters

for the MQDT treatment have been taken from spectroscopie data ob-

tained in the discrete part of the spectrum [11]. Instead of in-

troducing the terms of the Hamiltonian neglected in the Born-Oppen-

heimer approximation, which are responsible for the interchannel

transitions, MQDT performs a frame transformation between short-

and long-range vibrational basis sets. The actual calculation is

performed in a two-fold perturbation calculation. The first step

' deals with the ionisation channels only and describes the scatter-

i ing of an electron off a vibrating ion core in a given electronic

state and the second deals with the Rydberg-valence interaction.

. The two separate terms given by Giusti-Suzor and Jungen govern

the transition probabilities for vibrational and electronic auto-

ionisation respectively and can be written analogously to the ones

given in equations (10) and (13) in terms of reactance matrices R:

R = J x +(R) tgirp(R) Xv(R) dR (14)
V V V

R + = ƒ X +(R) V „ x dU> dR (15)
v d v e e

The expressions in equation (14) and (15) can easi.ly be substitu-

ted in expressions for the energy-normalised transition matrix

elements, which can be used to obtain explicit expressions for the

partial oscillator strengths or crass sections. The results can be

interpreted in terms of an 'indirect' coupling mechanism illus-

trated in Fig. 7. If the vibrational autoionisation vanishes, i.e.

if there is no coupling between different ionisation channels,

vibrational autoionisation can still oceur indirectly, through the
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continuum-continuum interaction between the ionisation and disso-

ciation continua.

:, The only data from their calculation [5] relevant to the pre-

'f\ sent case are those for the autoionising decay of n = 6 and n = 7,

(below the threshold for v +=2) Rydberg states into v +=0 and 1.

For the 6pn state the calculation gives (v+ = 0 : v+ = 1) = 0.71 : 1.0

and for the 7pn state (v+ = 0 / v+ = 1) = 0.75 : 1.0. The present re-

sults for the same ratios for the 2Zpir state of 1.0 : 0.33 only

agrees in the fact that the ratios are of the same order. A detail-

ed comparison has to await the results of MQDT for the present

high Rydberg states.

I 5. Conclusions

;- Branching ratios have been obtained for the auto-ionising decay

I of v=3 Rydberg states into three possible vibrationai states of

' the ion, by monitoring the emitted electrons. The mechanism, pro-

^ posed by Giusti-Suzor and Jungen, which describes coupling be-

tween an ionisation and a dissociative continuum has been used for

a comparison with the present experimental results. The calcula-

tion on the auto-irnising decay of the low n-members of npn Ryd-

berg series only partly explains the present results for high n-

'-- members of the same series. Additional theoretical data are needed.
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Summary

This thesis describes two experimental studies which are inten-

ded to contribute to our knowledge of the structure of molecules

and the decay dynamics of excited molecular states. The two stu-

dies have in common that they are both concerned with ionisation

processes, in which an accurately known amount of energy is trans-

ferred to the target, and energy analysis of the ejected electrons

is made. Ionisation is caused either by scattering electrons off

the molecules (chapter 2 : electron impact ionisation) or by a si-

multaneous absorption of several photons (chapter 3 ; multiphoton

ionisation).

In chapter 2 an electron impact ionisation experiment is des-

cribed in which the kinematics of both the scattered and the ejec-

ted electrons is fully determined ((e,2e) experiment). A full ana-

lysis of the angles and the energies of the two outgoing electrons

allows a complete determination of all momenta involved, including

the momentum of the ejected target electron before the collision.

In order to establish under which conditions the (e,2e) method

can be used as a general tool to measure momentum distributions

for any target, a large range of collision parameters is investiga-

ted. This is done for an atomic target He in order to avoid com-

plications. It is shown that when the incoming electron is scat-

tered un-der a large angle and keeps a large fraction of its ini-

tial energy, the collision process cannot be described by pure

electron-electron scattering but electron-nucleus scattering

should be considered as well. It is shown that this effect is in-

cluded in a second Born approximation- The present study defines

a boundary for the validity of the (e,2e) analysis in terms of

ground state momentum distributions.

The multiphoton experiments described in chapter 3 are concer-

ned with an electron spectroscopy study of nitric oxide. In this
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type of experiment the electron yields at different energies can

be recorded as a function of the energy transferred to the mole-

cule, while the amount of energy is known with the spectroscopical

resolution of the photons. Analysis of the photoelectron energy

allows the determination of the vibrational state in which the

ion is left. Any structure appearing in the electron signal as a

function of photon energy is either due to resonances with inter-

mediate states or due to autoionising states in the continuum.

Chapter 3A deals with a four-photon ionisation experiment of NO,

in which two photcis are resonant with the lowest Rydberg state.

It is shown that - besides some accidental resonances at the

third-photon level - repulsive states at the fourth-photon level

in the continuum are responsible for the observed dominant produc-

tion of ions in the highest energetically allowed vibrational

state. In chapter 3B the energy region to which three photons reach

in the previous experiment is studied in more detail; this study

involves two-photon transitions to the intermediate resonances in

this region followed by a one-photon ionisaxion. In this region a

strong mixing between Rydberg and valence state occurs. Dominant

peaks in the p'iotuelectron spectrum are shown to represent only

the Rydberg character of these mixed states. The rotational struc-

ture of the mixed state is analysed in order to arrive at two-

photon excitation probabilities for the separate components of the

mixing.

In chapter 3C and 3D the autoionising decay of v = 1 and v = 3

Rydberg states is studied via two-colour experiments. A high Ryd-

berg state is able to couple with various electronic and dissocia-

tion continua. Through the interaction of the electron with the

core this can lead to an exchange of electronic energy with vibra-

tional or rotational energy. In chapter 3C it is shown that a dis-

tinction between vibrational autoionisation and rotational auto-
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ionisation can be made by determining the vibrational final state

of the ion. Evidence is presented for rotational autoionisation

involving transitions up to A J = 6 . The important role of the in-

teraction of the high Rydberg states with a dissociative valence

continuum is shown. This interact-:ii is analysed further in chap-

ter 3D, by determining the -ranching ratios for autoionisation in-

to three different vibrational states of the ion. The results of

the experiments described in chapter 3C ?<td 3D are compared with

recent results of a multi-channel quantum detect calculation.
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•• P
Samenvatting :

t
In dit proefschrift worden twee experimentele studies beschre- l

-'•?. ven die beide ten doel hebben een bijdrage te leveren aan de ken- !;

'"(_ nis op het gebied van de struktuur van moleculen en de dynamica r--

van het verval van aangeslagen moleculaire toestanden. In beide j
experimenten wordt een ionisatieproces beschouwd waarin een nauw- f.

V'
keurig bekende hoeveelheid energie aan een molecule wordt overge- :

dragen. In beide gevallen vindt ook een analyse plaats van de ener- £

gie van het uitgeworpen electron. Ionisatie wordt bewerkstelligd, r

: hetzij door verstrooiing van elektronen aan de moleculen (hoofd- i>-

••C stuk 2 : ionisatie via elektronbotsing), hetzij door simultane ab- \;

;.j sorptie van verscheidene fotonen (hoofdstuk 3 : multifoton ioni-

" satie).

:,. In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een elektron-verstrooiings-experiment be-

•\ schreven waarin de kiaematica van zowel het verstrooïde elektron

',. als van het uitgeworpen electron volledig wordt bepaald (een zgn.

": (e,2e) experiment). Een volledige analyse van de hoeken en de

\_t energieën van beide elektronen maakt een complete bepaling van

alle betrokken impulsen mogelijk, inclusief die van het uitgewor-

pen moleculaire elektron voor de botsing. Om uit te maken onder

welke omstandigheden deze (e,2e) m»thode gebruikt kan worden als

een algemeen middel om impulsverdelingen van een willekeurig mole-

-̂  cuul te meten, is een scala van botsingsparameters bestudeerd.

Dit is gedaan voor atomair helium om eventuele complexiteiten

i; t.g.v. het doelwit te vermijden. In hoofdstuk 2 laten we zien dat

ij. als het inkomende elektron onder een grote hoek wordt verstrooiden daarbij slechts weinig energie verliest, het botsingsproces

niet meer zuiver in termen van elektron-elektron verstrooiing \f

beschreven kan worden maar dat ook elektron-kern verstrooiing een

rol speelt. Er wordt aangetoond dat een tweede Born-benadering

deze laatste term bevat.
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De in hoofdstuk 3 beschreven multifoton ionisatie-experimenten

hebben betrekking op een elektronspectroscopische studie aan stik-

stof monoxide (NO). In dit type experiment kan de elektronenop-

brengst als funktie van de totale overgedragen energie bestudeerd

worden, met een nauwkeurigheid die wordt bepaald door de spec-

troscopische resolutie van de fotonen. In dit experiment wordt

een bepaling van de vibrationele eindtoestand van het ion moge-

lijk gemaakt door een energie-analyse van het uitgeworpen

fotoelektron met een hoog-oplossend vermogen (15 meV). Iedere

struktuur die in dit elektronsignaal optreedt, wordt veroorzaakt

hetzij door resonante tussentoestanden, hetzij door autoioniseren-

de toestanden in het continuum.

In hoofdstuk 3A wordt een vier-foton ionisatie experiment aan

NO beschreven waarin twee fotonen resonant zijn met de laagste

Rydberg toestand in dit twee-atomige molecuul. Het blijkt dat

- behoudens enkele toevallige resonanties in de derde stap - re-

pulsieve toestanden in de vierde stap verantwoordelijk zijn voor

de experimenteel gevonden dominante produktie van ionen in de

hoogste energetisch mogelijke vibratie toestand. In hoofdstuk 3B

wordt het energiegebied, dat na drie fotonen bereikt werd in het

vorige experiment, nader bestudeerd. Dit gebeurt door middel van

twee-foton (UV) overgangen naar de resonante tussentoestanden in

dit gebied, waarna slechts een extra foton nodig is om ionisatie

te bewerkstelligen. Dit gebied is interessant omdat er een sterke

menging tussen Rydberg toestanden en valentie toestanden heerst.

Er wordt aangetoond dat de dominante pieken in het fotoelekiron

spectrum enkel het Rydberg karakter van de gemengde tussen-

toestanden representeren. Uit een analyse van de rotatiestruktuur

van de gemengde toestanden leiden we twee-foton excitatiewaar-

schijnlijkheden voor de individuele componenten van de menging af.
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Door middel van twee-kleuren experimenten worden in de hoofd-

stukken 3C en 3D- vervalskanalen voor de autoioni satie van v = 1 en

v = 3 Rydberg toestanden bestudeerd. Een Rydberg elektron in een

hoge baan kan koppelen met verschillende ionisatie- en cTissociatie-

continua. Door middel van een interactie van dit elektron met de

kernen kan een uitwisseling tussen elektronische energie en vibra-

tionele of rotationele energie plaatsvinden. In hoofdstuk 3C wordt

aangetoond dat op grond van de energie van het uitgeworpen elektron

een onderscheid tussen vibrationele en rotationele autoionisatie

kan worden gemaakt. Uit het experiment blijkt dat rotationele auto-

ionisatie mogelijk is met een zeer grote overdracht van draaiim-

pulsmoment (J - < 6 ) . In dit hoofdstuk blijkt op grond van metingen

vlak bij de ionisatiedrempel dat de interactie tussen hoge Ryd-

berg toestanden en een dissociatief valentie-continuum een grote

rol speelt. In hoofdstuk 3D wordt nader op deze interactie inge-

gaan. De resultaten worden vergeleken met recente resultaten van

de 'multi-channel quantum defect' theorie.
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Bij het proces van rotationele autoionisatie in een twee-atomig
molecule is de opname door het elektron van een grote hoeveelheid
draai impuls van de kernen waarschijnlijker dan algemeen wordt
aangenomen.
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 3C.

Voor de uitkoppeling van het l i ch t naar een versterker kan door het
gebruik van een bundelspiitser in de t r i lho l te van een kleurstof-
laser de spectrale achtergrond ten gevolge van fluorescentie rigoreus
worden onderdrukt.
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 1.
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Recente metingen van Ciric en Dijkkamp aan emissie na selectieve
elektronenvangst bij de verstrooiing van C -ionen aan atomair
waterstof tonen aan dat de analyse van de energieverlies-spectra
voor hetzelfde systeem door McCullough et al. onvolledig is.

R.W. McCullough, F.C. Wilkie and H.B. Gilbody, J.Phys.BtAt.Hol.Phys.

27(1984)1373.

-4-

Het is opvallend dat onder dezelfde omstandigheden van aanslag van

methyl-iodide bij 248 nm, in een fotodissociatie experiment maar
een van de drie repulsieve Q-toestanden uit het MCD (magnetische

circulaire üichroisrae) spectrum wordt gevonden.
G.N.A. van Veen, T. Baller, A.E. de Vries en N.J.A. van Veer.,

Chem.Phys. 87(1084)405.

A. Gedanke en H.D. RBwe, Chem.Phys.Lett. 34(1975)39.

-5-

Voor de vervaardiging van geïntegreerde circuits op submicron
schaal door middel van rb'ntgen-lithografie lijkt toepassing van een
laser geïnduceerd plasma als röntgen-bron in combinatie met inter-
ferentie optiek een bruikbaar alternatief voor synchrotron-straling.

-6-
Er blijkt zonder commerciële aktiviteit altijd wel een markt te
bestaan voor zes exemplaren van een wetenschappelijk apparaat
bij collegae van de uitvinder.

-7-
Daar de moderne spektroscopie zich praktisch alleen nog maar in
vacuum afspeelt en ook astronomische waarnemingen steeds meer
vanuit satellieten plaatsvinden, verdient het aanbeveling om in
de handboeken de waarden van de golflengten die corresponderen
met atomaire overgangen in vacuo te vermelden.
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Rekening houdend met limiteringen en onvolkomenheden in een fysisch
experiment is het veiliger om herhaalde meetpunten te analyseren
met een Cauchy-verdel ing in plaats van een Gauss-verdeling. Daar
voor zo een verdeling een verhoging van het aantal meetpunten geen
effect heeft op de betrouwbaarheid van het gemiddelde is men dan
aangewezen op het gebruik van de mediaan.

-9-
Antisera opgewekt tegen C3-fragmenten vertonen in het algemeen een
hogere aviditeit voor deze fragmenten dan voor het native molecule.

-10-

Een kaars is de meest economische ionenbron vnor de verbetering van
het leefmilieu binnenshuis.
J. Kistemakcr, Nederlands Tijdschrift voor Natuurkunde, 42(1976)166.

-11-

Dat de recente verbreking van het wereld-uur-record op een moderne
aerodynamische fiets hoofdzakelijk aan het materiaal wordt toege-
schreven, is twijfelachtig, daar dezelfde wielrenner daarna ook op
een conventionele fiets vele belangrijke overwinningen behaalde.

-12-

Het feit, dat overdracht van informatie altijd gepaard gaat met
overdracht van energie is misschien een van de redenen dat vermoeide
mensen geneigd zijn naar de televisie te gaan kijken.

-13-
De meeste standaardboeken die handelen over draai impulsmomenten
geven de lezer zelf een zekere draaiimpuls.

-14-
Het is veiliger Om bedachtzaam door rood te rijden dan onbedachtzaam
door groen.


